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Abstract  
In this thesis, investigation on stabilisation of non-equilibrium melt in the presence of high 
aspect ratio reduced graphene oxide nanosheets (rGON) was carried out. The non-equilibrium 
melt was prepared by melting disentangled ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene 
(UHMWPE) which was synthesised using homogeneous single-site catalytic system. 
Rheological analyses of the disentangled UHMWPE/rGON nanocomposites prepared by 
physical mixing conclusively demonstrate the transformation of the melt from non-
equilibrium state to equilibrium state is suppressed when the filler was added. The 
suppression effect on the transformation reached maximum at a certain filler content and the 
non-equilibrium melt state was retained within the experimental time, indicating the existence 
of strong filler-chain interaction that hindered the chain thermodynamics. In order to have 
better understanding of the suppression on the transformation, thermal analysis was 
performed on the non-equilibrium melts to follow the influence of non-equilibrium polymer 
melt on crystallisation kinetics of disentangled UHMWPE with and without rGON. The 
analysis was carried out by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and the 
changes in enthalpic relaxation process were found in good agreement with the rheological 
response of the melts. Thermal analysis showed the presence of two endothermic peaks in a 
sample of non-equilibrium melt that was left to crystallise under isothermal condition after 
melting. The high temperature endothermic peak (141.5 °C) was related to melting of crystals 
obtained on crystallisation from the disentangled domains of the heterogeneous (non-
equilibrium) polymer melt, whereas the low melting temperature endothermic peak was 
related to melting of crystals formed from entangled domains of the melt. It was further found 
that with increasing the annealing time in melt (160 °C), the enthalpy of the lower melting 
temperature peak increased at the expense of the higher melting temperature peak, 
confirming transformation of the non-equilibrium polymer melt to equilibrium melt state. The 
enthalpic relaxation process as a function of rGON showed that at the specific content of the 
filler, where the suppression of the transformation reached maximum, the high endothermic 
peak remained independent of the annealing time of the polymer melt at 160 °C. This 
observation strengthened the concept that in the presence of the filler, chain dynamics was 
arrested to an extent that the everlasting non-equilibrium melt state having lower 
entanglement density was retained facilitating crystal formation having high melting 
endothermic temperature. This unique property of the nanocomposites provokes potential in 
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facilitating their processability and making high demanding products in more complex 
dimensions. 
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1 General Information  
1.1 Disentangled UHMWPE 
1.1.1 Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene 
Thermoplastic polymers are extensively used in a variety of applications due to their ease in 
processability, light weight, low cost and the possibility to modify their properties by suitable 
modifications of the molecular structure. Among this family, polyethylene, based on a simple 
structure of -CH2CH2- repeating units, is the most well studied polymer. The wide range of 
molecular architectures available, from linear to branched, from low to high molecular weight 
and the possibility to add a variety of fillers, make the polymer widely applied, not only in 
commodity applications, but also in high demanding ones such as ballistic protection, 
prostheses and high-strength light-weighted ropes where very high mechanical properties are 
required. For these high demanding applications, ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene 
(UHMWPE), with molecular weight over 1 million g/mol, is usually the material of choice. 
The mechanical properties of the material are enhanced with increasing molecular weight but, 
an increase of the zero shear viscosity is also observed following the power law shown in 
equation 1- 1 when the molar mass exceeds a critical value [1], 
                                                          𝜂0 = 𝐾𝑀
3.4                                         (Equation 1-1) 
In the equation η0 is the zero shear viscosity in the melt; K is the flow consistency index; M is 
the molecular weight. As we can estimate from the equation, when the molar mass is doubled, 
the zero shear viscosity increases by nearly 10 times, thus making the conventional melt-
processing techniques unfeasible. In addition, the high viscosity also makes the homogeneous 
dispersion of filler to the polymer by melt-processing very challenging. The reason for the 
significant increment in viscosity has been explained by taking into account the chain 
dynamics in the molten state, mainly in terms of ‘reptation’, a concept introduced by P.G. de 
Gennes in 1971 [2,3]. In this model, a free chain in a polymer melt network is trapped in a 
virtual ‘tube’ having diameter of the same dimension of the average distance between 
adjacent entanglements [2,3], as shown in Figure 1-1. Within the tube, the polymer chains act 
as snake-like motion and ‘reptate’ along the tube axial. 
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Figure 1-1 A virtual tube of a single chain in a polymer melt, caused by the topological constraints 
of its neighbourhood chains (small cycles); the diameter of the ‘tube’ has the same dimension of the 
average distance between adjacent entanglements [4]. 
The concept of entanglements has provided the basis for our understanding of the flow 
properties of thermoplastic polymer melts [2,3,5]. The virtual tube represent the sum of the 
constraints given by neighbouring chains and it supresses the motion perpendicular to the 
tube axis, but allows both curvilinear motion and centre-mass diffusion along the tube 
direction. The term ‘reptation’ is introduced to represent the snake-like wriggling of the 
polymer chains under Brownian motion. The characteristic timescale for a chain to ‘escape’ 
from its original position to the next one within a distance corresponding to the tube length, τd, 
is found to be proportional to the cube of the molecular weight of the restricted chain, M
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(thereby the zero shear viscosity η0~M
3.0
). The experimental discrepancy, that η0~M
3.4
, is 
attributed to the contour length of the chain fluctuation that drives the chain contraction and 
stretching along the tube [2] for molar mass < 300×Me g/mol [6] (Me is molar mass between 
adjacent entanglements). Given the relationship between viscosity, molecular weight and 
entanglements, it has been postulated that, by reduction of either M or the entanglement 
density, it should be possible to reduce the viscosity of the polymer melt, thus providing 
potential for processing the high viscous polymer, incorporating nano-fillers homogeneously, 
and further widening its applications at lower cost.  
Based on this hypothesis, a number of methods used to ease the processability of UHMWPE 
are discussed. Reducing the molecular weight would not achieve the required mechanical 
properties [7], and for this reason the second route (i.e. the reduction of entanglement density) 
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has been pursued by several research groups [8,9]. The decrease of the entanglement density 
with the consequent reduction of the zero shear viscosity can facilitate the processability even 
at temperatures lower than the equilibrium melting point (solid state processing). Three main 
routes have been successfully applied so far to achieve UHMWPE with a reduced number of 
entanglements, and they are: 1) solution spinning of UHMWPE (commonly known as wet 
spinning); 2) polymerisation using Ziegler-Natta catalysts at low temperatures; 3) 
polymerisation using a single-site, homogeneous catalyst under controlled conditions.   
1.1.2 Disentanglement of Entangled UHMWPE by Wet-spinning 
Commercially available UHMWPE is synthesised in slurry or gas phase using conventional 
Ziegler – Natta catalysts where the active sites responsible for the chain growth are spatially 
close [9]. The reaction is usually run in a temperature range of 60 and 80 
o
C and high 
pressures (monomer pressure: above 6-8 bars), resulting in a polymerisation rate (Rp) higher 
than the crystallisation rate (Rc). All these aspects contribute to the formation of a high 
number of entanglements between neighbouring polymer chains. Moreover, these catalysts 
usually produce UHMWPEs with a very large molecular weight distribution, where the low 
molecular weight component is responsible for reduction in the mechanical properties of the 
material. 
The development of ‘disentangled’ UHMWPE using a physical method that could be applied 
to UHMWPE’s post-production started with the preparation of solution-spun fibres with the 
so called ‘wet-spinning process’ in 1956 by Jurgenleit [8], and was first commercially 
produced by DSM in 1983 [9]. 
The general concept of this technique requires the dissolution of UHMWPE in a suitable 
solvent at very low concentrations, thereby realising the ‘disentanglement’ of chains, and the 
resultant gel is then spun into filaments, during which chains align and tend to crystallise with 
the removal of solvent. Following this method, it is possible to produce very strong fibres. 
Jurgenleit for example reported the method of spinning linear PE from solutions containing 
between 10 and 18 wt % of polymer in benzene or its homologues. Tensile strength up to 1.2 
GPa was achieved after post drawing of the spun filaments [8]. Zwick conducted solution 
spun experiments of UHMWPE from naphthalene solutions [ 10 ]. In his patent [10], 
UHMWPE having molar mass between 1 and 3 million g/mol was used and three sub 
methods were performed to prepare the disentangled filaments with enhanced mechanical 
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properties. A modified technique of flash-spinning was introduced by Blades and White [11] 
who applied extrusions at high temperatures (at around 200 ºC) and high speeds using linear 
PE with low melt index (0.5) from a pressurised solution with solution concentration of 13 
wt % in halogenated hydrocarbons. Fibrillated strands were then prepared by slow drawing, 
during which the spun filaments were precipitated on rapid cooling and solvent evaporated 
instantaneously. The achieved maximum values for modulus and tensile strength were 
reported as 120 GPa and 1.4 GPa, respectively. It may be important to notice that in the 
middle 1960s, Pennings and coworkers found that in a Couette apparatus, fibrous PE crystals 
formed when the inner cylinder exceeded a critical rotation rate coinciding with the onset of 
Taylor vortices [ 12 ]. However, the formation of fibrous crystal structures became less 
pronounced when HDPE was used, as discussed by Mitsuhashi, due to entanglement coupling 
[13]. Remarkably, at the end of the 1970s, Smith and Lemstra from DSM (in full Koninklijke 
DSM N.V.) invented the so called wet-spinning method, by which they obtained solution-
spun UHMWPE fibres which could be ultra-drawn to ultra-high modulus and high strength 
fibres possessing modulus higher than 100 GPa and tensile strength over 3 GPa [14,15]; an 
apparatus for the wet spinning is schematically drawn in Figure 1-2.  
The important aspect of this method is that UHMWPE obtained from this technique can be 
ultra-drawn even when the solvent is removed from the spun fibres. This enables the 
possibility of solid state processing of the intractable polymer. It has been possible to achieve 
modulus up to 150 GPa and tensile strength between 3 and 4 GPa through the optimization of 
the ultra-drawing procedure [13]. After the invention of the so called wet/gel-spinning 
process, a few variations of this technique have been patented and published [16 ,17 ]; 
however, the basic core principle still holds as the same.  
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Figure 1-2 Wet spinning technique for preparation of ultra-high modulus and strength UHMWPE 
fibres [18], the oven dries the solvent off. 
The method has made it possible to process the intractable UHMWPE into fibres by 
removing the entanglements and these fibres have shown enhanced mechanical properties 
and have attracted great attention for high demanding applications. However, this method 
involves consumption of large amount of organic solvents that have to be removed/recycled, 
and this is regarded as non-environmental friendly and possibly hazardous. Also, the 
dissolved UHMWPE can only be stretched uniaxially, i.e. the products are in fibrous shapes, 
and this limits the applications that require products having more complicated shapes.  
Important to mention is that, in the 1970s, Kanamoto et al. and Zachariades et al. [19,20,21] 
showed that if nascent particles (particles that are taken directly from the reactor, and not 
subject to any heat treatment) of UHMWPE synthesised using Ziegler-Natta catalyst were 
compacted below the melting temperature of the material, the resulting material could be 
stretched to higher draw ratio compared to the maximum draw ratio attainable from melt-
crystallised UHMWPE. The solid-state processed material resulted in higher values of tensile 
strength and modulus compared to the melt-crystallised material. They related this finding to 
the fact that the nascent UHMWPE had a relatively lower number of physical entanglements 
compared to the melt-crystallised material. Similar results were also reported later on by 
Zachariades et al. [22]. The results supported the idea that solid-state processing could be a 
possible processing method for UHMWPE, provided that the material has a low number of 
entanglements. The mechanical properties with modulus of 107 GPa and tensile strength of 
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1.4 GPa at maximum draw ratio of 77 were achieved [22]. However, the draw ratio was 
found to be much lower than that of solution-spun fibres, as well as the achieved tensile 
strength. The authors attributed these results to the fact that the solid state processing is 
strongly influenced by the narrow temperature window in which the drawing can be realised 
(a temperature window of only 2 °C close to the melting temperature of the material) and by 
the compaction stage, where no voids should be present in the material.  
Further on, methods involving lower amount of solvents and enabling the high processability 
into more complicated shapes have been considered, for example, the synthesis of UHMWPE 
having lower entanglement density directly via polymerisation, followed by processing at 
temperatures lower than its melting point [23].   
1.1.3 Disentangled UHMWPE: Heterogeneous Catalytic Systems  
As discussed in the previous section, the entanglements can be reduced via solution spinning 
favouring the drawability of the material to produce high modulus fibres, but the amount of 
solvent that is required is large and the process is considered not very environmental friendly. 
In addition, the disentangled product is obtained as fibres and it is not feasible to produce 
film or other higher dimensional shapes.  
The idea of realising disentangled UHMWPE directly via chemical synthesis has been then 
pursued. In order to achieve this goal, the reaction conditions need to be carefully controlled 
to allow a fast crystallisation during the polymerisation. On one side, polymerisation at low 
temperature could slow down the activity of catalytic system, i.e. polymerisation rate (Rp), 
and give the polymerised segments a chance to crystallise more quickly, i.e. Rc>Rp, where Rc 
is crystallisation rate, and subsequently produces UHMWPE with lower entanglement density. 
On the other side, using a single-site catalyst dissolved in the reaction medium at low 
concentration could space apart the active sites and hence reduce the possibility of the 
polymer chains to meet each other (and entangle) before crystallisation, also resulting in a 
less entangled polymer [40]. 
Chanzy and Smith [24,25] worked on the first concept using a heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta 
catalyst based on vanadium trichloride and aluminium triethyl, to synthesise UHMWPE at 
temperatures as low as -40 
o
C. At low temperatures, crystallisation happens faster than the 
polymerisation, thus resulting in a highly crystalline polymer with reduced entanglement 
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density [24,25,26]. The influence of polymerisation temperature on the entanglement is 
schematically shown in Figure 1-3.  
 
Figure 1-3 Schematic representation of influence of the reaction temperature on the morphology of 
the polymerised chains; Tpol represents the polymerisation temperature and Td represents the 
temperature where a polymer molecule can be dissolved in the surrounding solution medium and 
crystallise with lower entanglement density [26]. 
As a result, the ‘disentangled’ PE samples synthesised feature a low entanglement density 
and this makes it possible to be stretched and drawn in the solid state to provide fibres with 
mechanical properties similar to that of solution spun fibres, but with a solvent-free 
processing. For instance, the authors reported modulus as high as ~100 GPa for the directly 
stretched UHMWPE powder [27,28]. However, as described by the authors [27,28], the 
mechanical properties and morphology of the nascent powder were highly dependent on the 
polymerisation conditions, and this brings variations to the polymer properties even if there is 
a small change in the polymerisation conditions. Important to notice is that, due to the very 
low catalytic activity of the system used at the low temperatures, the amount of polymer 
produced is very low and the industrial significance is thus very limited: this method was 
hence regarded as useful mainly for fundamental studies and not developed further.  
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1.1.4 Disentangled UHMWPE: Single-Site Homogeneous Catalytic Systems 
The conventional Ziegler-Natta catalysts used for producing polyolefins at industrial scale are 
heterogeneous systems, where the term refers both to the insolubility of the catalysts in the 
polymerisation medium, and to their multi-sites structure. The resultant materials are 
complex polymer mixtures with widely varying molecular weights, molecular weight 
distribution and microstructures. Recently, breakthroughs in the development of 
homogeneous single-site catalysts have opened new possibilities in the synthesis of 
polyolefins [29]. Their definition highlights the fact that they can be dissolved in the reaction 
medium homogeneously and they are usually based on a single type of active site [29].          
The exploration in homogeneous catalyst is dated back to 1957, within a few years of 
Ziegler’s discovery of low pressure metal-catalysed alpha-olefin polymerisation, when two 
groups [30,31,32] reported the use of the first homogeneous catalyst for polymerisation of 
olefin. This catalyst was based on a complex of a group 4 transition metal, namely Cp2TiCl2 
(dicyclopentadienyltitanium dichloride – shown in Figure 1-4) and it was activated by 
Et2AlCl (diethylaluminium chloride). This catalytic system was able to polymerise olefins in 
conditions similar to that used for conventional Ziegler-Natta catalyst, but with the advantage 
that the catalytic site was well-defined (‘single-site’) and soluble in the reaction medium. The 
main drawback was the very low activity of this system. However, the breakthrough 
introduced by a novel type of co-catalyst, methylaluminoxane (MAO), in the 1980s caused 
the so called ‘metallocene revolution’ [33,34] that rejuvenated the interest in metallocene 
catalysts.  
 
Figure 1-4 The first homogeneous catalyst for polymerisation, Cp2TiCl2, a metallocene catalyst [32]. 
This class of catalysts has the advantage of a better control of molar mass, molar mass distribution 
and stereo/regio-regularity of the polymer produced. 
Remarkably, in 1997, a new generation of single-site catalysts composed of salicylaldimine 
(phenoxy-imine) compounds in combination with early and late transition metals, having 
unprecedented activity in olefin polymerisation, were independently discovered by three 
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groups, led by Fujita [35], Johnson [36] and Grubbs [37]. In particular, one of the system 
developed by Fujita showed high catalytic activity even at low temperature (~10 °C), and the 
ability to polymerise ethylene to UHMWPE with Mw higher than 2 million g/mol and a 
molecular weight distribution lower than 3 (compared to at least 10 of the heterogeneous 
systems). Using this catalytic system, Rastogi and co-workers demonstrated that it was 
feasible to obtain UHMWPE having significant low initial entanglement density 
(disentangled UHMWPE) directly from the synthesis by carefully controlling the reaction 
conditions [38,39,40], such as polymerisation temperature and catalyst concentration. In their 
studies, the bis[N-(3-tert-butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato]titanium (IV) dichloride 
catalyst, schematically represented in Figure 1-5, was used. In this thesis, for simplicity we 
will refer to this catalyst as FI catalyst. The authors addressed the influence of reaction 
conditions on the polymer properties, such as the polymerisation time, temperature, type of 
solvent, and cocatalyst-catalyst ratio, and they found that by carefully controlling all these 
parameters, samples of disentangled UHMWPE with desired molecular masses and 
molecular weight distributions could be obtained. The melting and crystallisation behaviours, 
mechanical properties as well as rheological properties of this disentangled UHMWPE have 
also been extensively studied by the same group [38,39,40].  
 
Figure 1-5 Schematic structure of single-site homogeneous FI catalyst that Rastogi and coworkers 
have used for direct synthesis of disentangled UHMWPE [39]. The catalyst activated by MAO shows 
a very high activity even at low temperature (~10 
o
C), and using this catalytic system, it is feasible to 
produce UHMWPE having low entanglement density and desired molar mass and molar mass 
distribution. 
The comparison of the polymerisation mechanisms between conventional Ziegler-Natta 
heterogeneous catalytic systems and FI single-site catalytic system is schematically shown in 
Figure 1-6. In the heterogeneous system, active sites are spatially close and only exhibit high 
activity at relatively high temperature (70 °C for instance), and this causes the polymerised 
chains to entangle before crystallising and gives rise to high entanglement density; whereas in 
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the homogeneous system, a low concentration of the catalyst is coupled with low 
polymerisation temperature (10 °C for instance), to ensure that the growing chains start to 
crystallise before meeting each other and getting entangled, giving rise to a unique polymer 
with much lower entanglement density.       
 
Figure 1-6 The difference between heterogeneous and homogeneous polymerisation systems [41,42]: 
a) heterogeneous  polymerisation system in which the catalytic sites are very close to each other, and 
during the polymerisation, chains have chances to get entangled; b) homogeneous polymerisation in 
which the catalyst is well dispersed resulting in reduction of entanglements. 
1.2 Properties of Disentangled UHMWPE  
The disentangled UHMWPE, synthesised by single-site homogeneous catalyst in controlled 
conditions, has shown very unique behaviour compared to conventional UHMWPE, in terms 
of sintering properties, morphology, rheological properties, and mechanical properties. What 
follows is a brief overview of the most relevant findings. 
1.2.1 Morphology, Molecular Weight and Molecular Weight Distribution  
The disentangled UHMWPE that Rastogi’s group obtained has shown a distinctive lamellar 
structure, where the lamellae having a thickness of below 20 nm are the results of the folding 
of few polymer chains. Figure 1-7 shows a comparison between disentangled UHMWPE 
obtained from the homogeneous catalyst and conventional (entangled) UHMWPE 
synthesised by heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta catalyst [39]. Different to the disentangled 
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UHMWPE, entangled UHMWPE powder shows strong intermolecular coherence-possibility 
when compressed below melting temperature. This is related to the high entanglement 
density. 
 
Figure 1-7 a) Morphology of disentangled UHMWPE synthesised via controlled synthesis, and b) 
morphology of entangled UHMWPE synthesised from Ziegler-Natta catalyst [39]. 
Molar mass (Mw) and molecular weight distribution (MWD or PDI) are main fundamental 
parameters that determine basic properties of polymeric materials. Methods to determine Mw 
and MWD of polymers include GPC and melt rheology; however standard GPC is not 
feasible to identify Mw and MWD of polyethylene once Mw exceeds 1 million g/mol [38], as 
the solubility of the material becomes very poor. Mead developed a method for Mw and 
MWD estimation using dynamic melt rheology [43,44] for polymers having molar mass up to 
a few million g/mol. This method has been commercialised by Rheometric Scientific by 
incorporation in their Orchestrator software. Tuminello [44], and Rastogi and coworkers [38] 
have demonstrated the applicability of this technique to estimate Mw and MWD of a range of 
polymers with molar mass up to 10 million g/mol, and reasonable results were achieved.  
It has been reported that Mw and MWD of the disentangled UHMWPE can be well controlled 
by altering those polymerisation conditions that affect the activity of catalytic system, for 
instance polymerisation temperature, time and pressure [38,40,56], and their influences on 
Mw and MWD are shown in Figure 1-8. It shows that with increasing polymerisation time and 
pressure, Mn, Mw and MWD (PDI) all increase, and Mw increases much faster compared to 
Mn, as shown in Figure 1-8a and c. With increment of polymerisation temperature up to 
20 °C, both Mn and Mw increase but Mn increases faster hence the MWD (PDI) decreases; 
however when the polymerisation temperature exceeds 20 °C [38], both Mn and Mw increase 
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but Mw increases faster and this makes MWD (PDI) increases [40], as shown in Figure 1-8b 
and Table 1-1. 
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Figure 1-8 Influence of a) polymerisation time at fixed temperature and pressure, b) polymerisation 
temperature at fixed time and pressure, and c) polymerisation pressure at fixed times and temperatures 
on the Mw and MWD (marked as PDI in the figure) of disentangled UHMWPE synthesised by FI 
catalyst [38,40]. 
Table 1-1 Mw and MWD of samples synthesised at different temperature for a fixed polymerisation 
time of 30 min [40]. 
 
Polymerisation using the FI catalyst can provide UHMWPE with well controlled Mw and 
MWD. This provides potentials to tailor the properties of the polymers for different purposes.    
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1.2.2 Entanglement Formation upon Melting  
Disentangled and entangled UHMWPE have shown different rheological responses, due to 
the differences in their initial entanglement density, as shown in Figure 1-9 [45]. 
Conventional UHMWPE synthesised using heterogeneous Ziegler-Natta catalyst, i.e. 
entangled UHMWPE, shows little build-up of storage modulus (G’) during dynamic time 
sweep and reaches equilibrium state (plateau region) in a very short time scale. The high 
starting value and little build-up have been attributed to the highly entangled state of the 
material after polymerisation.   
 
Figure 1-9 Storage modulus build-up as function of time (at 160 °C) of commercial/entangled 
UHMWPE (marked as entangled in the figure) and disentangled UHMWPE (marked as nascent in the 
figure) [45]. 
Disentangled UHMWPE polymerised using the FI catalyst has shown a very different 
rheological response. Pandey et al.[40], in their research, have observed a low starting value 
of storage modulus followed by significant increment with increasing annealing time, which 
ultimately reaches a plateau when reaching the thermodynamic equilibrium state, as shown in 
Figure 1-9 and Figure 1-10. The build-up of modulus is associated with the dynamic 
rearrangement of the chains in the melt from non-equilibrium to an equilibrium state with 
progressive formation of entanglements. 
The G’ build-up curve can be divided into two regions: Region 1 (R1 in Figure 1.10), where a 
fast build-up is shown, attributed to fast chain explosion and mixing from single crystals; and 
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Region 2 (R2 in Figure 1.10), where the slower build-up is attributed to further entanglement 
by chain reptation; eventually the polymer melt reaches its thermodynamic equilibrium state 
which is shown as a plateau in the plots. In the thermodynamic equilibrium state with 
homogeneous distribution of chain entanglements, the molar mass between adjacent 
entanglements (Me) can be related to the storage modulus value at plateau, as mathematically 
described by equation 1-2 [46].  
                 𝑮𝑵
𝒐 =
𝒈𝑵𝝆𝑹𝑻
<𝑴𝒆>
                                            (Equation 1-2)                   
where 𝐺𝑁
𝑜  is the plateau modulus at thermodynamic equilibrium state; <Me> is the average 
molecular weight between adjacent entanglements and it is inversely proportional to the 
entanglement density; gN is a numerical factor (could be 4/5 or 1 depending on convention); 
ρ is the density of the material at temperature T; R is gas constant and T is the absolute 
temperature. 
 
 
Figure 1-10 Storage modulus (G’) build-up of UHMWPE synthesised using FI catalyst [40]. 
The authors [40] reported that rheological analyses could be a reliable tool to identify the 
disentangled character of the UHMWPE. They have related the low starting point in the value 
of G’ to the low density of entanglements present in the nascent disentangled polymer, 
corresponding to a larger value of <Me>. The authors have also shown that the polymerisation 
time has an influence on the molecular weight of the resulting polymer and the initial 
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entanglement density, that in turn will influence the time required for reaching the fully 
entangled state (Figure 1-10) [40].  
 
 
 
Figure 1-11 a) Normalised G’ build-up at 160 °C of disentangled UHMWPE synthesised using FI 
catalyst at different reaction times (the build-up is normalised by the plateau value 𝐺𝑁
0  and shown as 
𝐺𝑁
𝑡  in the figure) and b) schematic drawing of the relationship between entanglement density and 
polymerisation time [40]. At the beginning of the polymerisation, the entanglement density is 
relatively high due to the entanglement formation prior to crystallisation, but with increasing 
polymerisation time, the nucleation barrier is supressed and crystallisation starts to dominate, causing 
less entanglement formation, and hence UHMWPE having long chain length shows a lower starting 
value and slower modulus build-up. 
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Consistent decrease in the normalized modulus at the starting point with increasing molar  
mass, as shown in Figure 1-11a, demonstrates that the entanglement density decreases with 
increasing molar mass. The authors suggest that the number of entanglements that are formed 
in the early stage of polymerisation is higher, due to the entanglement prior to the 
crystallisation, and then it tends to decrease with increasing molar mass because of the 
suppression of the nucleation barrier that accelerates the crystallisation [40], as described in 
Figure 1-11b.  
Another interesting feature of the disentangled UHMWPE that Rastogi and coworkers 
pointed out is that the disentangled UHMWPE could form a new meta-stable state by 
maintaining the disentangled state upon melt for a relatively long time scale, for instance a 
few hours [5,47]. The authors found that, through slow and well controlled melting, the 
disentangled crystals could form a heterogeneous melt with entangled region (due to chain 
mixing) at the near ends region of the chains and disentangled region at far end region of the 
chains as shown in Figure 1-12, while the fast melting gives homogeneous entanglement 
distribution across the melt. When the polymer is less entangled, it shows lower viscosity and 
this finding provides promising potential to process the otherwise intractable polymer.     
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Figure 1-12 Melting kinetics of disentangled UHMWPE with fast and slow melting procedures 
(tube renewal is the time that a single chain needs to relax) [5]. Fast melting gives rise to 
homogeneous distribution of entanglements, whereas as a result of well-controlled slow melting, 
meta-stable melt with heterogeneous distribution of entanglements is obtained. 
1.2.3 Melting Kinetics of Disentangled UHMWPE  
Unlike small molecules that have sharp first order transitions at melt, a broad melting peak is 
normally observed during melting of semi-crystalline polymers, covering a wide range of 
crystal size and thickness. The melting temperature can be related to the crystal size and 
estimated by the Gibbs-Thomson equation, as shown in equation 1- 3 [48]:  
𝑻𝒎 = 𝑻𝒎
∞[𝟏 −
𝟐𝝈
𝒍𝝆∆𝑯𝒎
]                                  (Equation 1-3) 
Where Tm is the melting point determined experimentally; 𝑇𝑚
∞  is the melting point at 
equilibrium state for crystals having infinite size (141.5 °C for polyethylene [49,50]); σ is the 
end surface free energy for the folded planes and l is crystal lamellae thickness, ρ is the 
crystal density and ΔHm is the heat of fusion per unit mass. As observed by SEM, as-
polymerised, nascent UHMWPE (Mw > 1×10
6
 g/mol), show a lamellae thickness up to 20 
nm [5,51] and hence a melting point of c.a. 131 °C should be achieved according to the 
equation [52]; however, a higher melting point close to the equilibrium melting point of 
141.5 °C is found by DSC analysis. The equilibrium melting value has been reported mainly 
on extended PE crystals, where 1 m-thick lamella is achieved [50]. After crystallisation, the 
high melting peak disappears and a lower melting peak at around 136 °C is observed. These 
phenomena cannot be explained by the given equation or considering superheating. To 
understand the observed incongruence, it should be taken into account that not only the 
length of the stems in the crystals, but also the molecular conformation of chain segments 
residing in the amorphous region  have implications on melting behaviour of the semi-
crystalline polymer [53]. To elaborate, the transition zone between amorphous region and 
crystalline region has some topological constraints induced during polymerisation that will 
influence the first melting of the polymer. It has been suggested that the topological 
constraint from adjacent re-entrant chain folded crystals is governing the high melting point 
instead of lamellae thickness alone [54]. Both in the case of nascent entangled and nascent 
disentangled UHMWPE the first melting is close to the equilibrium value of 141.5 °C, and it 
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disappears once the sample is simply molten and re-crystallised from the melt, due to the 
loss of these topological constraints [47,55]. If the annealing experiments are performed on 
the nascent polymers, it is possible to recognise the difference between entangled and 
disentangled UHMWPE. In the transition zone between amorphous and crystalline regions, 
topological constrains caused by non-entangled adjacent or entangled non-adjacent re-entry 
lead to a different nature of chain folding resulting in different crystallisation behaviour [54]. 
Due to the near absence of structural coherence in the amorphous region, the quantification 
of entanglements is usually challenging. Recently with the help of DSC, Rastogi and 
coworkers have demonstrated the possibility to follow the formation of entanglements 
[54,56]. In the experimental protocol used (Figure 1-13a), the samples are first annealed for 
one hour at a temperature comprised between 137 and 138 °C, usually ~3.5 °C lower than 
the melting temperature of the high temperature peak. The subsequent heating run (cycle e-f) 
shows dual peaks with one at 140 °C and the other at 133 °C. The high melting peak is 
attributed to the remainder of nascent adjacent re-entrant crystals, and the low melting peak 
is due to the melt-crystallized component obtained on cooling during c-d. The measured 
enthalpy of the low melting peak normalised by the melting enthalpy of both peaks gives an 
indication on the heterogeneity of entanglement distribution in the amorphous region of the 
nascent powder.       
 
Figure 1-13 a) Protocol used by Rastogi and coworkers for the DSC annealing, where the annealing 
temperature is 3.5 °C below polyethylene’s equilibrium melting point; b) the melting plots of the 
nascent powder with and without annealing [54,56]. 
Interestingly, the authors [54,56] found that with increasing the annealing time in the step b-c, 
the low melting peak area increases at the expenses of the high melting peak one, and the area 
ratio between A1 (low melting peak area) and A1+A2 (total melting peak area) follows a trend 
similar to the dynamic time sweep of melt rheology, as can be seen by comparing Figure 1-10 
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and Figure 1-14. The low melting peak comes from the melt crystallised chains that 
entangled during isothermal crystallisation, i.e. the topological constraint from adjacent re-
entrant crystals are released and the same chain is likely to be engaged in more than one 
crystal thus entangling with other chains in the amorphous region. The increase in A1 
represents entanglement formation of the disentangled chains during isothermal 
crystallisation. Similarly to what is observed in melt rheology, samples with low molecular 
weight show fast build-up of A1 while the samples having high molar mass show a very slow 
A1 build-up. Important to notice is that the melting peak of the nascent entangled or 
commercial samples almost shows no change in A1 due to the suppression of the high 
entanglement density on the melting kinetics of the chains [56].  
 
Figure 1-14 Build-up of A1 with increasing annealing time for disentangled UHMWPE samples 
having different molar mass and molar mass distribution [56], shown as lines having symbols; as 
comparison, results of a commercial UHMWPE sample is also displayed, shown as the solid line. 
(The details for different runs are listed in Table 1-3) 
In Rastogi and coworkers’ studies [54,56], the high melting peak close to equilibrium melting 
peak may not attributed to be long extended chains but from the tight adjacent re-entrant 
topology which has high constraints at the near crystalline region and lifts the energy barrier 
for complete melting.   
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1.2.4 Processability and Mechanical Properties of Disentangled UHMWPE 
Unprecedented ultra-high modulus and strength fibres and tapes have been achieved from the 
disentangled UHMWPE by solid-state processing. The possibility of solid-state processability 
is determined by the entanglement state of the polymer. It has been reported that the 
entanglement in amorphous region hinders the drawability of the polymer in the solid state 
[56]. Rastogi and coworkers reported that the disentangled UHMWPE can be drawn in solid 
state within a wide range of temperature (120 °C to 145 °C) in both uniaxial and biaxial 
directions; while the entangled UHMWPE can only be drawn in the uniaxial direction with a 
very narrow stretching temperature window of 2 °C around 142 °C.    
The mechanical properties measured for the disentangled UHMWPE were much higher than 
that of the entangled UHMWPE at the same draw ratio as shown in Figure 1-15 [39]. 
Important to notice is that, compared to commercial UHMWPE, the disentangled UHMWPE 
samples can be easily stretched to high draw ratio, even to 300 or higher.   
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Figure 1-15 The comparison of strength and modulus between commercial/entangled UHMWPE 
and disentangled UHMWPE from controlled synthesis [39]. 
The authors [39]compared these samples with solution-spun Dyneema SK 75 twisted yarn 
which has a high modulus of 135 N/tex (132.3 GPa) and high tensile strength of 3.5 N/tex 
(3.43 GPa) and two high performance samples (Grade A and Grade B) from commercially 
available entangled UHMWPE; the results are shown in Table 1-2. It can be found that the 
disentangled samples obtained by the authors showed enhanced tensile strength over the 
solution spun fibres as well as modulus.   
Table 1-2 Comparison of mechanical properties between the disentangled UHMWPE and 
commercially available UHMWPE [39]. 
 
The molar mass influence on mechanical properties of disentangled UHMWPE has also been 
recently investigated and it has been observed that mechanical properties are highly affected 
by the molar mass. Figure 1-16 shows the mechanical properties of disentangled UHMWPE 
having different molar mass at different draw ratios, carried out by Romano et al. [56]. The 
parameters of the different runs are listed in Table 1-3 [56].  
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Table 1-3 Ethylene Polymerisation results for different reaction times/pressures [56]. 
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Figure 1-16 Molar mass influence on the mechanical properties of disentangled UHMWPE having 
different molar mass; a) modulus; b) tensile strength (breaking tenacity) [56]. 
Apart from the ease in processability and high values achieved in mechanical properties, this 
controlled route is both economically and environmentally more advantageous than the 
solution-spun because the disentangled UHMWPE does not need large amounts of solvent in 
the processing step. 
1.3 Influence of Nanofiller on Polymer Properties  
1.3.1 Graphene and Its Derivatives  
Carbon based fillers, such as carbon fibres, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and carbon black, have 
been largely used in composite materials, from day-to-day applications to high demanding 
materials. Carbon black for example has been used to enhance tyre properties. Carbon fibres 
have been found to have valuable mechanical properties, and they have been applied to light 
weight goods enhancements such as sport rackets, bicycle frames and for high temperature 
applications, such as aeroplane elements [57]. Recently, nano-sized carbon fillers with novel 
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mechanical properties, physical properties and biocompatibility have been added to the big 
family, such as CNTs, graphene and their derivatives [58,59]. The application of carbon 
based fillers has hence spread to other fields, including medical applications and electronics. 
More interestingly, the nanosize of these fillers has brought new properties to the composites 
realised, with a potential for important breakthroughs: for example, graphene with its 
extreme high specific area of 2630 m
2
/g [60], provides the chance for enhanced interaction 
between polymeric matrix and filler, leading to unique physical properties, such as decrease 
in complex viscosity [61]. In this thesis focus is on graphene derivatives, and this section 
will give an overview of the current knowledge on graphene, its derivatives and their 
composites.  
1.3.1.1 Pristine Graphene  
Graphene in monolayer form was obtained for the first time using a simple mechanical 
exfoliation by Geim and Novoselov who were then awarded the 2010 Nobel Prize in physics 
for their discovery [62]. Since then, graphene has opened a new era for physics and given rise 
to new applications due to its combination of extraordinary physical properties and the ability 
of achieving good dispersion in various matrices due to the unparalleled properties graphene 
possesses [63]. Compared to other carbon based fillers in terms of structure, graphene is 
much less complicated. The graphene is a monolayer of honeycomb structured sp
2
 hybridised 
carbon atoms. Each carbon atom participates in the formation of pi orbitals: the delocalised 
electrons present in these orbitals are responsible for the peculiar mechanical and electrical 
properties of graphene. Monte Carlo simulation and TEM studies have been used to predict 
and study the morphology of graphene monolayer [ 64 , 65 ]. The TEM studies provide 
evidence of the existence of corrugations which are around 9 nm in lateral dimension and 0.8 
nm in height. Due to two ways of arrangement of the 6-atom ring at the edges, these can have 
two kinds of shapes: armchair and zigzag [66]. 
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Figure 1-17 Graphene edges with a) zig-zag and b) armchair structures [66]. 
Several methods have been developed for the preparation of mono layered graphene and its 
derivatives. Three main methods will be considered in this literature review, with a particular 
focus on method b that will be used in this thesis:  
a) Micromechanical exfoliation of graphite, giving graphene [62,67];  
b) Chemical oxidation of graphite that could produce graphene oxide that can be further 
reduced to reduced graphene oxide [68,69];   
c) Unzipping of carbon nanotubes that produces graphene nanoribbons [70];  
d) Calcinations of SiC [71,72] and CVD growth on transition metals [73,74].  
Micromechanical exfoliation is the first method that has been used to produce high quality 
defect-free graphene with large-size single layers, as shown in ref [62]. Fundamental studies 
of graphene’s properties have been done on this novel single layer. The intrinsic strength had 
not been realistically measured before Lee et al. [75] used Novoselov’s method [62] to 
suspend a monolayer of graphene. Lee et al. measured the Young’s modulus and intrinsic 
breaking strength of a free standing monolayer of graphene [75]. They did nano-indentation 
using an atomic force microscope (AFM) to identify the mechanical properties of graphene 
membranes which were suspended on open holes [75]. Their experiments showed that a 
monolayer of graphene is the strongest material ever realistically measured with a Young’s 
modulus of 1 TPa and an intrinsic strength of 130 GPa [75]. Extraordinary thermal 
conductivity and electrical conductivity of graphene have been reported and related to its 
structure. Balanbin et al. first reported the experimental investigation of the thermal 
conductivity in a suspended single layer of graphene, carried out using confocal micro-
Raman spectroscopy [76,77]. Values in a range of 3080 WmK
-1
 to 5150 WmK
-1
 were 
measured from a single-layer graphene sheet from the dependence of the Raman G peak 
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frequency on the excitation laser power. Due to its distinctive electronic properties at room 
temperature graphene can be a very promising candidate for electronic applications. The 
mobility of pi-electrons in graphene is high also at low temperatures, compared to what 
happen to semi-conducting materials. Du et al. suspended graphene samples by bridging 
them over a SiO2 substrate and fixed them by Au/Ti contacts at the two ends. These authors 
measured a low temperature carrier mobility of 200,000 cm
2
V
-1
s
-1
, even when the charge 
carrier is at very low density [78]. These values correspond to the upper limit of thermal 
conductivity of CNTs, as shown in Table 1-4. Compared to other carbon based fillers, 
graphene is found to be a superior material that has combined novel physical and mechanical 
properties together. The table below summarises the comparison of thermal conductivities, 
electrical conductivities and mechanical properties among carbon based fillers.  
Table 1-4 Comparisons of properties amongst carbon based fillers.  
 
Young’s 
Modulus 
(GPa) 
Tensile 
Strength 
(GPa) 
Thermal 
Conductivity 
(WmK
-1
) 
Carrier 
Mobility 
(cm
2
V
-1
s
-1
) 
Refs 
Carbon 
Fibres 
50~800 <7.0 1100 - [79,80,81] 
CNTs 1000 63 6000 >100,000 [82,83] 
Graphene 1000 130 4840-5300 >200,000 [76,84,85,86,87] 
 
Compared to other methods, this is so far the only method where the graphene obtained can 
be considered as ‘nascent’ graphene, and the mechanical and physical properties measured 
are close to the theoretical values. However, this mechanical method is limited in the amount 
of material that can be produced and it is only suitable for fundamental study, not for 
industrial interest.  
1.3.1.2 Graphene Oxide Nanoplatelets and Reduced Graphene Oxide Nanoplatelets  
Dating back to 19th century, methods to synthesise graphite oxide were first carried out in 
1859 by a British chemist, B.C. Brodie, who was researching the graphite structure by 
investigating the reactivity of graphite [88,89]. After a few years Staudenmaier [90] and 
Hummers [91] independently reported their own methods for the preparation of graphite 
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oxide. All three methods involve oxidation of graphite in the presence of strong oxidants and 
concentrated acids. Recently after ultrasonication of graphite oxide in wtare or other polar 
solvents, monolayers are observed and they are referred to as graphene oxide nanosheets 
(GON) in this thesis. These researches form the first step of chemical reaction for GON 
preparation. Almost at the same time, reduction of graphene oxide using reducing agents or 
thermal degradation to restore thermal and electrical conductivities was carried out, and 
reduced graphene oxide nanosheets (rGON) were obtained. In general, there are 3 main steps 
involved to prepare graphene/rGON via the chemical oxidation method: 1) oxidation of 
graphite (to get graphite oxide); 2) ultrasonication of graphite oxide (to exfoliate the graphite 
oxide to graphene oxide nanosheets); 3) reduction of graphene oxide nanosheets. The 
chemical method is currently the most widely used for the preparation of graphene or reduced 
graphene oxide in large amounts. 
Graphite oxide obtained from the first step is actually the graphite that is expanded by strong 
oxidation reaction. The layers still stack to each other forming a regular layered structure 
after oxidation. The oxidative agents that are used for graphite oxidations are usually a 
combination of very strong oxidants and acid, for instance, potassium permanganate, 
concentrated sulphuric acid or nitric acid. During the reaction, some small molecules, such as 
H2SO4, could penetrate into graphite layers and react with carbon atoms causing the 
expansion of layers [92,93]. At the same time, functional groups of hydroxyl, carboxyl and 
ketone groups are grafted on part of the carbon atoms in the planes or at the edges.  
Graphene oxide obtained from the second step is a monolayer or few layer stacks that is 
obtained from graphite oxide via ultrasonication in suitable solvents. Because of the 
oxidation of graphite, part of the sp
2
 hybridised C in the planes are changed to sp
3
 hybridised, 
decreasing the number of pi electrons and modifying the pathway of free electrons, thus 
resulting in a decrement of both electrical and thermal conductivities. However, the following 
advantages still make GON very popular in the area of nano-composites. 
1). GON is a monolayer which provides very high aspect ratio contributing to enhance the 
interaction between the filler and matrix;  
2). Functional groups on the surface or edge of the layers, enhance the filler and functional 
groups of matrix interactions by chemical reactions or strong physical attractions;  
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3). GON is soluble in many polar solvents, which makes dispersion of GON in polymers 
possible via physical mixing or in situ polymerisation;  
4). The preparation can be scaled up relatively easily. 
Graphene oxide obtained from the second step and reduced graphene oxide obtained from the 
third step can be regarded as two kinds of graphene derivatives that possess very similar 
structure compared to graphene in the form of monolayer but with the added value that 
graphene oxide present functional groups which could be used to enhance the interfacial 
adhesion between fillers and matrix, thus resulting in higher mechanical properties. As 
expected, the thermal and electrical conductivities as well as the mechanical properties of 
these materials change according to the oxidation level of graphene oxide. 
1.3.1.3 Structure of GON and rGON 
Extensive research has been carried out to reveal the chemical nature of GON and rGON and 
a few models have been proposed, but the precise structural features are still a matter of 
debate. There are three main reasons that make difficult to find out the exact structure: 1) the 
exact position on the plane of the reactive carbons cannot be identified; 2) the level of 
oxidation varies depending on the species of oxidants, reaction conditions (reaction time and 
temperature) and the graphite precursor used; 3) for rGON, the level of reduction depend on 
both the oxidation level of the GON precursor and the reaction conditions in which the 
reduction takes place. 
Earlier models on graphite oxide are presented in Figure 1-18. Holst and Hofmann [94] 
proposed a structure where epoxy groups spread across the entire basal planes without any 
hydrogen involved. In his model, the stereo-structure of the basal planes and the hydrogen 
was not considered. Ruess’s model developed in 1946 incorporated hydroxyl groups on the 
surface of basal planes; he also took sp
3
 tetrahedrally coordinated carbons into consideration, 
altering the sp
2
 planar model from Holst and Hofmann. However, the C=O double bond that 
could influence the sp
3
 structure was not taken into account [99].    
In 1969, Scholz and Boehm [95] proposed a model in which the epoxide and ether groups are 
replaced by quinoidal species in a corrugated backbone. Another model proposed by 
Nakajima and Matsuo [96,97] was based on the assumption that the structure is lattice based 
and similar to (C2F)n structure, and it formed a 2-stage intercalated graphite compound, as 
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shown in Figure 1-18. Apart from these models, studies based on development of the 
functional groups during the oxidation have also been carried out [98]. All these models 
made valuable contributions to the understanding of the nature of graphite oxide and GON. 
 
Figure 1-18 The models of graphite oxide/graphene oxide layer structure from previous work [99]. 
In the most recent GON models, the regular latticed model has been substituted by an 
amorphous and random alternative,  the Lerf-Klinowski model proposed between 1996 and 
1998 and supported by solid-state 
13
C NMR magic-angle-spinning (MAS) spectroscopy of 
graphite oxide and 
13
C-marked graphite oxide [100,101,102], and shown in Figure 1-20 (top) 
without –COOH groups and Figure 1-20 with –COOH groups. With the help of NMR, they 
suggested GON terminates with epoxide groups, while hydroxyl and carbonyl groups are 
randomly distributed on the GON planes. In their model, they considered the presence of un-
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oxidised graphite portions of variable size as “islands” in a structure of aliphatic 6 atom ring 
on which hydroxyl and epoxide groups are grafted.  
 
 
Figure 1-19 The most widely accepted GON structural model proposed by Lerf and his coworkers 
(Lerf-Klinowski model), top image; the structural model of thermally reduced GO, bottom image 
[102]. 
The authors proposed a model for the thermal reduced graphite oxide treated at 100 °C in 
vacuum for 24 hours, where a partial recovery of sp
2
 hybridised carbon was believed to be 
achieved by removal of epoxide groups, as shown in Figure 1-19 (bottom) [102]. It is 
believed that during the thermal reduction, some of the functional groups are supposed to 
leave the surface of the filler, for instance, epoxide groups, whereas some other functional 
groups will still stay, for an example, hydroxyl groups. 
Lerf and his group proposed a refined structure of graphite oxide by conducting reactions 
with a range of reagents and performing 
13
C and 
1
H NMR experiments: they determined that 
the existence of isolated double bonds is unlikely to be stable under strong oxidation states 
and most of them exist in aromatic rings or conjugated areas. They supposed that the opening 
of the rings containing epoxide groups at the edges of planes would bring carboxylic acid 
groups [101,102]. The Lerf-Klinowski model is currently the most widely accepted model. 
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Figure 1-20 Lerf-Klinowski model of the GON sheets with –COOH groups at the edges [102]. 
However, it should be noted that Lerf-Klinowski model is related to the chemical 
connectivity, and the spatial orientation of functional groups is not taken into account, while 
during oxidation, a planar sp
2
 network is transferred to a non-planar sp
3
 structure disrupting 
the flatness of the graphene layers.  
1.3.1.4 Suspension and Stability of GON in Solvents 
Homogeneous colloidal suspensions of GON in a range of solvents are of remarkable interest 
for the formation of nanocomposites with well dispersed fillers as well as for further 
derivatisation reactions. The stability of graphene oxide dispersions in a range of solvents are 
shown in Figure 1-21.    
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Figure 1-21 The dispersion of GON in different solvents [106]. 
It has been found that an efficient dispersion is dependent on both the extent of functional 
groups on the GON layers and the polarity of solvent, as polar solvents are more preferable to 
disperse oxidised GON. There are research groups that have achieved the homogenous 
dispersions of GON in a few aqueous media and in a range of organic solvents by sonication 
or ultrasonication. In water, the concentrations of GON could reach up to 3 mg/ml, and up to 
0.5 mg/ml in a range of organic polar solvents, such as dimethylformamide (DMF), 
tetrahydrofuran (THF), N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) and glycol [68,103,104,105,106].  
1.3.2 The Influence of Nanofillers on Polymer Properties  
1.3.2.1 Influence on Rheological Properties  
Polymer nanocomposites with enhanced mechanical, electrical or thermal properties have 
been investigated intensively [107,108], and they have become one of the most important 
class of materials for high demanding applications. The modification in their properties is 
intimately related to the filler properties, for examples, aspect ratio, microscopic arrangement 
of the filler, chain-filler interaction, as well as the formation of filler-filler networks. It has 
been reported that the presence of filler could significantly influence the polymer chain 
dynamics, consequently influencing crystallisation during shear flow and ultimately 
mechanical properties of the polymer [109]. Linear oscillatory rheology is a well-established 
technique in the study of polymer-based nanocomposites [110,111,112]. The absolute values 
of loss (G’’) and elastic (G’) modulus, as well as their dependence on frequency could unveil 
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information on the structure of the dispersed phase and its interaction with the polymer 
matrix chains. Melt rheological studies have revealed that the presence of nanoparticles in 
polymers perturbs the microscopic inter-chain arrangement of the polymer network, 
influencing the linear rheological properties. Research on HDPE/CNTs composites have 
shown that the addition of nanofillers could influence the cross-over point between elastic 
and viscous components of the viscoelastic polymer melt and it has been reported that an 
increment of filler could hinder the chain relaxation in the terminal region (frequencies<G’, 
G’’ cross-over frequency) resulting in an increase in G’ values [111]. With further increment 
in filler concentration, a plateau normally appears in the terminal region, indicating a 
percolation of solid network [113,114,115,116]. However, decrease in G’ with the addition of 
low concentration of nanofillers has been reported, which suggests a potential in the decrease 
of viscosity that is of high interest for processing in industry. Recently, Zhang et al. have 
observed that the presence of relatively low amount of CNT (<1.0 wt %) could decrease the 
storage modulus of commercial UHMWPE having a large molar mass distribution, as shown 
from dynamic frequency sweep experiments reported in Figure 1-22 [117].  
  
 
Figure 1-22 Behaviour of the storage modulus G’ of UHMWPE composites having different 
loadings of CNTs as a function of frequency [117]. 
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The authors suggested that the long molecular chains tend to be preferentially adsorbed on 
the surface of tubes due to van der Waals forces, whereas short chains are left in the matrix, 
resulting in fast relaxation compared to the pure polymer, leading to lower viscosities [117] at 
low frequencies. Similar phenomena have also been reported by several groups in different 
composite systems. Jain et al. observed a drop in polypropylene’s viscosity at a specific 
concentration of silica [118]. Vega et al. have reported a drop in viscosity of HDPE/MWCNT 
composites compared to neat HDPE during extrusion and the authors have attributed the 
phenomenon to the adsorption of longest chains onto the nanotube surface through van de 
Waals interaction [119]. Other systems with similar results include PS/silica [120,121,122], 
UHMWPE/silica [ 123 ] and polystyrene filler with cross-linked polystyrenes [120] 
nanocomposites. The interaction of ethylene segments with carbon based filler has been 
conclusively demonstrated by Litvinov and co-workers on EPDM/carbon black composites 
by NMR , where the authors showed the adsorption of ethylene segments to the surface of 
carbon filler [124,125]. This suggests that the efficient dispersion of the filler across the 
polymer matrix resulting in a large contact area plays an important role in the change of 
rheological properties of the polymer matrix. Moreover, it has been also reported that 
graphene has the strongest interaction with PE matrix among all carbon-based nano 
inclusions, according to molecular dynamics simulations of PE nanocomposites with 
different carbon based fillers [126,127], and this is of paramount interest for this project, 
where graphene will be used for the preparation of UHMWPE composites followed by 
rheological analysis.  
1.3.2.2 Electrical Conductivity  
Saturated covalent bonds in polymers are non-conductive due to the absence of mobile 
electrons. In order to increase the conductivity of polymers for special applications, attempts 
of adding conductive fillers have been made. Significant increment in conductivity has been 
achieved, and at the same time a few models to predict and understand the conductivity 
mechanism have been developed. In general, the existing models can be based on percolation 
theory or non-percolation theory, where the latter includes the Bueche Model [128], Nielsen 
Mode [129], McCullough Model [130] and Ondracek Model [131], for example. In this 
literature review, we will focus mainly on the models based on the percolation theory. 
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The concept of ‘percolation threshold’ was first proposed by Broadbent and Hammersley in 
1957 [132]. The basic idea is the formation of a continuous path going from a generic side A 
to a side B of an area, arising from the interaction of randomly or regularly distributed sites or 
bands. To apply the percolation threshold models to interpret the electrical conductivity of 
composites, an inhomogeneous conductor is needed [133], i.e. a mixture of a two-phase 
system having a conducting phase (the filler) and a non-conducting phase (the polymer). It 
has been found that, on increasing the amount of filler in the polymeric matrix, there is a 
sudden transition from insulating state to conductive state when the conductive filler’s 
loading reaches a certain concentration: this concentration is indicated as percolation 
threshold. A simple power law relationship among composites conductivity, percolation 
threshold concentration and filler’s loading has been developed for data interpretation 
[134,135], shown in equation 1-4: 
𝜎𝑐 = 𝜎𝑜(𝜑𝑓 − 𝜑𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡)
𝑡                                 (Equation 1-4) 
Where 𝜎𝑐 is the volume electrical conductivity (S/cm); σ0 is the conductivity of the filler 
(S/cm); φf is the filler’s concentration; φcrit is the critical concentration of the filler, i. e. the 
concentration at the percolation threshold; 𝑡 is an experimental exponent dependent on the 
dimensions of the lattice that accommodate the conductive fillers. The equation is valid only 
for filler’s concentrations higher than the critical concentration 
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Figure 1-23 An example of percolation concentration of conductive fillers (ρc) in a non-conductive 
polymeric matrix [136]. 
The percolation threshold of different composite systems has been investigated, and it has 
been found that with the increase of the aspect ratio, the percolation threshold decreases 
[137,138,139]. Percolation threshold of over 5 wt % is normally reported for particles which 
have low aspect ratio, for instance, silver particles, carbon black and so on. Recently, much 
lower percolation thresholds have been reported for new generation fillers with ultra-high 
respect ratio: for example, percolation values down to 0.06 wt % have been achieved for 
CNTs added to UHMWPE [117,136, 140 ]. Realistically, the percolation threshold also 
depends on the dispersion of fillers, the processing method, the interaction between filler and 
matrix and the size and shape of the conductive phase. Due to the variation of dispersion 
techniques, reproducibility of the composites preparation, the types of matrix (non-
conductive phase) etc., the percolation threshold values reported in the literature can vary 
considerably [141]. Sometimes, a low concentration of well-dispersed fillers is not able to 
form a physical way for the electron transport, while the same amount of fillers with local 
aggregation may enhance conductivity. 
As mentioned above, in order to make insulating polymers conductive, a continuous path of 
conductive filler is usually necessary. Especially for commercial UHMWPE composites, the 
most used preparation technique is dry mixing followed by compression moulding, due to 
high entanglement density and high viscosity of the matrix. Most of the filler resides on the 
grain boundaries of the polymer particles, originated by the incomplete fusing of the nascent 
particles. The filler is then able to form a continuous path for electrons to travel from one side 
to the other, giving rise to very low percolation threshold of the composites, for instance Hu 
et al. have obtained UHMWPE/graphene composites having percolation threshold as low as 
0.0028 vol % [142]. Other examples of low percolations of UHMWPE composites with 
carbon based fillers are listed in Table 1-5. Figure 1-24 shows an example of the formation of 
graphene conductive networks along the grain boundaries; at higher filler content, the filler 
still reside along the grain boundaries, giving rise to aggregation and resulting in a thicker 
conductive path [143]. 
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Figure 1-24 Optical microscope images of dispersion of graphene in UHMWPE matrix; a) 0.076 
vol %; b) 0.15 vol % [143]. 
Table 1-5 Achieved conductivities and percolation thresholds of CNT/UHMWPE composites 
according to the different preparation methods. 
CNT Type Preparation Method 
Percolation 
Threshold ρc (wt %) 
Critical 
Component t 
Refs. 
MWCNT 
Liquid dispersing-dry 
mixing, Sintering 
0.045 2.63 ±0.12 [144] 
MWCNT Gelation/crystallization 3 1.86 [145] 
MWCNT 
Dry mixing&compression 
moulding 
0.036 2.07 
[146] 
MWCNT Dry mixing (raw power) 0.073 1.77 
MWCNT 
Dry mixing&compression 
moulding 
0.13 1.13 ±0.08 [147] 
SWCNT 
Liquid dispersing, dry 
mixing&sintering 
0.09 2.25 ± 0.05 [145] 
SWCNT 
Spraying method, 
Solution casting 
0.6 - [117] 
Graphene 
Liquid dispersing and 
compression moulding 
0.070 1.26±0.06 [143] 
Graphene 
Two-step process and 
compression moulding 
0.028 - [142] 
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However, as the filler segregates along the boundaries among grains, defects or weak 
interaction between chain and filler form along the boundaries, and this causes negative effect 
on the mechanical properties, for instance reduction in elongation and ultimate strength 
[144,148 ,149].  
The enhancement in other properties, such as thermal conductivities and mechanical 
properties, have also been reported by adding nanofiller. For instance, Song et al. [150] have 
reported that with incorporation of a small amount of functionalised graphene in a nylon 
matrix, a significant increment in mechanical properties, such as tensile strength, elongation, 
impact strength and toughness, is achieved, due to the presence of strong chain-filler 
interaction between functional groups on the functionalised graphene surface and functional 
groups of nylon molecules. Shahil et al. reported that the addition of a small loading of 2.0 
wt % of graphene could lead to a significant enhancement in the cross-plane thermal 
conductivity of epoxy/graphene composites. The authors attributed the increment to the high 
aspect ratio of graphene and lower Kapitza resistance at the graphene-matrix interface [151]. 
It has been previously reported that the blending of nanofiller into polymers could generate 
intrinsically non-equilibrium melts which could change the composites’ properties with 
evolvement of the non-equilibrium state towards equilibrium state. Little studies on 
properties of polymer/graphene composites at non-equilibrium state at melt have been 
published. However, extensive investigation has been carried out on non-equilibrium 
polymer/CNTs composites at melt and change of properties during the equilibration has been 
reported [152,153,154,155]. A few groups have reported that the electrical conductivities of 
polymer/CNTs composites increased with increasing annealing time at temperatures higher 
than their melting points which pushes the equilibration of the non-equilibrium state 
[152,154]. Graphene with higher aspect ratio is expected to have more profound influence on 
the change of properties of non-equilibrium melts, and this topic will be of interest in this 
project.   
The low initial viscosity and high particle porosity feature of non-equilibrium disentangled 
UHMWPE [156] could contribute to a better dispersion of the filler, leading to more effective 
chain-filler contact and refined filler-filler network. The consequent influence on rheological 
properties electrical conductivities, as well as mechanical properties, will be of interest in this 
project.  
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1.4 Thesis Scope 
As mentioned above, disentangled UHMWPE, polymerised by single-site homogeneous FI 
catalyst in controlled conditions, possesses unique properties compared to commercially 
available one, such as highly porous particle morphology, low initial melting viscosity, 
heterogeneous melting behaviour, ease in processability, and high modulus/strength. This 
polymer provides unique opportunity to investigate the filler influence on the chain dynamics, 
entanglement formation, melt kinetics and crystallisation, especially when strong interactions 
between polyethylene chain and carbon based fillers are present [127,157], such as with 
reduced graphene oxide nanoplatelets (rGON) having very high aspect ratio. The 
investigation will give better insights on how the filler influences the transformation of the 
polymer melt from non-equilibrium state to equilibrium state, providing essential information 
on the processing of the intractable material. Both suspension mixing and in-situ 
polymerisation methods will be used for the preparation of the composites. Due to the 
homogeneous dispersion of the filler in various solvents, a homogeneous dispersion of the 
filler in the matrix can be realised using the suspension mixing method.  
In the second method, the potential adhesion of the catalytic system onto the surface of the 
filler provides a possibility to achieve nanocomposites with homogeneous dispersion of filler 
having intimate contact with chains.  
A better understanding of the processing features of the composite may open the way to the 
production, for example, of membranes or tapes or even higher dimensional shapes having 
the additional feature of enhanced mechanical properties and electrical conductivity.   
Therefore the main objectives of this project are the following:  
1) Preparation of the composites of reduced graphene oxide and polyethylene by both 
physical suspension mixing and in-situ polymerisation; 
 
2) Investigation of the polyethylene chain-filler interaction followed by melt rheology, as 
well as time-resolved wide/small angle X-ray scattering performed at large-scale facility 
(European Synchrotron Radiation Centre); 
 
3) Influence of reduced graphene oxide on the rheological properties of polyethylene 
samples having different entanglement densities; 
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4) Influence of reduced graphene oxide on the crystallisation kinetics and consequent 
melting behaviour of polyethylenes having different entanglement densities; 
   
5) Influence of nascent powder morphology on the electrical conductivities of the 
composites; 
 
6) Influence of reduced graphene oxide on the mechanical properties of the ultra-stretched 
tapes obtained via solid-state processing.  
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2 Rheological Response of High Density Polyethylene/Reduced 
Graphene Oxide Nanosheets Composites  
 
Abstract  
In this chapter, the rheological and electrical aspects of high density polyethylene/reduced 
graphene oxide nanoplatelets (HDPE/rGON) nanocomposites, and the influence of rGON on 
chain orientation and crystallisation behaviour after shear flow are investigated. Melt 
rheology reveals the presence of strong interaction between polymer chains and filler. Above 
4.0 wt % of the filler concentration, the terminal region of frequency sweep shows changes in 
the linear viscoelastic properties of the composites. In particular, at these concentrations the 
G’,G’’ cross-over frequency at which the transition from predominantly elastic to viscous 
occurs is significantly displaced to lower values, indicating the formation of a solid-like 
percolated network. Electrical conductivity measurements suggest that, in the solid state, a 
continuous filler network forms at a filler concentration of approximately 4.5 wt %, slightly 
higher than the rheological percolation. The influence of chain-filler interaction on chain 
orientation and its influence on the crystallisation is followed by time resolved WAXS/SAXS. 
The orientation of the crystalline domains, quantified by the Herman’s orientation factor, 
supports the presence of strong chain-filler interaction, an observation in accordance with the 
melt rheology. The Deborah numbers of reptation and retraction suggests that during the 
applied non-linear shear the composites experienced mild stretch which is not significant 
enough to induce crystallisation at high temperature (136 °C). However, restriction imposed 
by the filler on the chain mobility is pronounced enough to preserve the oriented state that 
could cause anisotropy in crystallisation upon cooling. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Polymer nanocomposites with enhanced mechanical, electrical or thermal properties have 
been investigated intensively [1,2], and they have become one of the most important class of 
materials. The change in their properties is intimately related to the aspect ratio, microscopic 
arrangement of the disperse phase, chain-filler interaction, as well as the formation of filler-
filler networks. For an example, the presence of filler could significantly influence the 
polymer chain dynamics consequently influencing crystallisation during shear flow and 
ultimately mechanical properties of the polymer [3,4]. Melt rheological studies have revealed 
that the presence of nanoparticles in polymers perturbs the microscopic inter-chain 
arrangement of the polymer network, influencing the matrix’s rheological properties. 
Understanding the influence of nanofillers on polymer dynamics is crucial for the design and 
process of nanocomposites with desired properties, for example decrease in entanglement 
density and ease in processability by incorporating nanofillers [5,6,7,8,9]. It has also been 
reported that a strong shear flow, with De (τretraction×?̇?) > 1, plays a crucial role in the polymer 
chain stretching and orientation, resulting in the formation of highly anisotropic, oriented 
structures upon crystallisation [10,11], for instance, shish-kebab composing two distinctive 
structures have been observed under flow condition [10]: a shish structure, formed by 
extended chains, and a kebab structure originating from polymer chains attached to the shish. 
Important to notice is that, in the presence of nanoparticle, the shish-kebab structure that 
arises from the significant chain stretch and orientation can be enhanced [10]. However, the 
influence of the filler on the enhancement at mild shear flow stays unclear, especially for the 
fillers which have significant interaction to PE chains, graphene for instance [5]. Recently, 
graphene has attracted considerable attention due to its remarkable electrical, thermal and 
mechanical properties [ 12 ,13 , 14 ,15 ] and its potential in developing high performance 
nanocomposites. Due to its very high aspect ratio [16] and theoretical specific surface area – 
2630 m
2
/g [17], graphene is capable of modifying the material properties at very low loadings. 
For example, 0.028 vol % of graphene in UHMWPE is reported to produce a composite 
having electrical conductivity [18]. In addition, low graphene concentration could hinder 
polyethylene chain dynamics causing drop in complex viscosity [5].  
In this chapter, following a two-step preparation method, the HDPE/rGON composites are 
prepared [5]. To recall, combination of the stability of GON dispersion in water and the ease 
in reduction of GON by heat treatment allows the homogeneous dispersion of the nanosheets 
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in the polymer matrix. The influence of rGON on chain orientation during shear deformation 
and subsequent crystallization is investigated by time-resolved WAXD/SAXS studies. These 
findings are linked with rheological response of the composites.   
2.2 Experimental 
2.2.1 Materials  
Graphene oxide nanosheets (GON) were prepared using a modified Hummers method [19] 
followed by further modifications [5]. Materials for the synthesis of GON were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich: fine graphite powder (diameter of c.a. 25 μm), 98 wt % concentrated 
sulphuric acid, distilled water, potassium permanganate, and 30 wt % hydrogen peroxide. 
HDPE (in the form of fine powder) was purchased from Dow Chemicals. All the reagents 
were used as received. The estimation of molar mass (Mw) and molar mass distribution 
(MWD) of HDPE was carried out by melt rheology using an Advanced Rheometrics 
Expansion System (ARES) rheometer. The molar mass parameters were calculated using an 
Orchestrator software based on refs [20,21,22] and the results are shown in Figure 2-1.  
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Figure 2-1 Estimation of Mw and MWD of HDPE by melt rheology; Mw: molar mass, Mz: 
higher average molecular weights, MWD: molar mass distribution.  
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2.2.2 Preparation of Graphene Oxide Nanoplatelets (GON) and Reduced Graphene 
Oxide Nanoplatelets (rGON) 
2.2.2.1 Preparation of GON 
The synthesis of graphene oxide has been performed according to a modified Hummers 
method [23,24], combined with further modifications, described as follows. A 1.5 l jacketed 
reactor was equipped with a magnetic stirrer, a temperature probe, and the two inlets were 
connected with a separating funnel and a reflux tube, respectively. The temperature was 
controlled by a chiller through oil circulation in the jacket. 300 ml of 98 wt % concentrated 
sulphuric acid was transferred to the reactor followed by the addition of 10 g of graphite 
powder. 40 g of KMnO4 was then slowly added in, keeping the exothermic reaction at a 
temperature comprised between 25 and 30 ºC. Once the addition was completed, the system 
was heated up to 40 ºC and kept under stirring for 40 min. Subsequently, 600 ml of distilled 
water were slowly added to the reactor through a separating funnel and the mixture was 
maintained at 100 ºC under stirring for 90 min. The reaction was quenched using 50 ml of 30 % 
H2O2 in 200 ml of distilled water.      
After the oxidation reaction, the resultant material was repeatedly vacuum-filtered and 
washed, 3 times with 5 wt % HCl and a few times with distilled water, until the upper liquid 
became dark. The suspension became darker with the increasing number of washing steps, 
suggesting progressive extraction of GON from the bottom layer to the upper suspension. The 
average number of water washing steps applied was approximately ten, until the pH of the 
suspension changed from ~ 2 to ~ 7. The dark-liquid portions were combined and dried in a 
petri dish at 50 ºC for 2 days. Films of GON were obtained by peeling them off from the petri 
dish. 
2.2.2.2 Preparation of rGON 
The GON films having dimensions of approximately 5 cm × 1 cm × 20 cm were reduced to 
rGON using a combination of temperatures and pressures: 83 bars for 1 min,  415 bars for 5 
min, 1245 bars for 15 min and 1660 bars for 5 min at temperatures of 160 ºC, 180 ºC, 200 ºC 
and 230 ºC, respectively. 
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2.2.3 Preparation of HDPE/rGON Nanocomposites 
HDPE/rGON nanocomposites were obtained by a two-step preparation method: step 1) the 
required amount of GON was weighed and re-dispersed in 40 ml of water followed by 15 min 
ultrasonication, while the required amount of HDPE powder was suspended in acetone and 
kept under magnetic stirring. The ultrasonicated GON water suspension was added to the 
acetone-suspended HDPE. The mixture was kept under magnetic stirring in a fume cupboard 
until most of the solvent evaporated and the resultant solid was further dried in a vacuum 
oven at 40 ºC for at least 12 hours. During step 2), the powders prepared in step 1) were 
compression-moulded at 160 
o
C with the pressure reaching 1660 bars in a hydraulic press to 
simultaneously achieve the reduction of the GON to rGON and prepare suitable specimens 
for rheology, WAXD/SAXS and electrical conductivity measurements. To all the samples, 
1.0 wt % anti-oxidant (Irganox 1010, Ciba) was added to avoid possible oxidation or thermal 
degradation of polymer matrices during compression moulding, rheological analysis or X-ray 
characterisation. Composites having 0.0 wt %, 0.1 wt %, 0.3 wt %, 0.5 wt %, 0.8 wt %, 2.0 
wt %, 4.0 wt %, 4.5 wt %, 5.0 wt % and 6.0 wt % of rGON in HDPE were prepared using 
this method.   
2.2.4 Characterisation 
A JEOL-2000FX Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) was used to observe the 
exfoliation state of GON in water with an applied voltage of 200 kV. A bench top D2 X-ray 
Diffraction (XRD) with a radiation wavelength of CuK 0.154 nm was used to characterise 
the oxidation state of the GON and 2θ angles from 1º to 30º were scanned.  
Electrical conductivities of HDPE/rGON composites were measured with a Keithley 
instrument composed of a 6220 precision current source and a 2182A nanovoltmeter; the 
geometry of the samples was corrected by taking into account the geometric factors 
according to ref [25].  
All linear rheological characterisations were performed in an ARES-LS2 rheomoter (TA 
instruments) using a 25 mm parallel plate geometry. Melt state measurements were 
performed at an isothermal temperature of 160 C under nitrogen atmosphere inside a 
convection oven. A short dynamic time sweep with strain of 0.1 % was performed to reach 
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equilibrium state of the sample and then followed by dynamic frequency sweep test with 
angular velocities ranging from 0.001 to 100 rad/s at a constant strain of 0.5 % within the 
linear viscoelastic regime of the samples.  
Time-resolved wide angle X-ray diffraction and small angle X-ray scattering (WAXD/SAXS) 
experiments were performed on the beamline BM26/DOUBBLE at the European 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. WAXD patterns were recorded 
by a Frelon detector placed approximately 89 cm away from the sample. The wavelength of 
the X-ray applied was 0.103 nm. Background of dark current was subtracted from each 
WAXD pattern before analysis. SAXS patterns were recorded by a Pilatus detector placed 
approximately 6.07 m from the sample. A vacuum chamber was placed in between the 
detector and sample to minimise the absorption and scatter of X-rays from air or dust. The 
wavelength of the X-ray applied was 0.103 nm. A Linkam Shear Cell (CSS-450) equipped 
with diamond windows was applied to carry out the shear flow experiments followed by the 
time resolved WAXD/SAXS. The shear cell was placed perpendicular to the beamline 
direction. Two protocols were applied to investigate the influence of shear on the polymer 
chains in the presence of rGON, as schematically shown in Scheme 2-1 and Scheme 2-2.  
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Scheme 2-1 The schematic representation of shear and temperature profiles during the 
WAXD/SAXS experiments of Protocol A. 
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(a-b) Heating from 50 °C to the annealing temperature 160 °C at 10 °C/min, higher than the 
equilibrium melting point 141.5 °C of linear polyethylene [26];  
(b-c) Annealing at 160 
oC for 5 min with the aim to remove the sample’s thermo-mechanical 
history;  
(c-d) Cooling from 160 
o
C to the shear temperature of 136 °C at 10 °C/min;  
(d-e) Once the set shear temperature is reached, shear for 100 s at a fixed rate of 1 /s;  
(e-f) Cooling from 136 °C to 90 °C at 10 °C/min and recording WAXD/SAXS images every 
15 s.  
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Scheme 2-2 The schematic representation of shear and temperature profiles during the 
WAXD/SAXS experiments of Protocol B. 
 
(a-b) Heating from 50 °C to the annealing temperature 160 °C at 10 °C/min;  
(b-c) Annealing at 160 °C for 5 min with the aim to remove the sample’s thermo-mechanical 
history;  
(c-d) Cooling from 160 °C to the shear temperature of 136 °C at 10 °C/min; 
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(d-e) Once the set shear temperature is reached, shear for 100 s at a fixed rate of 1 /s;  
(e-f) Isothermal annealing at 136 °C for 10 min after cycle (d-e) finishes;  
(f-g) Cooling from 136 °C to 90 °C at 10 °C/min and recording 2D WAXD/SAXS images 
every 15 s.  
The orientation of polymer crystals are estimated by calculating Herman’s orientation factor 
fh using equation 2-1 [27], 
                                                     𝑓ℎ =
1
2
{ 3 < 𝑐𝑜𝑠2∅ > −1}                            (Equation 2-1) 
where fh is the Herman’s orientation factor, < 𝑐𝑜𝑠2∅ > is the average cosine squared 
weighted by the intensity as a function of the radial angle for the oriented plane for WAXD 
and it can be calculated from equation 2-2 [27], 
                                               < 𝑐𝑜𝑠2∅ >=
∫ 𝐼(𝜃)𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝜃
90
0
∫ 𝐼(𝜃)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝜃
90
0
                         (Equation 2-2) 
where I(θ) is the intensity of the planes normal to c-axis and θ is the azimuthal angle. 
Herman’s orientation factors give a good qualitative estimation of the average crystal 
orientation. The value of fh may vary between -0.5 and 1.0 for perpendicular and parallel 
crystal plane orientation with respect to the flow direction, respectively. 
2.3 Results and Discussion   
2.3.1 Characterisation of GON   
The modification of Hummers’ method hereby presented for the synthesis of GON has two 
main advantages compared to other methods reported in the literature. First, the oxidation 
does not produce toxic gases [28], as no HNO3, NaNO3 or KClO3 are used, while all the three 
methods of Brodie [29, 30], Staudenmaier [31] and Hummers [32] involve the liberation of 
gases such as NO2, N2O4 or ClO2 [35]. The possibility of avoiding the use of NaNO3 has been 
reported by Liu et al. [33] as a possible route to prepare graphene oxide. Different to their 
method, we have decided to perform additional washing steps of the oxidised material using 
distilled water. After several washing, the separation of different layers was observed; the top 
layer constitutes of graphene oxide was well dispersed in water, forming a stable suspension, 
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whereas the bottom layer contained big lumps of both oxidised and un-oxidised material. 
Figure 2-2 shows the comparison between the filtered bottom layer and the dried top layer 
(see experimental section) re-suspended in water at concentrations similar to that before 
drying. The re-suspended solutions are subsequently ultrasonicated at room temperature for 
15 minutes. The material coming from the top layer can be easily re-dispersed in water and it 
shows retention of a homogeneous suspension even after 3 days without aggregation, while 
the bottom layer even on ultrasonication tends to quickly aggregate and precipitate. The 
presence of a stable suspension suggests that oxidation and exfoliation of graphite are 
comparable to the observations reported in the literature for GON made by the Hummers 
method [ 34 , 35 ]. After the analysis of the layers with the methods described in the 
experimental section, it becomes apparent that the stable suspension obtained from the top 
layer contains well exfoliated nanosheets of graphene oxide, as observed by TEM (Figure 
2-2b) while the bottom layer mainly contains lumps (Figure 2-2c). The vast majority of the 
sheets from the top layer have dimensions in the range of hundreds of nanometres to a few 
micrometres and from the edges we can appreciate a number of stacked layers comprised 
between 2 and 5 [36]. A mono-layer was captured and is shown in Figure 2-2d.   
This procedure allows the removal of big sized, un-oxidised graphite or un-exfoliated 
graphite oxide and direct access to a homogeneous exfoliated suspension of GON in water, 
making the dispersion of GON in other matrices more environmentally friendly. The GON 
film obtained after the drying process appears to be brownish, as viewed by direct visual 
observation and shown in Figure 2-2e. The darker regions correspond to a thickness of 
approximately 6 μm and the lighter regions to ~1 μm. As expected, the film thus obtained is 
electrically insulating due to disruption of pi-pi bonds after oxidation [37]. The film after 
reduction (Figure 2-2f) turns dark, becomes brittle, and electrical conductive, as expected by 
the partial restoration of the pi-pi bonds. 
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Figure 2-2 (a) Ultrasonicated bottom layer (on the left) and top layer (on the right) in distilled water 
after 3 days of re-dispersion; TEM images of (b) top layer  and (c) bottom layer  in water after 
ultrasonication; (d) few layers stacked GON; (e) GON film obtained from static evaporation of 
solvent; (f) rGON film after thermal reduction. 
The XRD spectrum of the GON film shown in Figure 2-3a, in red, clearly shows that the 
sharp intense peak of graphite at 2θ = 26.28º, referring to X-ray diffraction from the (002) 
planes, has disappeared and a broader, shorter peak is now found at 2θ =11º, indicating the 
disruption of the regular stacked structure and expansion of layer distance due to oxidation. 
The basal spacing between GON layers increases from 0.335 nm to 0.749 nm, and is 
comparable to the values reported in the literature: following the Hummers method, the 
spacing between GON layers was found to be in between 0.691 nm [38] and 0.840 nm 
[39,40]. Further insight on the nature and relative abundance of the bonds formed after 
oxidation was obtained with FT-IR and XPS. From the FT-IR spectrum shown in Figure 2-3b 
it is possible to attribute the peak at 3400 cm
-1
 to O-H stretching (due to OH groups or 
absorbed water), the peak at 1730 cm
-1
 to the stretching of carbonyl groups, the peak at 1620 
cm
-1
 to C=C stretching, and peaks at 1222 and 1053 cm
-1
 to C-O stretching vibration of C-
OH and C-O-C [41,42,43], respectively. In the spectrum of pure graphite, no peaks at 1730 
cm
-1
 1222 cm
-1
, and 1053 cm
-1
 are observed [44], indicating the success in oxidising graphite 
using the modified Hummers method.  
From the XPS spectrum shown in Figure 2-3c the presence of carbon-oxygen bonds is 
confirmed and it is possible to get the C/O atomic ratio by fitting the peaks located at 284.58 
b 
e d 
c 
f 
5 µm 
 
1 µm 
 
0.5 µm 
 
a 
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eV, 286.68 eV and 289.24 eV, and attributed to C-C/C-H, C=O and O-C=O bonds, 
respectively. A value of 2.09 for the C/O atomic ratio is calculated from the fitting and it is in 
accordance with previously reported values [45]. As comparison, only sp
2
 C-C/C=C peak is 
observed in pure graphite/graphene [46].   
The thermal stability of GON is studied by thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA): the spectrum, 
as shown in Figure 2-3d, and the corresponding first derivative show a fast weight loss at 231 
ºC and 565 ºC. The loss at 231 ºC is attributed to the liberation of oxygen in the form of CO 
and CO2 [47,48,49] while the loss at 565 ºC is due to decomposition of the basal carbon 
layers. These results are in line with those previously reported by Stankovich et al. [50], 
Marcano et al. [51] and Some et al. [52]. In the case of graphite, there is only one step of 
weight loss commencing from high temperature of c.a. 750 °C [53].   
 
Figure 2-3 (a) XRD spectra of graphite powder and GON; (b) FTIR spectrum of GON film; (c) C1s 
high resolution XPS spectrum of GON; (d) TGA spectrum and first derivative of TGA spectrum of 
GON. 
These results conclusively demonstrate the successful exfoliation and oxidation of graphite 
attained with the proposed method.   
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To achieve electrical conductivity, it is essential that the GON should be reduced to restore 
the pi-pi bonds. However, reducing the GON prior to its addition to the polymer prevents its 
homogeneous dispersion in water. For this reason, the GON is added to the polymer in its 
oxidised form first and the resulting composite is subjected to the desired heat treatment 
under pressure, with the advantage that in one step the filler is reduced and composite sheets 
with enhanced filler dispersion for further testing are prepared. In order to get an indication of 
the degree of reduction obtained with the heat treatment, the plain GON film was pressed at 
different temperatures for 26 min under variable pressures. The electrical conductivity of 
reduced GON (rGON) is measured with the four-point probe technique, and a plot of the 
conductivity of rGON against the reduction temperature is shown in Figure 2-4, together with 
the TGA curve of GON. The average electrical conductivity of rGON on heat treatment at 
160 ºC is 76.1 ± 19.2 S/m, and the conductivity increases with increasing the reduction 
temperature. rGON reduced at 230 ºC reaches the highest value of 532.0 ± 5.7 S/m and is in 
trend with the TGA curve, in which the fastest weight loss due to reduction occurs at 231 ºC. 
For comparison, Tour and coworkers found conductivities of 210 ± 140 S/m for rGON 
synthesised from Hummers method when the sample was reduced at 300 ºC for 30 min [54]. 
To avoid oxidation or degradation of the polymer matrix, 160 ºC is initially chosen for the 
preparation of PE/rGON composites. The absence of oxidation or degradation became 
apparent on investigating the rheological and thermal response of the composites that were 
treated at and above 160 °C. 
 
Figure 2-4 On the left it shows electrical conductivities of reduced graphene oxide against reduction 
temperatures, together with the TGA curve. On the right, the table summarises electrical conductivity 
versus the reduction temperature. 
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2.3.2 Rheological Response and Electrical Conductivity  
Linear oscillatory rheology is a well-established technique in the study of polymer-based 
nanocomposites [55]. Absolute values of the storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli, as well as 
their frequency dependence, reveal details of the structure of the disperse phase and its 
interaction with the polymer matrix.   
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Figure 2-5 (a) Storage modulus (G’) of HDPE/rGON composites as a function of frequency; 
(b) G’/G” cross-over frequencies of HDPE/rGON composites having different filler content; 
(c) corresponding damping factor tan (), as a function of frequency for HDPE/rGON 
composites. The phase angle is obtained from the frequency sweep data in (a); (d) shift of 
cross-over point from plain HDPE to 6.0 wt % HDPE/rGON nanocomposite. The 
measurements were carried out in isothermal conditions at 160 ºC. 
 
Figure 2-5a shows storage modulus (G’) of the samples with different filler concentrations as 
a function of angular frequency. Due to the higher elastic modulus of rGON compared to the 
polymer melt, the absolute value of G’ increases progressively with increasing filler content, 
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up to 6.0 wt % in the terminal region (frequency<1.0 rad/s). The increase of G’ is evident at 
the lower frequencies where a distinct change in both G’ values and the slope is observed 
once the filler content increases from 4.0 to 5.0 wt %. Similar changes have been reported in 
an earlier study where carbon nanotubes (CNT) composites were investigated [56]. Another 
indication concerning influence of the filler on the polymer matrix is the G’/G” cross-over 
frequency, which reflects the transition from predominantly elastic to viscous behaviour in 
the visco-elastic polymer melt. In a plain polymer melt at equilibrium state, this point is 
related to the chain constraint renewal time by the so-called reptation dynamics [57]. In 
Figure 2-5b, a gradual shift in cross-over point to lower frequencies with the increasing filler 
content up to 4.0 wt % is observed. Beyond 4.0 wt %, significant shift in the cross-over 
frequency to lower values occurs, suggesting that the presence of the filler restrains the 
relaxation of polymer chains by arresting the chain segments. The dramatic shift in the cross-
over frequency from 4.0 wt % to 5.0 wt % is attributed to the formation of a solid-like 
network arising from the close connectivity of rGON, considered as rheological percolation. 
Similar results from HDPE/CNTs composites have also been reported in earlier studies 
[56,58,59]. It is further noticed that by increasing the filler concentration, Figure 2-5c, the 
decrease in the absolute value of the damping factor (tan (δ) = G”/G’) becomes more evident 
at the low frequency range (<0.1 rad/s). It is noticeable that at low frequencies, composites 
having high filler concentration tends to form a second cross-over point, corresponding to the  
presence of a weak network arising from the percolation of rGON sheets, as supported from 
the frequency sweep of 6.0 wt % HDPE/rGON sample shown in Figure 3d. Similar 
observations have been reported in the composites of polycarbonate/CNTs [60], where the 
authors reported significant increase in G’ at low frequencies as the CNT content increases 
and consequently causes the appearance of a second cross-over point at low frequencies.  
Figure 2-6 shows change in the elastic modulus recorded at different frequencies of the 
composites having different filler concentrations. For comparison, two frequencies above (1.6 
and 10 rad/s) and two frequencies below (0.01 and 0.001 rad/s) the cross-over point (0.2-1.0 
rad/s) of elastic and viscous moduli have been chosen. From the data, it is apparent that for 
the frequencies above the cross-over point the elastic modulus is nearly independent of the 
filler concentration, whereas the strong influence of filler concentration on modulus at 
frequencies below the cross-over point, close to the terminal region is observed. The 
dependence of the elastic modulus on the filler concentration, below the cross-over point, 
suggests that due to the interaction of polyethylene chains with rGON, the chain dynamics is 
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influenced by the interaction of polyethylene chains to rGON to an extent that the viscous 
response of the visco-elastic polymer melt is significantly increased.  
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Figure 2-6 Storage modulus (G’) of HDPE/rGON nanocomposites recorded at different 
frequencies for a range of filler concentrations. Two frequencies of 10 rad/s and 1.6 rad/s are 
chosen above the cross-over frequencies (0.2-1.0 rad/s), whereas the other two frequencies of 
0.01 rad/s and 0.001 rad/s are chosen below cross-over frequencies. From the data, plotted on 
the logarithmic scale, it is apparent that the elastic modulus at low frequencies increases with 
the increase in filler content at low concentrations (<1.0 wt %).   
 
The electrical conductivity percolation found at c.a. 4.5 wt % of filler concentration, as 
shown in Table 2-1, is close to rheological percolation, at 4.0 wt %. The small difference 
between the two values of percolation thresholds can be attributed to the different percolation 
mechanisms. The electrical percolation threshold is defined as the minimal concentration of 
the conductive filler at which a sudden increase in conductivity of the insulating matrix 
appears. This requires a continuous filler-filler network. It is to be noted that network 
facilitates the tunnelling/hopping effect of electrons, contributing to the electrical 
conductivity [61]. However, the tunnelling/hopping effect itself is not significant enough to 
make a remarkable increment. Assuming the electron hopping mechanism in 
graphene/polymer composites is similar to that of CNT/polymer, the connectivity between 
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neighbouring rGON should be less than 5 nm for the hopping to occur [56]. Whereas for the 
rheological percolation, the connecting distance between the neighbouring rGON has to be 
less than 10 nm, that is the average diameter of Gaussian coil in polymer melt, (i. e. it is a 
combined filler-polymer-filler network rather than a continuous filler-filler network, that 
dominates the rheological properties [62,63]): this implies the possibility for the rheological 
percolation to appear at slightly lower loading of the filler. A similar difference was also 
observed and reported in earlier studies on CNT/HDPE composites [56,63].  
Table 2-1 Electrical conductivity of the samples.  
Filler concentration (wt %) 
Semi-Conductivity 
(S/m) 
Plain (0 wt %) 1×10
-18 
[64] 
≤ 4.0 N/A 
4.5 4.5×10
-6
 
5.0 6.4×10
-3
 
6.0 3.6×10
-3
 
2.3.3 Wide Angle X-ray Scattering on HDPE/rGON Composites under Flow  
It is well established that flow plays a crucial role in the extension and orientation of polymer 
chains, resulting in the formation of highly anisotropic, oriented structures upon 
crystallisation [ 65 , 66 ]. Nanofillers are known to have a noticeable influence on chain 
extension and orientation influencing relaxation dynamics. The non-equilibrium, constrained 
melt serves as precursors for crystallisation. To have insight on the influence of rGON on the 
polymer melt after application of non-linear shear, we monitored the Herman’s orientation 
factor of the samples by WAXD following Protocols A and B depicted in Scheme 2-1 and 
Scheme 2-2, respectively. The calculation is mentioned in the experimental part. The 
difference in the schemes is on the annealing time after the application of shear in melt.  
Figure 2-7a and Figure 2-7b illustrate the Herman’s orientation factor for diffraction planes 
(110) and (200) of polyethylene crystals. These values are determined by integrating the 
diffraction patterns recorded on following the Scheme 2-1, where the samples were cooled 
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immediately after the application of shear. From figures it is apparent that the diffraction 
planes (110) and (200) exhibit the flow induced orientation for both neat polymer and the 
composites. However, the absolute value of the orientation factor in the composites is higher 
than that in the neat sample and it becomes more pronounced with increasing rGON 
concentration, indicating that the presence of rGON enhances the orientation during flow.         
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Figure 2-7 Herman’s orientation factor fh of polyethylene’s diffraction planes, (110) (a) and 
(200) (b) as a function of temperature recorded on cooling, with and without rGON, after 
application of shear (Scheme 2-1). 
  
In the neat sample the cause of the orientation can be attributed to higher relaxation time of 
the higher molar mass component compared to the low molar mass component in the sample 
having broad polydispersity. The reptation time determined from the cross-over point of the 
sample is approximately 1 s, Figure 2-5b. After shear, most of the low molar mass polymer 
chains in the neat sample tend to relax; however the long chain components stay oriented, 
resulting in anisotropic structure of the crystallised material. However, the enhancement of 
anisotropy in the composites is dependent on the filler content. After shear, the mobility of 
chains is highly restricted by the filler-chain interaction. With increasing filler concentration, 
more polymer chains are hindered and hence the orientation becomes more pronounced. The 
corresponding WAXD patterns of the samples recorded at 90 °C after cooling are illustrated 
in Figure 2-8 where anisotropic rings of (110) and (200) diffraction planes are observed in 
neat as well as its composite samples. The inner (110) diffraction plane, shows equatorial arcs 
representing chain orientation along the flow direction. The outer (200) diffraction plane 
shows meridian arcs indicating crystal plane orientation perpendicular to the flow direction.     
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Figure 2-8 WAXD patterns of the HDPE samples recorded at 90 °C following protocols 
depicted in Scheme 2-1 and Scheme 2-2, respectively.  
 
To follow the influence of annealing time on relaxation after the application of shear, 
Protocol B depicted in Scheme 2-2 is followed. The samples are left to anneal under 
isothermal condition, at 136 °C for 10 min, after the application of shear. Figure 2-9a and 
Figure 2-9b depict the Herman’s orientation factors of neat HDPE and its composites. It is 
evident from the figures that the orientation factor for neat HDPE is close to zero, which 
represents the isotropic state, whereas the composites show non-zero values that become 
more pronounced with increasing the filler concentration.   
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Figure 2-9 Herman’s orientation factor (fh) of polyethylene’s (110) diffraction plane (a), and 
(200) diffraction plane (b) as a function of temperature during cooling, with and without 
rGON, obtained on following the Protocol B depicted in Scheme 2-2. 
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Figure 2-5b shows the cross-over point for neat HDPE from elastic to viscous behaviour at 
~1.0 rad/s, i.e. the relaxation time for most of the chains is approximately 1s. Thus the 10 min 
of the isothermal annealing time after application of shear at 136 ºC is likely to be long 
enough for the relaxation of chains in neat HDPE, as supported by Figure 2-9a. On the 
contrary, using the same protocol in the presence of the filler, considerable orientation is 
maintained. This observation is in line with the shift in the cross-over point reported in Figure 
3b. The experiments suggest the idea that chains having interaction with the filler are unable 
to adopt the random coil conformation and maintain orientation even after isothermal 
annealing in melt for 10 min. These unrelaxed oriented chains contribute to the formation of 
non-equilibrium oriented domains, which enhances crystallisation followed by the 
development of highly anisotropic structure. The influence of the filler concentration on 
chain orientation is evident. Their corresponding 2D patterns recorded at 90 °C, after the 
shear, isothermal treatment and crystallization, are shown in Figure 2-8 where the neat 
sample shows an isotropic pattern whereas the composites show orientation for both (110) 
and (200) diffraction planes, indicating chain orientation due to strong chain-filler interaction 
that hinders the relaxation of chains. 
2.3.4 The Deborah Numbers  
To quantify the effect of flow on the microscopic chain conformation and to understand 
whether there is significant chain stretch occurring during applied shear that could cause flow 
induced crystallisation [66], the Deborah number accounting for the chain stretch relaxation 
and reorientation processes is calculated. Chain stretching refers to configurations where the 
length of the occupied tube departs from its equilibrium state [67], while reorientation occurs 
by reptation dynamics.  
The Deborah number proposed by Reiner, describes a non-dimensional number that 
distinguishes how a particular material behaves within a given time scale [68], as shown in 
equation (3).   
𝐷𝑒 =
𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙
𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠
                                                 (Equation 2-3) 
where trel refers to time required for material to relax and tobs refers to the time of observation. 
De has been applied in shear flow to investigate the crystallisation behaviour of stretched 
chains in flow induced crystallisation (FIC) [66]. For this purpose, two time scales, τrep and τs, 
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where τrep refers to reptation time associated with the reptation process and orientation and τs 
refers to chain retraction time associated with the relaxation time of the chain retraction, have 
been proposed to quantify the orientation and stretch using two Deborah numbers described 
in equations 2-4 and 2-5, respectively, for the applied shear rate.  
Derep=τrep×?̇?                                          (Equation 2-4)  
Des=τs×?̇?                                              (Equation 2-5) 
In the equation, τrep is the longest reptation time (terminal relaxation time), recently, proposed 
by Likhtman and McLeish [69], displayed as equation 2-6. 
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑝
𝜏𝑑
= 1 −
3.38
𝑍0.5
+
4.17
𝑍
−
1.55
𝑍1.5
                              (Equation 2-6) 
where τd is the reptation time or disengagement time in the absence of fluctuations, given by 
3Z
3τe and Z is the number of entanglements per chain, Z=Mz/Me, of high molecular weight 
chains (HMW) with Me=828 g/mol [70] and Mz=3.2×10
6
 g/mol, Figure 1. The retraction time, 
τs, is obtained by Z
2τe [57]. Equilibrium time at 136 °C, τe=1.75×10
-8
 s, is extrapolated from 
the equilibrium state at 190 °C (7×10
-9
 s) using time-temperature superposition principle of 
Arrhenius dependence empirical expression with activation energy, Ea=26.7 kJ/mol at 160 °C 
[71]. The values of Z, τd are given below:  
Z =
𝑀𝑧
𝑀𝑒
=
3.2 × 106
828
≈ 3854 
𝜏𝑑 = 3 × Z
3 × 𝜏𝑒 = 3 × 3854
3 × 1.75 × 10−8 ≈ 3000 𝑠 
The calculated values of τrep, τs and their De, at 136 °C, are reported in Table 2-2. The details 
for the calculation are attached in Appendix 2. 
Table 2-2 The calculated relaxation times and the Deborah numbers of HMW chains.  
Shear Rate (/s) τrep (s) τs (s) De(rep) De(s) 
1 2.8×10
3
 0.26 2.8×10
3
 0.26 
 
As reported in literature, in principle, significant chain stretch should occur when τs×?̇?>1 [67], 
and this is considered as essential condition for the formation of shish-kebab precursor and 
thus shish-kebab structure after crystallisation [66,72]. In the case of shear rate of 1/s, De(s) < 
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1, thus only insignificant stretch can occur during shear. These results explain the absence of 
shish-kebab structure formation during the applied mild shear of 1/s. In Figure 2-10, 2D 
SAXS patterns of plain HDPE and its composites, recorded at 136 °C after application of 
shear and 90 °C after crystallisation following Scheme 2-1, are shown.  
     
Figure 2-10 2D SAXS patterns of samples recorded at 136 ºC (after application of shear) and 
90 ºC (after dynamic cooling) following the Protocol A described in Scheme 2-1. The 
samples measured are neat sample, 0.8 wt % and 2.0 wt% HDPE/rGON composites. The 
samples were prepared at 160 ºC by compression moulding. The 1/s shear was applied for 
100 s at 136 ºC. Just after shear the sample was cooled down to 90 °C, at 10 ºC/min. 
 
From SAXS patterns recorded at 136 ºC, no clear shish structure is observed, suggesting that 
the sample experienced mild stretch during shear. The SAXS data recorded at 90 ºC , 
following the Scheme 2-1, is in accordance with WAXD data, confirming enhancement in 
oriented structure with increasing filler concentration, as shown in Figures 2-8 and 2-10. 
These findings are further in agreement with the rheological response of the materials 
depicted in Figure 3b where shift in cross-over point to lower frequencies with increasing 
filler content is observed, indicating the increase in the effective reorientation time with the 
increasing concentration of the filler.  
It is important to notice that the quantitative calculation of the Deborah number is strictly 
valid for the neat polymer, as the τe used for calculation is based on the polymer without any 
filler. The presence of graphene might influence the chain dynamics at different frequencies. 
However, the relaxation moduli G’ and G” shown in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 for the 
composites with the filler concentration lower than 4.0 wt % show insignificant changes in 
Neat 0.8 wt% 2.0 wt% 
136 °C 
90 °C 
 
FD 
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the high frequency range (≥ 0.1 rad/s – i.e. higher than the cross-over frequencies), indicating 
that for the low filler concentrations, chain stretch relaxation is little influenced, and hence 
the Deborah number calculation for the composites should not have significant departure 
from the true values.      
2.4 Conclusions  
In this chapter, reduced graphene oxide nanoplatelets (rGONs)/high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) nanocomposites were prepared using a two-step solution/suspension method. The 
rheological percolation measured by linear oscillatory rheology reveals a slightly lower 
threshold (4.0 wt %) compared to the electrical percolation measured using a 4-point probe 
(4.5 wt %). The difference is ascribed to the different mechanisms acting in the two cases: for 
electrical conductivity, a continuous filler phase is required for the conduction of electrons, 
whereas the rheological response is influenced by the chain-filler interaction evident from 
changes in the storage and loss moduli that could be affected by the formation of filler-chain 
network. Time resolved WAXD/SAXS investigation on the HDPE/rGON samples subjected 
to shear flow depicts the strong chain-filler interaction that maintains strong chain orientation. 
On immediate cooling after the application of shear, following Scheme 2-1, polymer chains 
in the composites show stronger orientation compared to the neat sample. Remarkable to 
notice is that while the composite samples, following the protocol depicted in Scheme 2-2, 
left for 10 mins under isothermal condition after the application of shear, maintain obvious 
orientation whereas the orientation in the neat sample is lost. These findings, supported by the 
rheological response of the neat and the composite samples, demonstrate strong interaction 
between GON and polyethylene chains. The Deborah number is calculated to understand the 
influence of applied shear on chain stretching, which suggests that in the applied shear 
conditions the investigated samples experienced mild chain stretch – resulting in the absence 
of shish formation. Thus the orientation observed in composites is attributed to the interaction 
of rGON with chain segments primarily.    
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3 Unique Rheological Response of UHMWPE in the Presence of 
rGON  
 
Abstract 
In the previous chapter, it has been discussed how the strong polyethylene chain and filler 
(reduced graphene oxide nanoplatelets-rGON) interaction could hinder the chain dynamics of 
HDPE. In this chapter the study has been extended to both commercial (entangled) and 
disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites prepared by a same suspension-mixing method, to 
investigate the influence that rGON has on the chain dynamics and chain entanglement 
formation, as well as the electrical conductivities of the resulting composites. It has been 
found that composites made with disentangled UHWMPE can reach conductivities at least 
100 times higher than those with the same composition made with commercial UHWMPE, if 
the thermal reduction treatment is done at lower temperatures. However, the difference in the 
electrical conductivity diminishes when both sets of samples are given a high temperature 
treatment. This phenomenon is attributed to the difference in morphology of the polymer 
matrices, in particular related to the presence/absence of particle boundaries after 
compression moulding. Furthermore, rheological analyses of the two sets of 
UHMWPE/rGON nanocomposites conclusively demonstrate differences in the interaction 
between polyethylene chain segments of the disentangled UHMWPE and rGON, compared to 
the entangled commercial UHMWPE. Both composites show minima in the storage modulus 
at a specific graphene composition. The strong interaction of polyethylene chains with the 
filler inhibits disentangled UHMWPE to achieve the thermodynamic equilibrium melt state, 
whereas in the commercial sample, having a broader molar mass distribution, the higher 
adhesion probability of the long chains to the graphene surface lowers the elastic modulus of 
the polymer melt. Correlation between the percolation threshold for electrical conductivity 
and rheological response of the composites has also been discussed. 
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3.1 Introduction  
In Chapter 1 it has been discussed how the mechanical properties of UHMWPE enhance 
when increasing the molecular weight, but this happens at the expense of the processability of 
the material. To recall, very high molecular weights correspond to high melt viscosities due 
to the increasing number of entanglements along chains [ 1 ]. Because of the high 
entanglement density, the most common method reported for the composites preparation is 
hot press of a dried UHMWPE-filler mixture [2], where a segregated structure of filler 
residing along the grain boundaries of the polymer particles is observed [3,4].  Outstanding 
electrical conductivities have been reported using this method [5]. However a difficulty in 
sintering of the grain boundaries reduces the contact area between filler and chains, thus 
negatively influencing their interaction and consequently also reducing the mechanical 
properties of the composites, for example, elongation at break and ultimate strength [6,7]. 
Recently, it has been reported that when UHMWPE is synthesised in suitable controlled 
conditions, a reduced number of entanglements can be achieved [ 8]. The resultant low 
entangled UHMWPE or disentangled UHWMPE provides ease in solid-state processing and 
higher tensile strength and tensile modulus of the uniaxially drawn tapes and the biaxially 
drawn films [8,9]. The morphology of the nascent powders of disentangled UHWMPE is 
significantly different from the commercially available UHMWPE. For instance, 
disentangled UHWMPE powders have a more “porous” structure, as shown in Figure 3-1.  
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Figure 3-1 The figure depicts electron (a, b - same scale, 2 microns) and optical micrographs (c, d – 
same scale, 100 microns) of the commercial (a, c) and disentangled (b, d) UHMWPEs. The 
commercial UHMWPE powder is synthesised using a Ziegler-Natta catalyst. The commercial sample 
shows presence of grain boundaries after compression moulding (c), whereas the disentangled 
UHMWPE powder does not show any grain boundaries. The absence of grain boundaries in the 
disentangled sample is attributed to low bulk density and low entangled state of the sample, the latter 
enhancing the local chain dynamics. The difference in the bulk density in the two samples is also 
evident from the dense and the porous structure of the commercial (a) and (b) disentangled 
UHMWPEs observed by electron micrograph. 
The porosity in the powder facilitates the penetration of nano-sized filler into pores and eases 
the filler dispersion during compression moulding in the melt. The high porosity of the 
nascent disentangled UHWMPE sample also facilitates compression of the powder below its 
melting temperature, thus ensuring that the disentangled state is maintained and solid-state 
processing is possible [8]. Considering these advances in morphology control of UHMWPE, 
we expect the nanofillers to be more homogeneously distributed in the disentangled matrix, 
and the resulting composite to be solid-state processable.  
In order to get a better insight on the difference that the entanglement density can make on 
the electrical conductivity and rheological response of UHMWPE/rGON composites, in this 
chapter we have studied and compared composites of commercial UHWMPE/rGON and 
a b 
c d 
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disentangled UHWMPE/rGON at different composition, after compression moulding. A 
significant difference in electrical conductivities, measured at room temperature, is observed 
in the two sets of composites made from the two types of PEs. The observed difference in 
electrical conductivity after given the same thermal treatment at 160 °C is associated with 
differences in particle morphology and melting behaviour of the two polymers. For more 
details on the melting behaviour of the two polymers, the readers are referred to ref [10]. The 
dissimilarity in electrical conductivity diminishes when the materials are subjected to high 
temperature treatment at 230 °C, where the local chain dynamic in the commercial 
UHMWPE is enhanced. Considering what was observed in the previous chapter for 
HDPE/rGON, a strong interaction between the long polyethylene molecules and GON is 
anticipated. Such an interaction is investigated and its implications on the rheological 
response of the polymer have been followed by plate-plate rheometry, in the linear 
viscoelastic region.   
3.2 Experimental  
3.2.1 Materials  
GON was synthesised using a modified Hummers method [11], as described in Chapter 2. 
Materials for the GON synthesis were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. 
Commercial UHMWPE powder having molecular characteristics reported in Table 3-1 was 
also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Disentangled UHMWPE with a significantly reduced 
number of entanglements was synthesised in our lab following the procedures: all 
manipulations of polymerisation with respect to air and moisture-sensitive compounds were 
performed in an argon glove box or under nitrogen flow atmosphere using standard high-
vacuum Schlenk technique. A Büchi 1.5 l jacketed reactor sealed with a stainless steel lid that 
is equipped with gas gauge, a thermometer probe, ethylene feeding tube, a gas inlet/outlet, a 
rubber septum for catalyst injection, a mechanical stirrer having three 4-bladed propellers, are 
kept at 125 °C under vacuum overnight controlled by a feedback loop controller Huber 
Unistat 425 thermo-regulator. The reactor was then backfilled with nitrogen and purged to 
vacuum for three cycles. After that, the temperature of the reactor was brought to 25 °C and 
anhydrous toluene was then pumped into the reactor through a sealed pipe from toluene tank 
by applying high pressure nitrogen. The temperature of the reactor was then set at 10 °C. The 
desired amount of of scavenger (MAO) was injected into the reactor to remove any possible 
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contaminations and then the nitrogen atmosphere is replaced by ethylene and the pressure is 
fixed at 1.2 absolute bars by a gas flow meter Büchi BPC 6002. A stirring speed of 1250 rpm 
was then set to mix and saturate the reaction medium with ethylene. After the pressure 
stabilize again at 1.2 bars, 9 mg of the catalyst bis[N-(tert-
butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato]titanium (IV) dichloride (FI catalyst) activated by 
MAO in toluene was injected into the reactor to initiate the polymerisation. After reaching 
the time, the reaction was then quenched by injection of methanol.  
The obtained polymers were then filtered, and further washed with copious amount of 
methanol/acetone. To achieve good dispersion of antioxidant, 0.7-1.0 wt % antioxidant was 
then added to the polymers suspended in acetone and stirred in a fuming hood. After acetone 
evaporated, the left mixture was then placed in a vacuum oven at 40 °C for 12 hours. Similar 
procedures can also be found in elsewhere [8, 9].  
Table 3-1 summarises some molecular and physical characteristics that are of interest for the 
present work. Entanglement density estimation in the disentangled nascent sample has been 
done by measuring the initial value of the storage modulus obtained on melting of the sample. 
Table 3-1 shows the initial storage modulus of the disentangled (0.56 MPa) and the 
commercial entangled (1.58 MPa) samples recorded at 10 rad/s, 160 °C, in the linear 
viscoelastic region. Under isothermal melt condition, at 10 rad/s, the storage modulus of the 
disentangled sample increases from 0.56 MPa to 2.0 MPa (approximately), where the time 
required for modulus build-up shows molar mass dependence [10]. On the contrary, the 
commercial UHMWPE sample does not show any substantial increase in the modulus build 
up.  
Table 3-1 Overview of physical properties of the two samples of PE investigated in this study. 
Polymer 
Particle 
diameter 
(μm) 
Particle 
Morphology 
(Nascent Powder) 
Mw 
(10
6
 g/mol) 
MWD 
Entanglement 
density (starting 
storage modulus 
at 10 rad/s) 
Commercial 
UHMWPE 
~ 50  0.3 g/cm
3
 [12] 4.4 31.1 
High 
(1.58 MPa) 
Disentangled 
UHMWPE 
~ 500  0.1 g/cm
3
 [12] 4.8 3.1 
Low 
(0.56 MPa) 
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3.2.2 Determination of Molecular Weight and Molecular Weight Distribution  
Molar mass, Mw, and molecular weight distribution (MWD) of both polymers were estimated 
by rheology using Advanced Rheometrics Expansion System (ARES) as described in the 
literature [13,14,15] and the results are shown in Figure 3-2.      
 
Figure 3-2 Characterisation of molar mass and molar mass distribution as obtained from rheology: 
(top) commercial PE and (bottom) disentangled PE. 
3.2.3 Preparation of GON, rGON and PE/rGON Composites  
The synthesis of GON was done following a modified Hummers Method [11] with additional 
modifications, as described in Chapter 2.  
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A two-step procedure, used for preparation of HDPE/rGON composites, was also employed 
to prepare the electrically conductive composites with the two types of UHMWPEs: first, the 
required amount of dried GON was weighed and re-dispersed in 40 ml of water by 15 min 
ultrasonication, while the required amount of PE was suspended in acetone and stirred for 10 
min. In the second step, the ultrasonicated homogeneous GON suspension was added to the 
acetone-suspended PE under stirring. The mixture was stirred in a fume hood until most of 
the solvent evaporated and the resulting solid was further dried at 40 ºC for 12 hours to 
remove any residual solvent. The residue, a UHMWPE/rGON composite, was obtained in the 
form of powder.  
To achieve the reduction of the dispersed GON for electrical conductivity, the dried 
composite powders were compressed in a hydraulic press at 160 ºC (or 230 ºC), following the 
same protocol used for the reduction of GON films, as described in Chapter 2.  Following this 
procedure, composites films of PE/rGON were prepared. In all samples, 0.7 wt % antioxidant 
(Irganox 1010, Ciba) was added to avoid oxidation or degradation of UHMWPE during the 
hot press procedure. WAXD recorded in the transmission mode, on the compressed samples, 
did not show any orientation.  
For rheological studies ~ 0.7 g of disentangled UHMWPE/GON powder was compression 
moulded into discs of 50 mm diameter and 0.6 mm thickness by compression moulding at a 
constant temperature of 125 °C and average force of 20 tons. Similarly, commercial 
UHMWPE/GON powder was moulded at a constant temperature of 160 °C. From the 
compressed powder films smaller discs of 12 mm diameter were punched. 
3.2.4 Characterisation of GON, rGON and Composites 
A JEOL-2000FX Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) was used to observe the 
exfoliated single or few-stacked-layers of GON in water with an applied voltage of 200 kV. 
The morphology of the composites after compression moulding was observed with a Leica 
DM RX transmitted light microscope. Field Emission Gun-Scanning Electron Microscope 
(FEG-SEM) was used for morphological analysis of PE powders. For the analysis, the 
samples were coated with gold by a sputtering technique. The electrical conductivities of the 
UHMWPE/rGON composites were measured with a Keithley instrument composed of a 
2182A nanovoltmeter and a 6220 precision current source. The shape and thickness of the 
samples were corrected by taking into account the geometric factors according to ref [16].  
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All rheological measurements were performed in an ARES-LS2 rheometer (TA, Instruments) 
using a 12 mm diameter parallel plate geometry. In order to avoid polymer degradation 
during long time measurements, the samples were kept under a nitrogen atmosphere inside a 
convection oven. The 12 mm polymer disc was placed in the rheometer at 110 °C and the 
temperature was increased to 160 °C (approximately 18 °C above the equilibrium melting 
temperature of polyethylene, 141.5 °C [17]) with a heating rate of 10 ºC/min. Along this 
process, an average normal load of 4.0 N was applied to maintain appropriate contact 
between the sample and plates. Once the temperature (160 °C) was reached, a small 
amplitude oscillatory test at a constant frequency of 10 rad/s and strain 0.1% (within the 
linear viscoelastic region) was performed to follow the storage modulus (G’) build-up. Data 
acquisition was started 60 seconds after reaching the experimental temperature of 160 ºC. On 
the fully equilibrated melt state, dynamic frequency sweep with angular velocity from 0.001 
rad/s to 100 rad/s was performed with a constant 0.5 % strain in the linear viscoelastic region 
on both of the commercial UHMWPE/rGON and disentangled UHMWPE/rGON samples. 
More detailed description of the rheological procedures can be found elsewhere [10].  
3.3 Results and Discussion  
3.3.1 Electrical Conductivities of Composites   
Figure 3-3 depicts 1 g samples of the plain polymers and their corresponding composites at 
different filler concentrations. Due to the low bulk density of disentangled UHMWPE 
powder, for the same mass, the volume of the disentangled UHMWPE composite is much 
higher.                
 
Figure 3-3 a) Pure UHMWPEs and GON-filled PE particles (top series: commercial UHMWPE; 
bottom series: disentangled UHMWPE). All samples weigh 1 g. Plates for rheological and electrical 
conductivity measurements were made by compressing these powders at 160 °C or 230 °C; b) rGON 
0.0 wt % 0.5 wt % 2.0 wt % 4.0 wt % 
a b 
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can be observed along the grain boundaries after compression moulding of the commercial UHMWPE 
having 0.5 wt % of the filler. This sample was compressed at 160 °C. 
After thermal reduction of the GON during the compression moulding step, the electrical 
conductivities of commercial UHMWPE/rGON and disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
composites were measured using a 4-point probe technique and the resulting values are 
shown in Figure 3-4 and listed in Table 3-2 (the conductivity value of pure PE is taken from 
ref [18]). The conductivity of the samples containing 0.1 wt % of rGON could not be 
measured as it was outside the sensitivity of the equipment.  
The different conductivity behaviours observed for the two sets of the samples suggest 
differences in the formation of the filler network. The percolation threshold, defined as the 
minimal concentration of conductive filler at which a sudden increase in conductivity of the 
insulating matrix appears, is observed for both matrices to be just below 0.3 wt % (Figure 
3-4). The percolation threshold of the UHMWPE/rGON composites is much higher than that 
of HDPE/rGON composites, which is at ~4.5 wt %, as reported in Table 2-1. This can be 
attributed to the very low viscosity of HDPE in the melt, where the chains can move more 
freely and embed the graphene layers thus reducing the connecting points between the fillers. 
The conductivities of polymer composites have been investigated based on the modified 
classical percolation threshold power law [19,20], equation 1-4, as mentioned in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 3-4 Electrical conductivities of commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites (C_PE/rGON 
(square)) and disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites (Dis_PE/rGON (circle)) as function of 
rGON content. The insert shows the log-log plot of electrical conductivity with [φ(f) - φ(cri)]. (the 
conversion between wt % and vol % of rGON in the composites are shown in Appendix I) 
Table 3-2 Conductivity values from Figure 3-4 of commercial UHMWPE/rGON and disentangled 
UHMWPE/rGON composites compressed at 160 °C and 230 °C. 
Sample Compression Temp (◦C) Conductivity (S/m) 
Commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
0.3 wt % 
160 4.00×10
-6
 
Commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
0.5 wt % 
160 5.46×10
-5
 
Commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
0.8 wt % 
160 3.48×10
-4
 
Commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
2.0 wt % 
160 5.47×10
-4
 
Commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
4.0 wt % 
160 7.55×10
-4
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Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
0.3 wt % 
160 8.93×10
-7
 
Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
0.5 wt % 
160 7.07×10
-5
 
Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
0.8 wt % 
160 1.19×10
-4
 
Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
2.0 wt % 
160 5.60×10
-2
 
Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
4.0 wt % 
160 7.10×10
-2
 
   
Commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
2.0 wt % 
230 1.17×10
-1
 
Commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
4.0 wt % 
230 1.62×10
-1
 
   
Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
2.0 wt % 
230 0.83×10
-1
 
Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
4.0 wt % 
230 1.08×10
-1
 
 
From Figure 3-4 it can be appreciated that the conductivities measured for the two 
composites, compressed at 160 °C, at concentrations after the percolation threshold are rather 
different and considerably higher in the case of disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites. It 
is observed that the conductivities of disentangled UHMWPE/rGON become at least 100 
times higher than that of commercial UHMWPE/rGON with filler concentrations ≥ 2.0 wt %. 
The critical exponent value of commercial UHMWPE/rGON samples is around 0.83 and 
more interestingly a much higher critical exponent of about 2.75 is determined for 
disentangled UHMWPE/rGON samples. At low loadings of GON (close to the percolation 
threshold), the filler is homogeneously dispersed in both commercial and disentangled PE 
composites, thus similar conductivity values in the two composites are observed [21,22], as 
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shown in Figure 3-5a and c. For higher loadings of GON in the commercial UHMWPE, the 
filler is likely to stack along the grain boundaries of the powder particles, thus resulting in 
just a slight increase of conductivity when the filler content is increased from 0.8 to 4.0 wt %, 
as described in Figure 3-5b.  
 
Figure 3-5 A schematic representation of our hypothesis on the influence that the polymer melting 
behaviour has on the filler network formation during melt; (a) c-UHMWPE/rGON and (c) dis-
UHMWPE/rGON  at or near the threshold; (b) c-UHMWPE/rGON and (d) dis-UHMWPE/rGON  at 
high concentrations, at or over, 2.0 wt %. 
On the contrary in disentangled UHMWPE because of the porous structure and the lower 
initial melt viscosity [9,23] of the polymer, the penetration of the filler into the porous 
polymer powders is facilitated. This results into homogeneous dispersion of rGON platelets 
without their aggregation, as shown in Figure 3-5d. Thus, compared to commercial 
UHMWPE, the same concentration of GON in disentangled UHMWPE forms a more 
efficient filler-filler network, as shown in Figure 3-6a and b. The resultant effect is that for 
the same concentration of GON the conductivity increases by more than 100 times in 
disentangled UHMWPE compared to commercial UHMWPE composites, on increasing the 
filler content from 0.8 wt % to 2.0 wt %. The difference in the electrical conductivity 
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vanishes when both samples are heat treated at a higher temperature, 230 °C. The loss in the 
difference is attributed to the enhanced chain mobility for the commercial entangled 
UHMWPE at the higher temperature and enhanced dispersion of the rGON filler, as shown in 
Figure 3-6c.  
 
Figure 3-6 Optical microscopic images of commercial UHMWPE/rGON samples compressed at 
160 °C (a) and 230 °C (c), and disentangled UHMWPE/rGON samples compressed at 160 °C (b) and 
230 °C (d). 
From electrical conductivity measurements it is evident that the presence of grain boundaries 
and the chain dynamics have strong implications on the interaction between methylene chain 
segments and graphene. To have further insight on the difference in the chain-filler 
interactions, rheological studies on the composites have been performed in the two sets of 
samples at 160 °C.  At this ‘low’ temperature the commercial sample maintains the grain 
boundary arising from the nascent powder morphology, whereas the disentangled sample 
loses its initial particle morphology.   
c d 
a b 
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3.3.2 Rheological Analysis  
3.3.2.1 Rheological Analysis of Commercial UHMWPE/rGON and Disentangled 
UHMWPE/rGON Composites  
The elastic modulus (G’) build-up curves for commercial UHMWPE/rGON and disentangled 
UHMWPE/rGON composites are shown in Figure 3-7a and Figure 3-7b, respectively. The 
corresponding curves obtained for the polymers without any filler are also shown for 
comparison. The lower value of the initial storage modulus in the disentangled UHMWPE 
compared to commercial UHMWPE suggests that the molar mass between entanglements 
(Me) achieved on melting of the disentangled nascent powder is much larger.  In accordance 
with the earlier findings, the commercial sample hardly shows any modulus build-up with 
time, whereas the disentangled sample shows modulus build-up with the transformation of 
melt from its non-equilibrium to equilibrium state i.e. decrease in <Me> till it reaches the 
equilibrium value.  We would like to mention that though metastable crystalline states in 
polymer science have been studied extensively [24] the non-equilibrium melt states have not 
been investigated in detail. 
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Figure 3-7 a) G’ build-up of commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites; b) G’ build-up of 
disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites; c) dynamic frequency sweep of commercial 
UHMWPE/rGON composites; and d) dynamic frequency sweep of disentangled UHMWPE and its 
composites. The commercial UHMWPE samples were compressed at 160 °C, whereas the 
disentangled UHMWPE samples were compressed at 125 °C. The low compression temperature for 
the disentangled UHMWPE sample was used to follow the entanglement formation in time sweep 
experiments (Figure b). Followed by the time sweep experiments (a and b), on the same samples, the 
frequency sweep experiments were performed (Figures c and d). All rheological studies were done at 
160 °C in the linear viscoelastic region. 
In Figure 3-7a, the increase in elastic modulus build-up of commercial UHMWPE/rGON 
composites is closer to the plain commercial polymer.  The slight increase in the final value 
of G’, which increases with the filler concentration, can be attributed to mechanical 
enhancement from the high modulus graphene. The increase in the modulus with the addition 
of filler is in accordance with the earlier findings reported in literature [19,25,26]. Contrary to 
the commercial polyethylene, the modulus build-up time of disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
composites shows a strong dependence on the rGON content in the polymer matrix. Though 
the initial value of G’, observed on melting of the crystals, is independent of the rGON 
content (at least for rGON < 4.0 wt %), the modulus build-up time is strongly influenced by 
the content of the filler in the polymer matrix. For example, the polymer having no filler 
shows the fastest modulus build-up compared to the samples having fillers. Among the 
samples with fillers, the sample with 0.8 wt % of the rGON shows the slowest modulus build-
up. This further strengthens the hypothesis discussed in the previous chapter of a strong 
molecular interaction between the polyethylene chain segments and the filler, that in the case 
of disentangled UHMWPE inhibits the transformation of melt from its non-equilibrium to the 
equilibrium state. The gradual increase in the modulus build-up time occurs with the 
increasing amount of rGON from 0.1 wt % to 0.8 wt %.  On increasing the filler content from 
0.8 wt % to 2.0 wt % the modulus build-up time tends to decrease. This decrease in the 
modulus build-up time suggests that the filler is more homogeneously distributed for 0.8 
wt %. On increasing the filler concentration, beyond 0.8 wt %, the filler tend to aggregate 
causing increase in the storage modulus, as shown in Figure 3-7b.  
Important to notice is that unlike the commercial sample composites, where the final plateau 
modulus value on the addition of filler is higher, in the disentangled UHMWPE composites 
the final plateau modulus reaches a minimum followed by an increase, as shown in Figure 
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3-8a. The minimum achieved in the final value of the plateau modulus of the composite (0.8 
wt % of GON) can be attributed to the maximum interaction of the rGON network with the 
polyethylene chains in disentangled UHMWPE, which forbids the chains from further 
entanglement formation resulting in higher molar mass between entanglements Me; hence 
reduces the plateau values in accordance with equation 1-2, reported in Chapter 1 [27]:  
𝐺𝑁
0 =
𝑔𝑁𝜌𝑅𝑇
𝑀𝑒
                                                (Equation 1-2) 
The disappearance of the terminal region for the composite having 0.8 wt % of GON suggests 
maximum interaction between polyethylene chain segments and rGON, Figure 3-8. For the 
same concentration of rGON, 0.8 wt %, the increase in electrical conductivity for the 
disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composite is also observed, Figure 3-4. This suggests that at 
the specific concentration of 0.8 wt % the rGON is well dispersed, and forms an efficient 
continuous network, which provides enhanced electrical conductivity and high surface to 
volume ratio for maximum number of chain segments to attach on the surface of rGON. From 
Figure 3-7b, Figure 3-7d and Figure 3-8a it is evident that at and above 2.0 wt %, the plateau 
value of disentangled UHMWPE samples increases with increase in the filler content, 
suggesting aggregation of the rGON layers, contributing to the increase in the storage 
modulus. The aggregation retards an increase in the electrical conductivity with the 
increasing filler concentration (Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-8 a) Storage modulus of disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites at plateau (10 rad/s) of 
frequency sweep, shown in Figure 3-7d. b) Corresponding changes in phase angle, tan , as a 
function of frequency for different disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites. The phase angle is 
obtained from the frequency sweep data shown in Figure 3-7d. All experiments were performed 
under isothermal condition, 160 °C in the linear viscoelastic region. 
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Similar trend in the drop of G’ in HDPE/rGON composites is also observed from Figure 2-5a, 
Chapter 2 at high frequencies (>G’, G’’cross-over frequency). The G’ at 100 rad/s versus 
filler concentration is plotted and shown in Figure 3-9. Unlike UHMWPE, the decrease in 
HDPE samples is less significant and only appears at high frequencies above cross-over 
frequency. Due to the strong chain-filler interaction and short chain reptation time of HDPE 
chains, the presence of the filler could disturb the polymer melt network, and hinder chain 
dynamics by arresting some of the chain segments. At the high frequency region, the 
disturbed polymer melt exhibits a high Me, estimated according to equation 1-2, causing a 
non-equilibrium state, and the state is maintained by the chain-filler interaction, resulting in 
lower plateau value. Similar to UHMWPE samples, at the filler content of c.a. 2 wt %, a most 
efficient chain-filler contact is reached, resulting in a minima in the G’. With further 
increment of the filler, aggregation of the filler starts to appear and gives rise to significant 
mechanical enhancement, which is shown as increase in G’. In the low frequency region 
(<G’,G’’ cross-over frequency), the reptation of the chains are hindered, hampering the chain 
relaxation of both short and long chains; at the same time the mechanical enhancement is 
more significant due to the low G’ values of HDPE melt, and thsi results in a significant 
increment of G’ in the low frequency region. Similar results in HDPE composites have also 
been reported in earlier work, where Vega and coworkers [28] observed a drop in viscosity 
and shear modulus of HDPE when mixed with MWCNT filler at a concentration of 0.52 
wt %, during extrusion. The authors have attributed the drop to the adhesion of longest 
polymer chains onto the nanotube surface by van de Waals force.  
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Figure 3-9 Storage modulus versus filler concentration of HDPE/rGON composites at high 
frequency of 100 rad/s. The values are collected from Figure 2-5a.  
3.3.2.2 Dynamic Crystallisation and DSC Heating Run of Isothermally Crystallised 
Samples after Reaching Their Equilibrium States 
Dynamic crystallisation of the samples after they reached the equilibrium states (after 
dynamic time and frequency sweeps) is shown in Figure 3-10a. It demonstrates that the 
crystallisation of composites upon cooling is hindered; especially at concentration of 0.8 wt % 
of rGON, it shows the maximum chain hindering effect from the filler, which is consistent 
with the dynamic frequency sweep as shown in Figure 3-7d. A quick DSC heating run is 
carried out on the samples that isothermally crystallised at 128 ᵒC after dynamic time and 
frequency sweep, and the plots are shown in Figure 3-10b. Dual peaks are observed from the 
DSC plots, with the low melting peak at 134 °C and high melting peak at 141.5 °C which is 
close to polyethylene’s equilibrium melting point. As discussed previously [29], the low 
melting peak can be attributed to melting of melt-crystallised crystals from entangled 
domains and the high melting peak can attributed to the disentangled domains in the 
heterogeneous melt. More detailed results and discussion are given in the following chapter. 
This indicates that even after long time annealing of dis-UHMWPE at 160 °C, the polymer 
chains are not fully entangled and during the isothermal crystallisation, the disentangled 
chain segments retrieve the non-entangled adjacent re-entrant crystals and this also supports 
the heterogeneous distribution of the entanglement during melting; however, with increasing 
filler concentration, the entanglement formation is highly hindered, and this can be attributed 
to the strong chain-filler interaction as discussed previously.        
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Figure 3-10 a) Dynamic crystallisation of the disentangled UHMWPE after the samples reached 
thermodynamic equilibrium state from 160 °C to 115 °C with a cooling rate of 0.5 °C/min; b) heating 
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run after dynamic cooling of isothermal crystallisation at 128 °C for 3 hrs with cooling and heating 
rate of 10 °C/min. 
The commercial samples show increment of storage modulus with increasing filler content at 
low frequencies, Figure 3-7c, suggesting contribution of fillers in the mechanical 
enhancement mainly. On the contrary, similar to the modulus build-up, the frequency 
response of disentangled UHMWPE composites shows strong influence of rGON 
concentration (Figure 3-7d).  The elastic to viscous transition of the polymer melt diminishes 
with the increasing concentration of graphene from 0.1 wt % to 2.0 wt %. The composite 
having 2.0 wt % of rGON shows a plateau stretching over a broad frequency range – 
indicating inhibition of chain reptation within the experimental time scale. The difference in 
the rheological behaviours between the two sets of samples, commercial UHMWPE and 
disentangled UHMWPE, is attributed to the entanglement density of the polymer having 
different powder morphology, which holds the key to the dispersion of the filler as well as the 
level of interaction between the filler and the polymer chains. This means that by suppressing 
the influence of grain boundaries between the nascent particles - that could be achieved by 
enhancing the chain dynamics at higher temperatures- the commercial samples shall also 
show a trend similar to the disentangled UHMWPE samples. The results for this case are 
reported in the next paragraph.    
With increasing concentration of rGON, in the measured frequency region, the response of 
the phase angle (Figure 3-8b) combined with the storage modulus (G’) (Figure 3-7a, Figure 
3-7c and Figure 3-7d) rules out any possibility of thermo-oxidative degradation. The chain-
scission or cross-linking would have excluded the observed decrease in the terminal region, 
or plateau in the elastic region, in the sample having higher concentration (4.0 wt %) of 
rGON. Thus the rheological response of the commercial UHMWPE and the disentangled 
UHMWPE, Figure 3-7c, Figure 3-7d and Figure 3-8b, in the frequency sweep experiments 
strongly suggests the absence of thermal oxidative degradation in the presence of rGON. The 
absence becomes more evident while analysing the rheological response of the commercial 
sample compressed at a higher temperature of 230 °C.  
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3.3.2.3 Rheological Analysis of Commercial UHMWPE/rGON Composites Compressed at 
230 °C 
In order to suppress the grain boundaries effect in the commercial UHMWPE, the samples 
are heated to a higher temperature, 230 °C. The increase in temperature enhances the chain 
dynamics thus providing greater interaction between polymer chains and the filler. 
Rheological experiments in the conditions same as disentangled UHMWPE composites are 
performed at 160 °C. Similar to disentangled UHMWPE, Figure 3-11a and Figure 3-11c, 
composites from the commercial sample also show decrease in the plateau modulus with the 
increasing filler content, where the minimum in the storage modulus is observed at 2.0 wt % 
of graphene loading. Frequency response of the composites is summarized in Figure 3-11b. 
The drop in the storage modulus and parallel shift in the frequency response with the 
increasing concentration of rGON suggests decrease in the melt viscosity. These findings, 
combined with those from the disentangled UHMWPE composites, conclusively suggest that, 
upon suppression of the grain boundaries influence at high temperature, it is feasible to 
disperse fillers more homogeneously in the matrix of the commercial sample, thus providing 
better interaction between polymer chains and graphene that hinders the chain mobility. 
Similar trends have been also reported in earlier works of commercial UHMWPE/SWCNTs 
nanocomposites, showing that selective physicoabsorption of the high molar mass fraction 
onto the filler surface promotes appreciable decrease in the storage modulus and dynamic 
complex viscosity at low frequencies of the composites [30]. The drop in viscosity is in 
agreement with the other recent findings reported elsewhere with different composites 
systems, as mentioned in Chapter 1,  polystyrene filler with cross-linked polystyrenes [31] 
and UHMWPE/silica nanocomposites [ 32 ]. Jain and coworkers also reported drop in 
polypropylene’s viscosity at a specific concentration of silica particles [ 33 ]. Recently, 
influence of molecular weight and chain branching on melt viscosity of PE/CNTs has been 
addressed by Vega and coworkers [34]. In this publication the authors have investigated 
rheological response of low density polyethylene, having molar mass ranging between 100K 
to 300K g/mol, in the presence of CNTs. The authors have conclusively shown that, with the 
increasing molar mass, influence of CNTs on nucleation of polyethylenes decreases, which 
suggests higher interaction of CNTs with the longer polymerchains. The interaction of 
ethylene segments with carbon black has been conclusively shown by Litvinov and co-
workers while investigating EPDM/Carbon black composites by NMR , where the authors 
reported the adsorption of EPDM to the surface of carbon black [35,36]. 
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It has to be noted that the maximum decrease of plateau value of commercial UHMWPE 
samples is observed at 2.0 wt % while for disentangled samples, the maximum decrease in 
the modulus is observed at 0.8 wt %. The difference is attributed to the dispersion of the filler 
and the molar mass distribution. Although the commercial samples were heat-treated at 
higher temperatures, the initial high entanglement density still restricts the chain mobility.  
Thus the entangled chains in the commercial samples cannot move as freely as the 
disentangled PE chains. This chain mobility refrains from homogeneous dispersion of the 
filler and its interaction with the chains in the entangled polymer melt.  
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Figure 3-11 a) Storage modulus (G’) build-up of commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites; b) 
frequency sweep of commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites; c) Storage modulus of commercial 
UHMWPE/rGON composites at plateau of frequency sweep (10 rad/s); d) corresponding changes in 
phase angle, tan  as a function of frequency for different commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites. 
All experiments were performed under isothermal condition at 160 °C in the linear viscoelastic region 
though these samples were previously subjected to heat treatment of 230 °C for suppression of the 
grain boundaries influence in dispersion of the filler. The difference in phase angle (Figure 3-8b to 
Figure 3-11d) can be attributed to the difference in molar mass distribution, as it is apparent from the 
terminal region of the two polymers (Figure 3-7b and Figure 3-11b), respectively. 
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These rheological findings will be discussed in more details in the next chapter, where the 
influence of rGON on chain configuration and associated crystallisation behaviour [37] will 
be further discussed by coupling solid state NMR studies and DSC analysis. The reduced 
melt viscosity at a specific concentration of the filler opens the new possibility of mixing 
UHMWPE/rGON composites to low molar mass polyolefins thus opening the prospects of 
enhancing mechanical properties such as tensile modulus and strain hardening of the easily 
processable polyolefins. This subject will be also addressed in the following chapters. 
3.4 Conclusions   
This chapter reports the difference in electrical conductivities and rheological response of 
disentangled UHMWPE/rGON and commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites. A tentative 
explanation of the observed difference in the electrical conductivity is attributed to (a) the 
difference in the bulk density of the commercial and the disentangled UHMWPE nascent 
powders, and (b) the different chain dynamics of the two polymers. The ease in dispersion of 
the filler in disentangled UHMWPE is attributed to the porous matrix and low melt viscosity 
of the polymer, influencing the electrical conductivity. However, the difference in the 
electrical conductivity between the commercial and the disentangled UHMWPE vanishes 
when both sets of samples are subjected to a high temperature treatment, where the grain 
boundary difference in the nascent powder particles is suppressed. The rheological analyses 
of the two sets of UHMWPE/rGON nano-composites conclusively demonstrate differences in 
the interaction between the chains and rGON, mainly caused by the grain boundaries present 
in the nascent powder morphology of the entangled polymer. After suppressing the grain 
boundary differences in the nascent powders, the disentangled PE samples show minima in 
the storage modulus at 0.8 wt % graphene content and commercial samples show minima at 
2.0 wt % graphene content. The minimum value appears when the chain mobility is arrested 
by the strong interaction between polymer chains and graphene. The strong interaction of the 
polyethylene chains with the filler inhibits the disentangled UHMWPE to achieve the 
thermodynamic equilibrium melt state, within the experimental time scale. In the commercial 
sample, having a larger molar mass distribution, the higher adhesion probability of the long 
chains to the graphene surface lowers the elastic modulus of the polymer melt. These findings 
further confirm that the contact surface area of molecular chain segments of polyethylene and 
rGON becomes similar in the disentangled UHMWPE and the commercial samples once the 
difference in the grain boundaries is decreased thus resulting in similar electrical conductivity 
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and rheological behaviors of the two sets of nanocomposites. At the GON concentration of 
0.8 wt % in the disentangled UHMWPE composite, the electrical conductivity starts 
increasing significantly and also the plateau reaches a minimum in the storage modulus; this 
demonstrates that at this specific concentration, an effective continuous filler-filler network is 
formed where the maximum surface to volume ratio, for the adhesion of ethylene segments in 
the homogeneously dispersed GON in UHMWPE matrix, is achieved. 
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4 Heterogeneous Distribution of Entanglements and Their 
Influence on Crystallisation in Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
Composites   
 
Abstract  
In Chapter 3, the influence of reduced graphene oxide nanoplatelets (rGON) on rheological 
response of disentangled UHMWPE was studied. The study provided insight in the influence 
of the filler on chain dynamics having implications on entanglement formation. The chain-
filler interaction in the composite lead to the suppression in the build-up of elastic shear 
modulus, to an extent that non-equilibrium melt state is retained within the experimental time. 
In this chapter, a thermal protocol is used to follow the influence of non-equilibrium polymer 
melt on crystallisation kinetics of disentangled UHMWPE with and without rGON. The 
analysis is carried out by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and the results are 
supported by rheology. The changes in enthalpic relaxation process are found in good 
agreement with the rheological response of the material during shear modulus build-up. For 
an example, thermal analysis shows the presence of two endothermic peaks in a sample that 
is left to crystallise under isothermal condition after melting. The high temperature 
endothermic peak (141.5 °C) is related to melting of crystals obtained on crystallisation from 
the disentangled domains of the heterogeneous (non-equilibrium) polymer melt, whereas the 
low melting temperature endothermic peak is related to melting of crystals formed from 
entangled domains of the melt. It is found that with increasing the annealing time in melt 
( 160 °C), the enthalpy of the lower melting temperature peak increases at the expense of the 
higher melting temperature peak, confirming transformation of the non-equilibrium polymer 
melt to equilibrium melt state. The enthalpic relaxation process as a function of rGON has 
been also investigated. The observations are that at the specific concentration of the filler, 
where the plateau value of elastic shear modulus at 10 rad/s is at the minimum, the high 
endothermic peak remains independent of the annealing time of the polymer melt at 160 °C. 
This observation strengthens the concept that in the presence of the filler, chain dynamics is 
arrested to an extent that the everlasting non-equilibrium melt state having lower 
entanglement density is retained facilitating crystal formation having high melting 
endothermic temperature. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Topology of methylene segments in the non-crystalline region of the semi-crystalline 
polymer, UHMWPE, has profound influence on mechanical deformation either uniaxially or 
biaxially. The topology can be tailored by controlling crystallisation kinetics either by 
dissolution or controlled polymerisation [1,2,3,4]. The influence of molar mass on the 
topology of non-crystalline phase has been a subject of interest where the abstract nature of 
the mobile phase is probed by solid state NMR [5]. Yao et al. showed the influence of 
polymerisation conditions on the non-crystalline phase [ 6 ]. To recall, the authors 
demonstrated that the non-crystalline region in the polymer synthesised using Ziegler-Natta 
deferred from the polymer synthesised using the single-site catalytic system.   
The absence of structural order in the non-crystalline region of semi-crystalline polymers 
imposes challenges to an extent that the issue of adjacent or non-adjacent re-entry remains 
unsolved even today after the discovery of chain folded crystals in 1957 [7,8]. Recently, in 
UHMWPE, it is shown that melting temperature of the as synthesised polymer (nascent) 
approaches equilibrium melting temperature because of the restricted mobility of the 
methylene segments in the non-crystalline region [9]. Differentiation between the nano-
crystalline regions of the polymer synthesised using Z-N and single site catalytic systems can 
be made by following kinetics in melting of the crystals [6,9]. To recall, when the nascent 
sample is left to anneal at the onset of the melting temperature of the endothermic peak, 
having peak temperature close to 141.5 °C, crystals tend to melt via consecutive detachment 
of chains from the crystal surface followed by reeling-in of the chain stems into melt [9]. The 
rate at which the consecutive detachment occurs is suggested to be dependent on the 
polymerization conditions i.e. topological constraints, entanglements, present in the non-
crystalline region. Combining the NMR observations on segmental mobility in the non-
crystalline region and melting kinetics of crystals, the high temperature melting peak of the 
nascent crystals is shown to be related with the restriction imposed by the non-crystalline 
region. Combining the mechanical deformation characteristics of the nascent UHMWPE 
crystals in solid-state with the melting kinetics, it is well understood that the number of 
entanglements or entanglement density in the non-crystalline region phase can be tailored by 
controlling crystallisation kinetics.  
The nascent crystals, having reduced number of entanglements, on melting, result into the 
non-equilibrium polymer melt where the initial low elastic shear modulus increases with time 
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till the melt reaches the equilibrium state. Time required in build-up of the shear elastic 
modulus is shown to be dependent on the molar mass following the power law tbuild-up~M
2.6
 
[28]. The non-equilibrium polymer melt is suggested to have heterogeneous distribution of 
entanglements, with domains having low and high density of entanglements [4]. This 
heterogeneity, in the distribution of entanglements, will have implications on crystallisation 
kinetics. For an example, methylene segments in the low density entanglement domain are 
likely to have lower nucleation barrier compared to the segments in the high density 
entanglement domain [21,22,23,24]. 
In this chapter we aim to investigate the influence of heterogeneous melt on crystallisation 
kinetics. Nascent UHMWPE, synthesised using a single-site catalytic system, provides 
unique opportunity to investigate the influence of heterogeneity in entanglements on 
crystallisation – in the same polymer. For the purpose a specific thermal protocol is applied 
where the residence time of the polymer in its non-equilibrium melt state is varied. Thus by 
increasing the residence time at melt, with increasing elastic shear modulus, the overall 
entanglement density of the polymer melt is increased. Crystallisation kinetics of the 
heterogeneous melt has been pursued by annealing the sample below equilibrium melting 
temperature. At a critical crystallisation temperature (128 °C), where the nucleation rate 
dependence on supercooling is suppressed, the influence of heterogeneous entanglement 
distribution is realised in the form of two endothermic peaks on heating the annealed sample 
to melt.  The high temperature endothermic peak (141.5 °C) is found to be close to the 
equilibrium melting temperature, whereas the low temperature endothermic (135 °C) peak is 
related to the component that did not crystallise under isothermal condition. These 
observations will be related to the elastic shear modulus build-up of the polymer, reflecting 
the homogenisation of the heterogeneous distribution of entanglements in melt state. At the 
end of the chapter the conclusions drawn will be strengthened by investigating composites of 
polyethylene with rGON. What follows are the experimental findings on the nascent 
disentangled polymer, where a commercial UHMWPE having entangled nascent crystals, 
synthesised using a Z-N catalyst is used as a comparative example.  
In this Chapter, the results suggest presence of heterogeneous melt having two 
domains/regions: a more entangled region and a less entangled region, obtained from 
disentangled UHMWPE after annealing at 160 °C and isothermal crystallisation at 128 °C. 
The two regions are found to be crystallizing differently in kinetics and the change in the 
melting enthalpies of the two regions during the subsequent heating reflects a continuous 
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transformation of the heterogeneous melt from non-equilibrium state to equilibrium state. 
This is found in line with rheological behaviour of the sample. Furthermore, we also 
investigated the influence of reduced graphene oxide nanofiller on the crystallisation 
behaviour of the heterogeneous melt, to support our recent claim that the entanglement 
formation is prohibited due to the presence of strong chain-filler interaction [10]. The chain-
filler interaction is further characterized by solid state NMR, and related back to the thermal 
analysis and rheological analysis. 
4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Materials  
Toluene (99.8%, anhydrous) and methyaluminoxane solution (MAO, 10 wt % solution in 
toluene) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; ethylene (grade 3.0) was purchased from BOC, 
and FI catalyst was purchased from MCat. Materials for the synthesis of graphene oxide were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: fine graphite powder (diameter of c.a. 25 μm), 98 wt % 
concentrated sulphuric acid, distilled water, potassium permanganate, and 30 wt % hydrogen 
peroxide. Commercial UHMWPE powder was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Antioxidant 
Irganox 1010 is purchased from Ciba. All reagents are used as received.  
4.2.2 Synthesis of Disentangled UHMWPE  
The disentangled UHMWPE samples are synthesized using the same polymerisation method 
described in Chapter 3 using FI Catalyst. Two reactions with different reaction times were 
carried out for the study, 10 min and 30 min reaction respectively.   
The obtained polymers were then filtered, and further washed with copious amount of 
methanol/acetone. To achieve a good dispersion of antioxidant, 0.7-1.0 wt % antioxidant was 
then added to the polymers suspended in acetone and stirred under a fume hood. After all the 
acetone has evaporated, the polymer was further dried in a vacuum oven at 40 °C for 720 min. 
The disentangled UHMWPE with 30 min reaction is the same as the one used in Chapter 3.       
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4.2.3 Synthesis of GON and Preparation of Composites  
The GON was synthesized in accordance to a modified Hummers Method [11] with further 
modifications as described in Chapter 3 [10]. To recall, after the oxidation reaction was 
finished, the resultant material was repeatedly vacuum-filtered and washed of 3 times with 5 
wt % HCl followed by a few times of distilled water wash, until the upper liquid became dark. 
The suspension became darker with the increasing number of washing steps, suggesting 
progressive extraction of GON from the bottom layer to the upper suspension. The average 
number of water washing steps applied was approximately ten, until the pH of the suspension 
changed from ~2 to ~7. The previously collected dark-liquid portions were combined and 
dried in a petri dish at 50 ºC for 2 days. Films of GON were obtained by peeling them off 
from the petri dish. 
The composites of 30 min-reaction disentangled UHMWPE and GON were then prepared 
using a two-step preparation method, as described in Chapter 3 [10]: composites having GON 
content of 0.1 wt % and 0.8 wt % were prepared using the same method. GON reduces to 
rGON when the composites reach high temperatures, such as 160 °C.  
4.2.4 Determination of Molar Mass and Molar Mass Distribution  
Weight averaged molecular weight Mw and molecular weight distribution (MWD) of the 
synthesized UHMWPE was estimated by melt rheology using Advanced Rheometrics 
Expansion System (ARES) of TA instruments, and the results are shown in Table 4-1, and 
the method for calculation is described earlier in Chapter 3 and elsewhere [3,12 ,13].   
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Table 4-1 Molecular characteristics of the UHMWPE samples; C-PE refers to commercial 
UHMWPE and Dis-PE represents disentangled UHMWPE. 
Samples 
Mw (×10
6
 
g/mol) 
Mw/Mn 
𝑮𝑵
𝟎 @100 rad/s 
(MPa)* 
C-PE 4.5 31.1 2.0 
0.8 wt % C-PE/rGON 4.5 31.1 2.0 
Dis-PE-1 (30 min-reaction) 4.8 3.1 2.0 
0.1 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON 4.8 3.1 1.8 
0.8 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON 4.8 3.1 0.8 
Dis-PE-2 (10 min-reaction) 2.0 2.3 2.0 
*𝑮𝑵
𝟎  is obtained from dynamic frequency sweep after the samples plateau in elastic shear modulus 
build-up.  
4.2.5 Thermal Analysis  
A Q-2000 MDSC from TA instruments was used to follow the crystallisation kinetics and 
subsequent melt enthalpies. High precision T-Zero pans with lids were used for the 
experiments. To minimize the thermal lag caused by the samples, the sample weight is kept 
within 1.50.1 mg for each sample. During the measurement, nitrogen is continuously purged 
at 50 mL/min. Temperature and enthalpy calibrations were conducted using certified indium 
at the heating rate used for the samples. A thermal protocol has been devised to obtain 
samples having different entanglement densities and to follow the crystallisation kinetics and 
enthalpies. The protocol is given in Scheme 4-1.  
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Scheme 4-1 Thermal analysis protocol; different annealing times are chosen to vary entanglement 
density; isothermal crystallisation at different temperatures, where 128 °C differentiates crystallisation 
from entangled and disentangled domains. 
(a-b) Heating from 50 °C to an annealing temperature which is higher than PE’s equilibrium 
temperature (141.5 °C) at 10 °C/min, for instance 160 °C;  
(b-c) Annealing for a fixed time (5, 30, 60, 180, 360, 720, 1440 min, respectively);  
(c-d) Cooling to an isothermal crystallisation temperature, for example 128 °C, at 10 °C/min; 
(d-e) Isothermal crystallisation at the isothermal crystallisation temperature for a fixed time, 
for instance, 60, 180, 300 min;  
(e-f) Cooling to 50 °C at 10 °C/min;  
(g-h) Second heating from 50 ºC to 160 °C at 10 °C/min.   
The DSC plots shown in the Results and Discussion section were obtained during the ramp 
g-h.  
4.2.6 Rheology Measurements 
The nascent powders were compressed into a plate having diameter of 50 mm and thickness 
of c.a. 0.7 mm at a fixed temperature of 125 °C, combined with pressures of 510 bars for 5 
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min, 1020 bars for 10 min and 2040 bars for 5 min. Disks with 12 mm diameter were cut 
from the compressed plate using a hollow punch for the rheology measurements.  
The rheological measurements are performed using the protocol described in Chapter 3.  
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Crystallisation of Heterogeneous Polymer Melt  
Disentangled UHMWPE used in this study has unique features, for instance, significant low 
initial entanglement density and well-tailored molar mass and molar mass distribution. 
Extensive studies on chemistry and physics of the UHMWPE have been carried out [1,3, 
14,15,16]. To recall, due to the high solubility of the catalyst in the polymerisation medium, 
toluene for instance, a uniform distribution of active sites across the medium becomes 
feasible and their concentration is kept low in order to achieve a reasonable distance between 
growing chains, so to lower the possibility of entanglement formation during the synthesis. In 
addition, the activity of the catalyst stays high even at relatively low polymerisation 
temperature (10 °C for instance), and it is important to notice that at this temperature the 
crystallisation rate is high enough for the polymer to start crystallising within the first few 
seconds of polymerisation. As a result, the polymer has a very low entanglement density as 
well as well-controlled molar mass and molar mass distribution. However, the chains start 
entangling as soon as the melting point is reached, and the change in entanglement density 
has been successfully monitored by rheology [1,14]. In rheology, it has been shown that the 
disentangled UHMWPE has a significant elastic shear modulus build-up with increasing 
annealing time at 160 °C, associated with transformation of the polymer melt from non-
equilibrium to equilibrium state, whereas the commercially available, entangled UHMWPE 
(usually synthesised by Ziegler-Natta catalyst), shows little increase in its modulus. Figure 
4-1a shows the elastic shear modulus build-up of a disentangled sample, Dis-PE-1, and an 
entangled UHMWPE sample, C-PE and the results are plotted in normal scale.   
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Figure 4-1 a) Elastic shear modulus build-up of disentangled (open triangle) and entangled 
UHMWPE (open cycle); the measurements were carried out at 160 °C, at a constant frequency of 10 
rad/s and constant strain of 0.5 % (well within the linear viscoelastic regime); the arrows show a 
selection of annealing time at 160 °C that have been used in the DSC measurements, in order to create 
samples with different entanglement density; b) Frequency sweep of the polymers after reaching 
plateau as shown in a). 
The near absence of elastic shear modulus build-up in the entangled UHMWPE, compared to 
the disentangled UHMWPE, suggests that the sample synthesised using Ziegler-Natta 
catalyst approaches equilibrium melt state much faster than the sample synthesised using 
single-site FI catalytic system, Figure 4-1a. The continuous shear modulus build-up of 
disentangled sample indicates that before reaching the thermodynamic equilibrium state, the 
polymer melt stays in a non-equilibrium state, where Me (the molar mass between 
entanglements) is considerably higher than the equilibrium value (we should recall that Me 
can be mathematically related to the elastic shear modulus at rubbery plateau as described in 
Chapter 1, equation (1-2) [1,17]). 𝐺𝑁
𝑡 , obtained by normalizing the absolute value of G’ after 
time t in the melt by the plateau value 𝐺𝑁
0 , can be used to estimate the change in entanglement 
density (or Me).  
To obtain UHMWPE with different entanglement densities, the nascent disentangled 
UHMWPE samples are melted and kept for different annealing times at 160 °C. The 
annealing times are chosen by referring back to the modulus build-up, as shown in Figure 
4-1a. After annealing, the samples are cooled to 128 °C where they are subjected to 
isothermal crystallisation for 180 min. Prior to the second heating, g-h, the samples are 
cooled to 50 °C at 10 °C/min, e-f, Scheme 4-1. The DSC curves of heating ramp, g-h, are 
plotted in Figure 4-2a, and for comparison, the entangled commercial C-PE was subjected to 
the same thermal protocol and the results are plotted in Figure 4-2b. 
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Figure 4-2  DSC plots, obtained from cycle g-h of Scheme 4-1, of a) Dis-PE-1 samples annealed at 
160 ºC for different times selected according to Figure 4-1a; b) C-PE samples. 
The disentangled UHMWPE samples show two separate melting peaks after annealing and 
isothermal crystallisation, Figure 4-2a, with a lower temperature melting peak at 134.5 °C 
and a higher temperature melting peak close to 141.5 °C, indicating crystallisation from 
entangled and disentangled domains of the heterogeneous polymer melt, respectively. 
Remarkable fact is that the melting peak of 141.5 °C is close to the equilibrium melting 
temperature, which following the Gibbs-Thomson equation refers to extended chain crystals 
or the nascent crystals having restricted mobility in the non-crystalline region. The ratio 
between the low and the high melting temperature peaks changes with the annealing time of 
the melt at 160 °C. Considering that the elastic shear modulus build-up with the annealing 
time at 160 °C and transformation of the heterogeneous melt into more homogeneous state, 
the increase in the heat of fusion of the low melting temperature peak is likely to be 
influenced by the entangled state of the material that causes increase in the nucleation barrier 
[21].   
The absence of the prominent double-peak and the inversion process in the comparative 
commercial sample, as shown in Figure 4-2b, further strengthens the hypothesis that 
entanglement density has influence on the kinetics of the enthalpic increase in the low 
temperature peak, as observed in the case of disentangled samples of UHMWPE.  
To have insight into the origin of the double-peak in the disentangled UHMWPE the samples 
were left to crystallise at different temperatures at d-e in the Scheme 4-1 for a fixed 
isothermal crystallisation time of 180 min after being annealed in melt, b-c, for 60 min. The 
observations are that the endothermic peak observed on heating from g-h shows gradual shift 
from 135 °C to 141.5 °C with increasing crystallisation temperature from 120 °C to 126 °C, 
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Figure 4-3a. The shift to the higher temperature with increasing the crystallisation 
temperature is in good agreement with the earlier findings and can be explained by the 
increase in crystal thickness and/or crystal perfection [18,19]. However, the increase in the 
high endothermic peak to 141.5 °C is rather unique and appears to be a property of 
disentangled UHMWPE that requires further consideration. Above the annealing temperature 
of 126 °C, Figure 4-3a, the appearance of low temperature endothermic peak together with 
the high temperature endothermic peak, on heating the sample along g-h, is observed. The 
enthalpy of the low temperature endothermic peak increases with the crystallisation 
temperature. The presence of the low temperature peak and the associated heat of fusion can 
be explained by the higher nucleation barrier at lower supercoolings. Thus the origin of the 
low temperature endothermic peak is from the melt crystallised component of the sample on 
cooling from e-f, whereas the high temperature endothermic peak is related to the crystalline 
component obtained during isothermal crystallisation. The comparative example of 
commercial sample also shows the presence of two peaks on crystallisation at lower 
supercoolings, in Figure 4-3b. However, unlike disentangled sample the high temperature 
endothermic peak is found to be around 134 °C which is not surprising and is along with the 
expected earlier reported findings on linear polyethylenes [20]. 
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Figure 4-3 DSC plots, obtained from ramp g-h of Scheme 4-1, of a) Dis-PE-1 samples annealed at 
160 ºC for a fixed time and isothermally crystallised for 180 min at different temperatures, and b) C-
PE samples annealed at 160 ºC for a fixed time and isothermally crystallised for 180 min at different 
temperatures. 
To have further insight on the origin of the double peaks in disentangled UHMWPE the 
sample of Dis-PE-2 was left to crystallise at 128 °C for different times, ranging from 60 min 
to 300 min. With increasing isothermal crystallisation time the high temperature endothermic 
peak increases in enthalpy at the expense of the low temperature endothermic peak, as 
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observed in Figure 4-4. This result further confirms that the enthalpy related to the high 
temperature endothermic peak is dependent on the supercooling that influences the nucleation 
density of the polymer.   
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Figure 4-4 DSC plots, obtained from cycle g-h of Scheme 4-1, of Dis-PE-1 samples annealed at 160 
ºC for a fixed time and isothermally crystallised at 128 °C for different times. 
To rule out the possibility of formation of crystals giving low temperature endothermic peak 
during isothermal crystallisation, one sample is annealed at 160 ºC for 60 min and isothermal 
crystallisation at 128 ºC for 180 min and then heated to 160 ºC without cooling to 50 ºC. As 
expected, only high temperature endothermic peak is observed.  
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Figure 4-5 Dash line is DSC plot obtained from ramp e-h of Scheme 4-1, of the disentangled 
UHMWPE samples annealed at 160 ºC for 60 min and isothermally crystallised at 128 °C for 180 min. 
As a comparison, ramp g-h of Scheme 4-1 of a same disentangled sample, after the same heat 
treatment (160 ºC for 60 min and 128 ºC for 180 min), but with cooling, is also displayed in the figure. 
This further confirms that crystals responsible for high melting endothermic peak are formed 
at 128 ºC, whereas the crystals that give low temperature endothermic peak crystallise during 
dynamic cooling.   
The influence of entanglements on nucleation density is in agreement with the earlier 
findings where Hikosaka and co-workers demonstrated that, with the increasing 
entanglements nucleation density decreases [21,22,23,24]. To recall, for their study the 
authors also created disentangled state but in a low molar mass high density polyethylene 
either by polymerisation or by crystallising the sample from melt in the hexagonal phase at 
high pressure and temperature. The sample in disentangled state showed higher nucleation 
density compared to its entangled state, which was achieved on annealing the sample in melt. 
On summing up the findings above it can be conclusively stated that in disentangled 
UHMWPE the inversion in peak ratio arises from the entanglement formation, i.e. with the 
increasing entanglement density or increasing elastic shear modulus. The enthalpy of the high 
temperature endothermic peak decreases with annealing time at 160 °C for the samples 
crystallised at 128 °C for the same isothermal crystallisation time. However, when the 
disentangled sample after reaching the equilibrium melt state is left to the isothermal 
crystallisation temperature of 126 °C, Figure 4-6, the high temperature endothermic peak at 
141.5 °C becomes pronounced. Independent of the annealing times in melt state, of the 
samples having different entanglement density, no difference in enthalpy of the high 
temperature endothermic peak could be observed. These findings do question the nature of 
entanglements, interaction between the neighbouring chains and their influence in packing 
during crystallisation. 
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Figure 4-6 DSC plots, obtained from ramp g-h of Scheme 4-1, of the disentangled UHMWPE 
samples annealed at 160 ºC for different times and isothermally crystallised at 126 °C for 180 min. 
The dash line represents a sample that was annealed for 60 min, and the continuous line represents a 
sample that was equilibrated which was annealed at 160 ºC for over 1440 min (24 hrs). 
The low temperature endothermic peak, when normalised by the total enthalpy of the two 
endothermic peaks, shows increase with increasing annealing time in melt. The rate at which 
the low temperature endothermic peak increases shows strong dependence on the molar mass. 
For example, the time required for the increase in the enthalpy of the low temperature peak is 
longer for the higher molar mass. Such an example is depicted in Figure 4-7. The observed 
trend is in agreement with the modulus build-up of the disentangled UHMWPE by rheology. 
The figure shows good correlation between the thermal and rheological response of the non-
equilibrium polymer melts having different molar masses. The increase confirms the 
influence of entanglement formation on crystallisation. Any melt memory effect is ruled out 
by the studies performed on the entangled polymer melt, especially on the fully entangled 
polymer synthesised using the single-site catalytic system, as shown in Figure 4-6. To clarify 
this point, the sample prior to its cooling to the crystallisation temperature was left in melt for 
transformation from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state for more than 1440 min. Thus the 
appearance of the high melting temperature peak (141.5 °C) at 126 °C reflects the differences 
in the entangled nature achieved in the sample synthesised using the single-site catalytic 
system, compared to the Z-N catalyst. Similar high temperature endothermic peak, under 
similar crystallisation conditions, is observed in polymer synthesised using the Z-N catalyst 
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but at lower temperature (134.5 °C). Thus important to realise is that the inversion in 
enthalpy during transformation of non-equilibrium melt to equilibrium state is an intrinsic 
property of the polymer synthesised using the single-site catalytic system, Figure 4-6. To 
follow the influence of melt temperature on the rate of entanglement formation thermal 
analysis experiments are performed. These are summarised in Figure 4-8a, where as 
anticipated the observations are that the time required for reaching the equilibrium melt state 
decreases with the increasing annealing temperature. 
What follows is a more detailed analysis on Figures 4-6 and 4-7. 
In rheology, as observed from the modulus build-up in Figure 4-1a, and Figure 3-7b in 
Chapter 3, there is continuous entanglement formation of the disentangled polymer in the 
melt, which suggests that with increasing annealing time, more entangled region will form at 
the expense of disentangled domains. This is found to be in agreement with our DSC 
measurements, Figure 4-2a, where it shows low temperature endothermic peak increases at 
the expense of high temperature endothermic peak. To see a clear trend of the change in 
enthalpies of both low and high melting peaks with annealing time of the disentangled PE, 
the ratio between the areas of low temperature endothermic peak to the whole melting peak 
versus the annealing time is plotted and shown in Figure 4-7 (open symbols). As a 
comparison, the corresponding modulus build-up from rheology is added (filled symbols).   
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Figure 4-7 Area ratio of the the low temperature endothermic peak to the overall endothermic peak, 
versus annealing time at 160 °C, of Dis-PE-1 (open squares) and Dis-PE-2 (open cycles), and storage 
modulus build-up of Dis-PE-1 (filled squares) and Dis-PE-2 (filled cycles); the measurement is 
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carried out at 160 °C, at frequency of 10 rad/s and strain of 0.5 % (within linear viscoelastic regime). 
Both the area ratio and build-up curves are fitted with equation (4-1) to understand chain dynamics at 
different stages and the influence of the molar mass, with dotted red lines for area ratio fitting and the 
red continuous lines for elastic shear modulus build-up fitting.  
A proper overlay between the area ratio and G’ build-up is observed, indicating that the 
crystallisation kinetics is dominated by the change in entanglement density. This further 
confirms the transformation of the heterogeneous melt from non-equilibrium polymer melt to 
equilibrium state. Similar to elastic shear modulus build-up, a low initial value, a consecutive 
increase with annealing time, and achievement of a stable value at the time when the high 
temperature endothermic peak almost vanishes are apparent in the area ratio. The low initial 
value, at the beginning of the annealing, represents high enthalpy of the high temperature 
endothermic peak that corresponds to a high amount of chains in a low entanglement state. 
The subsequent increase of the ratio, related to the increase of low temperature endothermic 
peak enthalpy and decrease of high temperature endothermic peak, is due to the formation of 
entanglement, and further followed by a plateau value which represents its equilibrium state.   
The influence of the molar mass on the entanglement formation of disentangled UHMWPE 
has been investigated using rheology by Pandey et al. [1], and it has shown that polymer with 
longer chains takes longer time for the modulus to reach the thermodynamic equilibrium. 
This is also seen in the crystallisation behaviour of the polymer melts having different molar 
mass chains and thus different entanglement density, as shown in Figure 4-7, together with 
their corresponding modulus build-up (open and filled symbols respectively).  
Dis-PE-1, having the higher molar mass of 5.0 x 10
6
 g/mol, takes longer time to reach its 
equilibrium state, so the non-equilibrium heterogeneous melt survives for longer time. As a 
result, the increase in the low melting peak area is delayed compared to that of Dis-PE-2 
having low molar mass, as shown in the figure. This is in line with their modulus build-up, 
which also shows faster modulus build-up for Dis-PE-2 than Dis-PE-1.  
The modulus and area ratio build-up can be divided into two regions: region I, a quick build-
up at short times due to chain explosion and mixing; region II, a slow build-up at long times 
due to chain reptation and further entanglement. To have a quantitative estimation of the 
chain entanglement and relaxation in the two different regions, equation (4-1) is applied to fit 
both the rheology and area ratio, which was first proposed by Teng et al. [25].  
𝐴(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑁
0 − ∑ A𝑖  exp (
−𝑡
𝜏𝑖
)𝑁𝑖=1                                            (4-1) 
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where A(t) is the modulus or the area ratio at time t, 𝐴𝑁
0  is the plateau value of storage 
modulus build-up or the plateau value of the area ratio, Ai is the increment in elasticity in 
modulus build-up or area ratio in crystallisation, corresponding to the relaxation mode with 
characteristic time τi. Two modes are used to properly fit the curves, in order to match the 
two-step build-up behaviour defined for disentangled UHMWPEs. The first mode at short 
times, τ1, can be attributed to entropic mixing of the disentangled chains and the second mode 
at longer times of τ2 is related to the further chain diffusion. For details of the fitting using 
two modes for disentangled UHMWPE, readers are referred to an article from Andablo-
Reyes et al. [26]. The fitting curves are shown in Figure 4-7, where the fitting lines for the 
area ratio are dotted and the fitting lines for the modulus build-up are continuous. The fitting 
parameters for Dis-PE-1 and Dis-PE-2 in both cases of modulus build-up and area ratio are 
shown in Table 4-2.    
Table 4-2 Fitting parameters of the polymers (Dis-PE-1 and Dis-PE-2) investigated in this work: 
from modulus build-up and area ratio respectively (A1 and A2 are normalised by their plateau values of 
area ratio (crystallisation) or elastic shear modulus build-up (rheology)).  
Polymer A1 A2 τ1 (s) τ2 (s) 
Dis-PE-1 (Rheology) 0.21 0.50 9579 40528 
Dis-PE-1 (Crystallisation) 0.11 0.39 853 29346 
Dis-PE-2 (Rheology) 0.51 0.12 6461 25139 
Dis-PE-2 (Crystallisation) 0.44 0.17 1470 21206 
 
Good agreement is observed in fitting parameters between the rheological and thermal data of 
both polymers, suggesting that the change in enthalpic area ratio is indicative of the 
entanglement formation in the same way as the elastic modulus build-up. It is apparent that 
the modulus build-up and area ratio of Dis-PE-1, having higher molar mass, show lower A1 
compared to that of Dis-PE-2. The lower A1 can be attributed to low initial entanglement 
density of the polymer. Pandey et al. also reported similar trend in their research, where the 
authors show a continuous decrease in starting value of modulus build-up with increase of 
molecular weight that can be associated with the initial entanglement density formed during 
polymerisation [27]. Both fittings of the area ratio and the modulus build-up show that τ1 and 
τ2 of Dis-PE-2 are lower than or close to that of Dis-PE-1. The low τ1 suggests disentangled 
UHMWPE with low molar mass have faster entropic mixing reaching melt, and the low τ2 
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indicates that for the sample having shorter chains, it takes shorter time to reach equilibrium 
state.   
4.3.2 Annealing Temperature Influence on the Crystallisation Kinetics  
The influence of annealing temperature at melt on the entanglement formation and its 
influence on crystallisation kinetics are also investigated, as we carried out the annealing at 
different temperatures: 160 °C, 170 °C, 180 °C and 190 °C for 60 min and then isothermal 
crystallisation at 128 °C for 180 min. We see from Figure 4-8 that with increasing the 
annealing temperature at melt, the high temperature endothermic peak, related to the crystals 
that form from disentangled domains, decreases. This indicates the acceleration of 
entanglement formation with increasing annealing temperature, and it is attributed to the 
higher chain mobility at higher annealing temperature. This is also supported by earlier 
reported rheological studies on these polymers, where the elastic shear modulus build-up time 
for the non-equilibrium melt to reach the equilibrium melt state is shown to be shorter at 
higher annealing temperatures [28]. 
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Figure 4-8 a) DSC heating runs, plotted from ramp g-h of Scheme 4-1, after annealing at 160, 170, 
180 and 190 °C for 60 min, respectively and followed by 180 min isothermal crystallisation at 128 °C; 
b) area ratio of the enthalpy of low temperature endothermic peak to the overall endothermic peak, as 
a function of annealing temperature at melt. 
4.3.3 Entanglement Hindering of Disentangled UHMWPE in the Presence of 
Graphene  
The correlation between the rheological and thermal response of disentangled polymer melt is 
further strengthened by exploring the chain filler interaction. To recall, it is shown in Figure 
4-9d, and Figure 3-7b in Chapter 3 that in the presence of a specific concentration of rGON, 
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the elastic shear modulus build-up is restricted to an extent that within the experimental time 
scale, at 160 °C, little increase in modulus is observed reflecting the survival of everlasting 
non-equilibrium melt. In this section we aim to investigate the thermal response of the 
everlasting non-equilibrium melt on crystallisation in the presence of rGON. The 
experimental protocols are the same as that for the Figure 4-2a and Figure 4-3.  
The nascent powder mixed with rGON, after drying, is directly used for the thermal analysis. 
The heating runs after annealing at 160 °C for different times followed by 180 min isothermal 
crystallisation at 128 °C are summarised in Figure 4-9, where Figure 4-9a and Figure 4-9b 
show the results of 0.1 wt % and 0.8 wt % composites, respectively. The normalised low 
temperature endothermic peak, for both composites and the pure polymer are shown in Figure 
4-9c, whereas Figure 4-9d shows the corresponding rheological response of the samples. 
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Figure 4-9 DSC heating runs after different annealing times at 160 °C followed by 180 min 
isothermal crystallisation at 128 °C of a) 0.1 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON and b) 0.8 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON 
composites; c) normalised low temperature endothermic peak as a function of annealing time at 
160 °C, of Dis-PE-1, 0.1 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON and 0.8 wt % Dis-PE-2/rGON, and d) elastic shear 
modulus build-up of Dis-PE-1, 0.1 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON and 0.8 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON samples. 
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It is apparent, from Figure 4-9a and b, that the decrease in the enthalpy of high temperature 
endothermic peak with increasing annealing time in melt is suppressed in the presence of 
rGON. The suppression becomes more pronounced when the filler concentration increases. 
At rGON concentration of 0.8 wt %, both low and high temperature endothermic peak areas 
are found to be nearly independent of the annealing time at 160 °C, suggesting that the 
heterogeneous melt state having heterogeneity in the distribution of entanglements survives 
for a very long time. In Figure 4-9c and d, it is found that the changes in the area ratio follows 
trend similar to the elastic shear modulus build-up, starting from low values. The modulus 
build-up is the slowest at the 0.8 wt % of the filler concentration. In both thermal and 
rheological studies, the inhibition in enthalpic and shear elastic modulus build-up is attributed 
to the strong chain-filler interaction that arrests the dynamic of the disentangled chains, 
keeping them less entangled for longer times. In the case of crystallisation, the survival of 
less entangled regions, at filler concentration of 0.8 wt %, accelerates the nucleation rate and 
thus facilitates the overall crystallisation rate during isothermal crystallisation at 128 ºC, 
giving rise to little change in high temperature endothermic peak. It is important to mention 
that the presence of rGON could also enhance the nucleation rate of the less entangled chains 
by enhancing the nucleation efficiency and further accelerating the crystallisation rate of the 
chains during the isothermal crystallisation [29].  
To have insight into the influence of the presence of the filler on the double peaks in the 
disentangled UHMWPE, the protocol for Figure 4-3 is also applied to the composite sample 
having 0.8 wt % rGON, and the results are shown in Figure 4-10. Similar to the plain sample 
in Figure 4-3a, it is observed, in the composite, that the endothermic peak on heating of g-h 
shows gradual shift from 135 °C to 141.5 °C with increasing crystallisation temperature from 
120 °C to 126 °C. Above the annealing temperature of 126 °C, a low temperature 
endothermic peak, on heating the sample along g-h, starts to appear, but not as obvious as 
that shown in plain sample, Figure 4-3. The presence of the small low temperature 
endothermic peak of the composite, compared to that of plain sample in Figure 4-3 at 128 ºC, 
can be attributed to the same reason for suppression of the change in both low and high 
endothermic peaks with annealing time at 160 °C as described in Figure 4-9b.  
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Figure 4-10 DSC plots, obtained from ramp g-h of Scheme 4-1, of 0.8 wt % Dis-PE-1/rGON sample 
annealed at 160 ºC for a fixed time and isothermally crystallised for 180 min at different temperatures. 
To strengthen the response of enthalpic relaxation specific to the polymer synthesised using 
the single-site catalytic system, a comparative study of commercial sample in the presence of 
rGON is also performed. The same thermal protocol for Figure 4-9b is applied to 0.8 wt % C-
PE/rGON composites, no high temperature endothermic peak is observed, Figure 4-11. The 
observations are similar to Figure 4-2b where no rGON was used. Thus the influence of 
rGON on the observed changes in the disentangled sample Figure 4-9b, synthesised using the 
single-site catalytic system, are attributed to the intrinsic nature of the heterogeneous melt 
state.  
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Figure 4-11 DSC heating runs of C-PE/0.8 wt % rGON sample after different annealing times (180 
min, 720 min and 1440 min) followed by 180 min isothermal crystallisation at 128 °C. 
Figure 4-12 summarises the total melting enthalpies of the samples with increasing annealing 
time. A significant decrease in the enthalpy of plain sample is observed, compared to that of 
entangled UHMWPE samples, and it can be attributed to the entanglement process. However 
in the presence of rGON, the suppression in entanglement formation causes presence of 
disentangled domains that favours nucleation and no change in overall enthalpy is observed, 
Figure 4-12. Furthermore, these results also rule out the possibility of any thermal oxidation 
of the samples in the presence of rGON.   
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Figure 4-12 Total melting enthalpies versus increasing annealing time at 160 ºC of both 
disentangled and commercial entangled UHMWPE samples with and without rGON. The enthalpies 
are calculated from Figure 4-2a, Figure 4-2b, Figure 4-9b and Figure 4-11, which are obtained 
from ramp g-h of Scheme 4-1. 
4.3.4 Interaction between Graphene Oxide and the Disentangled UHMWPE  
To have further insight between the interaction of rGON with disentangled UHMWPE chains, 
NMR studies have been performed. Figure 4-13a shows one-dimensional (1D) 
1
H NMR 
spectrum of PE (at chemical shift 0-3 ppm) and the filler (5-7 ppm). The assignment of the 
interaction between PE and the filler was made tentatively on the Dis-PE-1/rGON sample 
having good dispersion of the filler. The 2D exchange spectrum with exchange time τ=40 ms 
exhibits strong cross peaks that connect protons from functional groups of the filler with 
protons of the polyethylene. These cross-peaks arise from the exchange of nuclear 
magnetization via intramolecular spin diffusion during exchange process, τ, indicating 
existence of strong physical interaction between the filler and the matrix.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-13 a) 1D spectrum (out line is the sp, inner line is Hahn Echo L1=1), and b) Carbonyl 
region of the 2D exchange spectrum 
1
H NMR (Hahn-Echo-NOSEY L1=1 d6=40ms) of 0.8 wt % Dis-
PE-2/rGON (right).  
The interaction of ethylene segments with carbon based filler has also been conclusively 
demonstrated by Litvinov and co-workers in the studies on ethylene propylene diene rubber 
(EPDM)/carbon black composites by NMR , where the authors showed the interaction is due 
to the adsorption of ethylene segments to the large surface of carbon filler [30,31]. Moreover, 
it is reported that among all carbon based nano fillers, graphene has the strongest interaction 
PE 
Filler 
a b 
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with PE matrix interpreted by the molecular dynamic simulations of PE nanocomposites with 
different carbon based fillers [ 32 , 33 ]. In summary, the strong chain-filler interaction 
supported by NMR studies strengthens our findings on thermal and rheological response of 
the composites. 
4.4 Conclusions 
We have investigated the crystallisation kinetics and associated melt enthalpies of 
isothermally crystallised disentangled UHMWPE samples that have different entanglement 
density. The two peaks observed on annealing the polymer at 160 °C and isothermal 
crystallisation are attributed to the heterogeneous distribution of entanglements having 
different response to crystallisation. The less entangled domains, having higher nucleation 
rate, form crystals that on melting correspond to high temperature endothermic peak. 
Whereas, the entangled domains having higher nucleation barrier that requires higher 
supercooling for crystallisation, crystallises mainly on cooling below the chosen isothermal 
crystallisation temperature. It is also found that the low temperature endothermic peak 
increases at the expense of high temperature endothermic peak with annealing time at 160 °C, 
following the trend similar to the increase in elastic shear modulus with entanglement 
formation. The molar mass also shows an influence on the entanglement formation and 
consequently on crystallisation. The annealing temperature of non-equilibrium melt is found 
of importance to the entanglement formation, which progresses faster with increasing 
annealing temperature. We also demonstrate that in the presence of rGON, high temperature 
endothermic peak, i.e. less entangled domains, is less influenced by annealing time in melt, 
and at the filler concentration of 0.8 wt %, the peak is almost independent of the annealing 
time. We have attributed this phenomenon to strong chain-filler interaction that arrests chain 
dynamics and thus supresses the chain entanglement formation. The chain-filler interaction is 
further investigated and supported by NMR characterisation.  
The thermal analysis on disentangled UHMWPE in this chapter do question the nature of the 
entanglement formation in melt, and the presence of high temperature endothermic peak 
which is observed to be close to PE’s equilibrium melting point, 141.5 °C, after melt and 
isothermal crystallisation. 
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5 Rheological Aspects and Melt kinetics of Disentangled 
UHMWPE Polymerised in the Presence of Reduced Graphene 
Oxide Nanoplatelets 
 
Abstract   
In Chapters 3 and 4, the rheological response and the crystallisation behaviour of the 
disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites prepared via a two-step physical mixing method 
were studied. In this chapter, disentangled UHMWPE synthesised in the presence of rGON 
has been investigated by means of rheology and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). 
The synthesis in the presence of rGON allows homogeneous dispersion of the filler in the 
intractable matrix of UHMWPE. These polymers on melting could form a non-equilibrium 
melt that transforms into the equilibrium state with homogeneous distribution of 
entanglements by increasing the number of entanglements with annealing time. The 
rheological analysis suggests that in the presence of rGON chain dynamics in the melt state 
could be influenced to the extent that the homogenisation of entanglement distribution and 
concurrent increase in the entanglement density is inhibited, which is indicative of strong 
chain-filler interaction. The long lasting non-equilibrium polymer melt, having low 
entanglement density, influences polymer crystallisation. The crystallisation kinetics is 
investigated by DSC. The findings are that crystallisation from non-equilibrium or 
disentangled domains in the melt, under quiescent conditions, result into crystals having high 
temperature endothermic peak at 141.5 ºC, i.e. PE’s equilibrium melting temperature which is 
related to the extended chain crystals or folded chain crystals having constrained amorphous 
region. DSC performed on a series of in-situ polymerised composites supports the rheological 
response of UHMWPE in the presence of rGON at different concentrations. The disentangled 
state of UHMWPE achieved after polymerisation is further confirmed by uniaxial 
deformation in solid state. The influence of rGON on uniaxial deformation of UHMWPE and 
its influence on mechanical properties have been also a subject of this study.  
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5.1 Introduction  
As mentioned in Chapter 1, efforts have been made to synthesise UHMWPE with lower 
entanglement density for the purpose of increasing processability of the intractable materials. 
To recall, three methods have been explored so far, and they are 1) solution-spinning, 2) 
synthesis using Ziegler-Natta catalyst at low temperatures, and 3) synthesis using single site 
homogeneous catalytic system, among which 3) has shown the most promising advantages in 
terms of processability and mechanical properties. For instance, the obtained disentangled 
UHMWPE can be processed in the solid-state within a processing window of more than 
20 °C below its equilibrium melting point of 141.5 ºC [1,2] and into more complicated shapes, 
such as 2D thin films. In addition, control of the molecular weight (Mw) and molecular 
weight distribution (MWD) of the disentangled UHMWPE can be realized by tailoring the 
polymerisation conditions [3]. The materials show substantial ease in processability and 
enhanced mechanical properties compared to the commercially available UHMWPE grades 
[2]. It should be pointed out that the disentangled UHMWPE chains start to entangle once 
they are in melt thus increasing the viscosity and affecting the processability and drawability 
on crystallisation in solid state. In order to control the entanglement formation in melt, and 
maintain its processability, we have explored the application of fillers that could alter or 
arrest chain dynamics and further inhibit entanglement formation. As discussed in the studies 
presented in the previous chapters on physically mixed disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
composites, the results suggest the presence of strong interaction between polyethylene chain 
segments and reduced graphene oxide (rGON) that inhibits the transition of the polymer melt 
from non-equilibrium to equilibrium state [4] thus maintaining the low entanglement state. 
The results have motivated us to carry on with the composites prepared by in-situ 
polymerisation which could provide more uniform filler dispersion and more effective chain-
filler contact. This study is also of interest to compare the dispersion differences by two 
methods of physical mixing and in-situ polymerisation.  
In this chapter, disentangled UHMWPE was synthesised in polymerisation conditions 
described in Chapter 3, with the notable difference that rGON was introduced in the reactor 
prior to the start of the polymerisation. The idea behind this set of experiments was to 
compare the differences between the disentangled UHMWPE composites prepared by 
physical mixing and in-situ polymerisation, which provide different filler dispersion and 
filler-chain interactions, and further confirm the filler influence on the rheological response 
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and crystallisation behaviours of disentangled UHMWPE. It is believed that, when using the 
in-situ polymerisation method, the filler would be embedded in the polymer matrix, instead 
of residing on the surf  ace of the polymer particles. This difference has been found to be 
crucial in earlier studies, where the composites obtained via in-situ polymerisation have 
shown enhanced features in term of filler-polymer interaction [5]. Moreover, the rGON filler 
could constitute a valid substrate for anchoring the homogeneous catalytic system, thus 
resulting in a supported catalytic system that may be of interest for the industrial upscaling of 
the polymerisation process [6]. In addition, the filler influence on the mechanical properties 
of ultra-drawn tapes is also investigated. 
5.2  Experimental   
5.2.1 Polymerisation Procedures   
All manipulations of air and moisture-sensitive compounds were performed in an argon glove 
box or under nitrogen flow using standard high-vacuum Schlenk techniques. Toluene (99.8%, 
anhydrous) and methyaluminoxane (MAO, 10 wt % solution in toluene) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. Ethylene (grade 3.5) was purchased from Air Products, and the single site 
catalyst, bis[N-(tert-butylsalicylidene)pentafluoroanilinato]titanium (IV) (referred to FI 
catalyst in this thesis), was purchased from MCat. Materials for the synthesis of graphene 
oxide nanoplatelets (GON) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: fine graphite powder 
(average diameter of about 25 μm), 98 wt % concentrated sulphuric acid, potassium 
permanganate, distilled water and 30 wt % hydrogen peroxide. Irganox 1010, added as 
antioxidant to the plain polymer and composites after synthesis, was purchased from Ciba. 
All reagents were used as received.   
5.2.1.1 Preparation of rGON Suspension in Toluene  
GON was synthesised using a modified Hummers Method [7], with further modifications as 
described in Chapter 2, and rGON was obtained via compression moulding. To recall, the 
GON films were thermally reduced by compression at 160 °C with loadings of 415 bars for 5 
min, 830 bars for 15 min and 1660 bars for 5 min, followed by further drying in a vacuum 
oven at a temperature of 50 °C for 24 hours. Prior to the synthesis of the nanocomposites, the 
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rGON was suspended in toluene. The rGON was removed from the vacuum oven and 
immediately transferred to a glove box where it was weighed, placed into a 100 ml Shlenck 
tube, added of 20 ml of toluene and then sealed with a glass lid. The mixture was then taken 
out of the glove box and alternatively magnetically stirred and sonicated 2 times, with 30 min 
each time. Subsequently 50 ml more of toluene were added to the mixture under nitrogen 
flow and the suspension was kept sonicating for 4 hrs. 
5.2.1.2 In-situ Polymerisation of Disentangled UHMWPE in the Presence of rGON 
The polymerisation procedure that uses single site catalyst to synthesise disentangled 
UHMWPE is described in Chapter 3 [8], based on which we carried out the polymerisations 
in the presence of rGON: a wall-mounted, 2 l jacketed Büchi reactor sealed with a stainless 
steel lid equipped with a double plane propeller blade mechanical stirrer, a temperature probe, 
a gas inlet/outlet, a rubber septum for catalyst injection, and an ethylene feeding pipe, were 
kept overnight at 125 ºC by means of applying a feedback loop control Huber Unistat 425 
thermo-regulator. The reactor was then prefilled with nitrogen and purged three times of 
vacuum/nitrogen cycles. After that, the reactor temperature was brought to 25 °C and the 
required amount of toluene (750 ml) was then transferred into the vessel under a nitrogen 
flow. The vessel temperature was then set at 10 ºC using a thermostat probe connected to the 
thermo-regulator. When the desired temperature was reached, the prepared rGON/toluene 
suspension was injected into the reactor. The amount of rGON was adjusted in each run to 
achieve composites with filler contents of 0.0 wt %, 0.1 wt %, 0.5 wt % and 1.0 wt %. 
After that, a certain amount of 10 wt % MAO/toluene solution was injected as scavenger to 
remove possible contaminants, and the ethylene pressure was set at 1.2 bar, by a Büchi press 
flow gas controller BPC 6002. After the solution was saturated with ethylene at the desired 
pressure of 1.2 bar, 9 mg of the FI catalyst activated by MAO was injected into the reactor to 
initiate the polymerisation. After the consumption of ethylene reached 28.6 l, the reaction was 
quenched by injection of methanol.  
The polymerised materials were then filtered and washed with copious amount of 
methanol/acetone mixture. Irganox 1010 (0.7-1.0 wt %) was added to the resultant materials 
to avoid degradation in the long rheological measurements at high temperature (160 °C).  
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5.2.2 Characterisation of GON and rGON 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), using Al K∝ micro-focused monochromator as X-
ray source, was used to characterise the elemental composition of GON and rGON, 
respectively. The XPS spectra were fitted using Thermo Scientific Avantage data system and 
origin software. A field emission gun-scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM) was used to 
investigate the morphology and distribution of rGON in the composites. The composites were 
compression moulded, frozen in liquid nitrogen and snapped to make fractured surface for 
SEM measurements. The samples were coated with gold by a sputtering technique before the 
analysis.   
5.2.3 Rheological Characterisation Procedures 
The same protocol for the rheological measurements, described in Chapter 3, was used to 
characterise the rheological properties of the in-situ synthesised composites. To recall, 
samples for rheology measurements were compressed into plates having diameter of 50 mm 
and thickness of 0.6-0.7 mm, using a hydraulic press at average pressure of 1020 bar. 12 mm 
diameter disks were cut from the compressed plate using a punching tool. Low compression 
temperature of 125 °C was used, at which the disentangled samples can be well sintered and 
at the same time avoid significant entanglement formation before rheological measurement. 
Rheological measurements were performed in a strain controlled rheometer ARES G2 (TA, 
Instruments) using a 12 mm diameter parallel plate geometry. The protocol used for the 
measurements was the same as described in Chapter 3. To summarise, dynamic time sweep at 
frequency of 10 rad/s was carried out, followed by dynamic frequency sweep after the storage 
modulus reaches a plateau; frequencies in a range from 100 rad/s to 0.001 rad/s are applied.    
5.2.4 Thermal Characterisation Procedures  
The thermal analysis was carried out by means of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), in 
accordance with the thermal protocol described in Scheme 4-1, Chapter 4. To recall, all DSC 
experiments in this work were performed using a Q-2000 MDSC from TA instruments. High 
precision T-Zero pans with lids were used in all experiments. An amount comprised between 
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1.4 and 1.6 mg was used for the analyses. A dynamic nitrogen flow of 50 mL/min was 
continuously purged through the DSC cell during the measurement. Temperature and 
enthalpy calibrations were conducted using certified indium at the same heating rate used in 
the measurements. The data for the results and discussion were collected from ramp g-h, in 
Scheme 4-1, after annealing and isothermal crystallisation treatments. 
5.2.5 Mechanical Characterisation Procedures 
5.2.5.1 Uniaxially Oriented Tapes 
The plain polymer and the polymer composites were processed into uniaxially oriented tapes 
at temperatures below the UHMWPE melting point. A general description of the method used 
to prepare uniaxially oriented tapes is reported elsewhere [9] and summarized as follows: 25 
g of nascent powder was uniformly distributed into a mould with a cavity of 620 mm in 
length and 30 mm in width and then compressed at 129 ºC and 130 bar for 10 min. A 1.42 
mm thick sheet was obtained and then preheated for at least 1 min at a constant temperature 
of 136 ºC and rolled with a Collin calender (with rolls having 250 mm in diameter; 0.15 mm 
of slit distance and 0.5 m/min of inlet speed). While rolling at a speed of 2.5 m/min, the sheet 
was partially stretched. The rolled and stretched sheet was further stretched on a 50 cm-long, 
oil heated hot plate. The draw ratio was obtained by dividing the specific weight of the sheet 
prior to deformation by the specific weight of the tape after stretching. A typical processing 
temperature of polyethylene in the stretching steps ranged between 130 to 154 ºC. The higher 
stretching temperature, above 140 ºC, was used for the partially stretched samples, as the 
melting temperature of linear uniaxially stretched UHMWPE can be increased under external 
constraints [10]. The sample was stretched to the desired initial draw ratio in the first 
stretching step. Parts of the drawn samples were then used to measure the mechanical 
properties, whereas the remaining samples were drawn to the final draw ratio and the 
mechanical properties were determined subsequently.           
5.2.5.2 Determination of the Mechanical Properties  
Tensile properties of the samples were characterised using an Instron 5566 tensile tester at 
room temperature (25 ºC) in accordance with ASTM D7744-2011. Side action grip clamps 
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with flat draw faces were used to avoid the possible slippage and samples with nominal 
gauge length of 100 mm were tested at a constant extension speed of 50 mm/min (crosshead 
travel speed). The breaking tenacity (or tensile strength) and Young’s modulus were 
determined from the measured force and elongations.   
5.3 Results and Discussion   
5.3.1 Atomic Composition of GON and rGON   
The atomic composition and bonding information of GON and rGON were measured by X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). This analysis provides elemental information of the 
filler that affects performance of the catalytic system. The high oxygen content of GON can 
be detrimental to the polymerisation catalyst due to the tendency of this catalyst to interact 
with oxygen groups and loose activity. On the other hand, a certain number of functional 
groups, such as -COOH and –OH are desired on the filler surface in order to act as ‘anchoring 
sites’ for the co-catalyst, thus promoting the exfoliation of the filler and embedding them into 
the growing polymer chains [11]. As a compromise, we reduced the GON under mild 
conditions as described in the experimental section and the information of the elemental 
analysis is reported in Figure 5-1, Table 5-1 and Table 5.2. 
 
Figure 5-1 a) high resolution XPS spectra of C1s for GON, and b) high resolution XPS spectra of 
C1s for rGON; the measurements were carried out on dried GON and rGON films, respectively. 
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Table 5-1 XPS data of GON  
GON Peak BE (eV) At. % Bond 
C1s 
285.08 39 C-C and C=C 
287.16 43 C-O (epoxy, hydroxyl groups) 
289.16 18 carbonyl groups 
 
Table 5-2 XPS data of rGON 
GON Peak BE (eV) At. % Bond 
C1s 
285.08 49 C-C and C=C 
287.16 34 C-O (epoxy, hydroxyl groups) 
289.16 17 carbonyl groups 
 
Figure 5-1a shows the C1s spectra of GON and Figure 5-1b presents the C1s of rGON 
prepared by thermal reduction, and the original peak is split into 3 sub-peaks that correspond 
to different functional groups. The binding energies and atomic percentage of each group of 
GON and rGON are given in  
 
Table 5-1 and Table 5-2, respectively. The C1s spectra indicate the successful oxidation of 
graphite into GON, as suggested by the presence of epoxy, carbonyl and hydroxyl groups. 
The analysis of rGON C1s spectra suggests a partial removal of oxygen: the CC/CO intensity 
area ratio for rGON is much higher (~1) than that of GON (~0.6), where CC represents the 
sum of C-C and C=C bonds and CO refers to all combination of carbon/oxygen bonds.   
5.3.2 Polymerisation Parameters 
The rGON was added to the polymerisation medium prior to the addition of the 
catalyst/cocatalyst. The presence of rGON is found to have influence on the catalyst 
performance, as appreciated from Table 5-3 and Figure 5-2. To have the same amount of 
polymer produced in each run, all polymerisation experiments were stopped after reaching 
the same ethylene consumption. 
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Table 5-3 Reaction parameters of the disentangled UHMWPE and its composites polymerised in the 
presence of rGON.  
Samples 
Amount of 
Catalyst/MAO 
Amount of 
rGON (g) 
Time of 
Reaction (s) 
Yield 
(g) 
Rp 
(kgPE𝐦𝐨𝐥𝐜𝐚𝐭
−𝟏  
atm
-1
 h
-1
) 
Plain 
disentangled  
UHMWPE 
9 mg/9 ml 0 1220 38.5 8764 
0.1 wt % 
disentangled 
UHMWPE/rGON 
9 mg/11 ml 0.04 3136 41.0 3825 
0.5 wt % 
disentangled 
UHMWPE/rGON 
9 mg/12 ml 0.23 3995 41.8 3057 
1.0 wt % 
disentangled 
UHMWPE 
9 mg/14 ml 0.40 3753 39.6 3083 
*Other conditions: reaction temperature = 10 °C; ethylene pressure = 1.2 bar; toluene = 0.75 l 
MAO acts not only as cocatalyst to activate the catalyst, but also as scavenger to reduce the 
possible contaminants from rGON. For this reason, 1 ml extra MAO is added for each 
increase of 0.1 g rGON. In order to control the composition of the composites, in the reaction, 
the ethylene consumption is fixed at 28.6 l (corresponding to ~ 40 g of polymer production).  
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Figure 5-2 The ethylene uptake for polymerisation of disentangled UHMWPE and its composites.   
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Figure 5-2 shows the ethylene uptake for the polymerisation of disentangled UHMWPE and 
its rGON composites. It is apparent that the presence of rGON reduces the activity of the 
catalyst. The reduction can be attributed either to the poisoning of part of the catalyst (after 
thermal reduction at 160 °C, some of the functional groups on the surface of the filler still 
survive, for instance –OH groups which can normally be thermally removed at 650 °C 
according to Gao et al. research [12], and this is also confirmed by XPS results), or to a 
decreased accessibility of the ethylene molecules to the active sites (the permeability of 
ethylene gas through rGON to reach catalyst may be highly reduced, as single layer graphene 
has been reported to be able to act as a molecular barrier [13]), or even a combination of both. 
As a consequence, the polymers synthesised in the presence of rGON may have longer chain 
component and their influence on the rheological properties are discussed in the rheology 
section.  
Figure 5-3 shows the SEM image of the 0.5 wt % rGON/polymer composite after being 
compression moulded at 160 °C, and then frozen in liquid nitrogen and snapped. It is 
apparent that the filler is exfoliated and well dispersed across the composite fracture surface.      
  
Figure 5-3 SEM image of rGON dispersed in polymer matrix after compression moulding at 160 ºC 
and frozen in liquid-nitrogen and snapped. 
5.3.3 Rheological Properties of in-situ Polymerised Disentangled UHMWPE/rGON 
Nanocomposites 
Linear rheology is a well-established method to study structural and dynamic properties of 
polymers and polymer nanocomposites [14]. The time- and frequency-dependent absolute 
values of the storage (G’) and loss (G’’) moduli are rich in information of structural 
dispersion of filler and its interaction with the polymer matrix. Figure 5-4a shows G’ build-up 
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curves obtained under isothermal condition at 160 °C for the nascent UHMWPE and in-situ 
polymerised UHMWPE/rGON composites. Data acquisition was started 60 s after the 
isothermal temperature was reached. The lower initial values of the storage modulus (elastic 
shear modulus) build-up curves compared to the elasticity of the plain polymer in equilibrium, 
confirms the disentangled characteristic of the polymer matrix [15]. The relatively high initial 
value of G’ for 1.0 wt % rGON sample is attributed to the mechanical enhancement from the 
filler. Though the starting value of G’ is independent on the rGON content (when rGON<1.0 
wt %), the storage modulus build-up time is strongly affected by the concentration of the 
filler in the polymer matrix. For example, the plain sample shows the fastest elastic shear 
modulus build-up compared to that of the composites, as identified by the slope of the curves. 
The slowed modulus build-up is attributed to the presence of the filler that arrests the chain 
dynamics and hence inhibits the entanglement formation.       
 
Figure 5-4 a) shear elastic modulus (G’) build-up of plain disentangled UHMWPE polymer and its 
composites synthesised in the presence of rGON. b) summary of plateau values of G’ reached after 
the end of the modulus build-up shown in a).Tests were performed at constant temperature of 160 °C 
within the linear viscoelastic region. 
It is important to notice that unlike many of the reported rheological response of entangled 
polymer composites, where the equilibrium plateau modulus value increases continuously 
with increasing the amount of filler [16,17,18,19], the in-situ polymerised disentangled 
UHMWPE composites show gradual decrease in plateau value with filler concentration 
increasing from 0.0 to 0.5 wt %, and on further increasing filler to 1.0 wt %, the plateau value 
tends to increase again. At filler concentration of 0.5 wt %, a minimum in the plateau appears, 
suggesting that a more homogeneous distribution is achieved and results in a more effective 
contact between polymer chains and the filler at this concentration. For higher content, the 
further increase in the plateau value is attributed to the aggregation of rGON that reduces the 
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effective contact area with the polymer chains and contributes to the increase in the absolute 
values of storage modulus, as shown in Figure 5-4.     
According to the early shown equation (1-2) [20], Me (the molar mass between entanglements) 
can be related to the plateau value of the elastic modulus (𝐺𝑁
0) at thermodynamic equilibrium 
state of entangled polymer melts:   
𝑮𝑵
𝟎 =
𝒈𝑵𝝆𝑹𝑻
<𝑴𝒆>
                                                        (1-2) 
where gN is a numerical factor (1 or 4/5 [21]),  is the density, R is the gas constant and T is 
the absolute temperature. Given that the melt density does not change significantly with the 
additions of small amount of the filler (up to 1.0 wt %), we can infer that the average Me of 
the 0.5 wt% composite is twice that of the plain polymer, supporting the presence of a long-
lasting less entangled state. It is important to point out that in rheological experiments, all the 
samples, if given enough time, should reach an equilibrium state with homogeneously 
distributed entanglements and a fixed Me.      
It is noted that a similar behaviour has been observed in the previous chapters for the 
physically mixed composites, but the minima of the G’ plateau in that case was found at 0.8 
wt %. At the filler content of 0.5 wt % of physical mixed sample, the plateau modulus is 
above 1 MPa, whereas in the case of the in-situ polymerised samples the plateau modulus 
drops below 1 MPa, further strengthening the hypothesis that in the in-situ polymerised 
composites the filler is more homogeneously dispersed. 
In early research, similar trend of decrease in modulus in the polyethylene-carbon based filler 
systems has also been reported and the phenomenon has been attributed to van der Waals 
forces. Zhang et al. reported a considerable decrease in the modulus for a series of 
UHMWPE/SWCNT nanocomposites and the authors explained the findings as a consequence 
of the selective adsorption of the longest chains of the UHMWPE onto the filler’s surface 
[17]. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Vega et al. also observed a drop in viscosity of 
HDPE/MWCNT composites compared to neat HDPE in extrusion, and they attributed the 
phenomenon to the adsorption of longest chains onto the nanotube surface also via van der 
Waals interactions [22]. The interaction of ethylene segments with carbon based filler has 
been conclusively demonstrated by Litvinov and co-workers working on EPDM/carbon black 
composites by NMR , where the authors showed the adsorption of ethylene segments to the 
surface of carbon filler [23,24]. Moreover it has been also reported that, according to 
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molecular dynamics simulations of PE nanocomposites with different carbon based fillers, 
graphene shows the strongest interaction with PE matrix among all carbon-based nano 
inclusions, [25,26]. Also in Chapter 3, we have observed a similar trend in both disentangled 
and commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites prepared via a simple physical mixing method, 
where we attributed the decrease to strong chain-filler attraction provided by efficient filler-
chain contacts that are achieved by successful removal of grain boundaries [4].   
Figure 5-5a shows the viscoelastic moduli G’ and G” as a function of angular frequency  
covering a range from 100 to 0.001 rad/s. Frequency sweep tests are performed after the 
modulus build-up reaches its stable value in Figure 5-4a. The time dependent relaxation 
modulus function (G(t)) (or equivalently its frequency dependent Fourier components known 
as elastic (G’()) and viscous (G”()) moduli) contains information on the tube renewal time 
[27]. 
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Figure 5-5 a) Storage modulus, G’, as a function of frequency, obtained after the samples 
reached their plateau in Figure 5-4a, and b) damping factor, tan (δ), as a function of 
frequency, obtained from a). 
The sample having 0.5 wt % rGON shows a plateau of G’ that stretches over the measured 
frequency region including the terminal region, confirming that the chain reptation is highly 
inhibited by the strong chain-filler interaction within the experimental time scale [4]. In the 
non-equilibrium state of plain disentangled UHMWPE, it has been found that the constraint 
renewal time increases as the entanglement density increases [28]; however, in the systems of 
the disentangled UHMWPE composites, where the chains stay less entangled due to the 
presence of filler, the constraint renewal time tends to increase even compared to that of plain 
fully-entangled UHMWPE, strongly indicating the arrest of the chain dynamics by the filler. 
The chain-filler interaction is also evident from the phase angle in Figure 5-5b. 
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It is important to recall at this point that the differences in molar masses due to the presence 
of filler may also have influence on the rheological properties. By inspection of the reaction 
kinetic and catalyst activity in Table 5-3, it is reasonable to conclude that, the samples having 
rGON may have longer chain component. However, according to earlier research of the 
molar mass influence on the rheological response of disentangled UHMWPE, it is found that 
for plain sample having comparable molar mass (3600 s reaction), a continuous increment in 
G’ is observed and finally reaches thermodynamic equilibrium state at ~2.0 MPa after a 
certain time (> 5×10
5
 s) [3,9], whereas in the composites, the storage modulus reaches a 
plateau in a much shorter time (< 2×10
5
 s) and at a much lower value (~ 0.8 MPa). This helps 
to rule out the molar mass influence on the decrease in the plateau value of the composites. 
5.3.4 Influence of Entanglement Density in the Crystallisation Kinetic of Dis-
UHMWPE in the Presence of rGON Filler 
In Chapter 4 the DSC annealing of disentangled UHMWPE showed double endothermic 
peaks: one peak at 135 °C and the other at 141.5 °C, that we have assigned to crystals that 
form from entangled domains and disentangled domains in the heterogeneous melt, 
respectively. The crystals which are responsible for the low temperature endothermic peak 
are found to form during melt crystallisation during e-f, and the crystals related to high 
temperature endothermic peak form during isothermal crystallisation, d-e, in Scheme 4-1.  
To have insight on the influence of the well dispersed filler on the crystallisation of the 
heterogeneous melts, both plain and composite samples are subjected to the protocol that is 
used for Figure 4-2a, and the corresponding DSC plots, collected from ramp g-h of Scheme 
4-1, are shown in Figure 5-6a, b and c.  
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Figure 5-6 DSC plots, obtained from ramp g-h, Scheme 4-1, of a) plain sample, b) 0.5 wt % 
UHMWPE/rGON sample, and c) 1.0 wt % UHMWPE/rGON sample. The samples are annealed for 
different times at 160 °C followed by isothermal crystallisation at 128 ºC for 180 min; d) area ratio of 
the low temperature endothermic peak to the overall endothermic peak, versus annealing time at 
160 °C, of the samples a), b) and c).   
It is apparent that both the plain and composite samples show the split of the endothermic 
peak, as observed in Figure 5-6a, b and c, suggesting the presence of heterogeneous melt 
having disentangled and entangled domains. For the plain sample, the ratio between the low 
and high temperature endothermic peaks increase with annealing time at 160 ºC, indicating 
the progressive transformation of the heterogeneous melt from non-equilibrium to 
equilibrium state. However, at a filler concentration of 0.5 wt %, the increase in the enthalpy 
of low temperature endothermic peak with annealing time at 160 °C is suppressed, being 
nearly independent of the annealing time and suggesting that the non-equilibrium melt stays 
stable for a relatively long time. With further increment in filler concentration to 1.0 wt %, 
the change in the two endothermic peaks becomes obvious again, suggesting the 
heterogeneous melt transforms more rapidly into the homogeneous state. This can be 
attributed to the aggregation of the filler at this concentration that reduces the effective 
contact between polymer chains and the filler.        
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Figure 5-6d shows the area ratio of the low temperature endothermic peak normalised by the 
total area of the double peaks as a function of annealing time at 160 °C based on Figure 5-6a, 
b and c. A good agreement between the inverse of the endothermic peaks and the 
corresponding rheological response in Figure 5-4a further strengthens the hypothesis that the 
chain dynamics are arrested due to the presence of strong chain-filler interaction, especially at 
the filler concentration of 0.5 wt %.    
In Chapter 4, the disentangled UHMWPE composites prepared by physical mixing also show 
similar trend in the DSC results; however, in agreement with the rheological response, at 
filler content of 0.8 wt %, the area of high melting peak stays stable and unchanged, whereas 
the in-situ polymerised sample shows the same phenomenon at the concentration of 0.5 wt %, 
supporting the idea that composites prepared by in-situ polymerisation have more uniform 
filler dispersion thus having more efficient chain-filler interaction.  
5.3.5 Influence of rGON on the Mechanical Properties of UHMWPE Composites   
All the samples, in nascent state prior to first melting, can be ultra-drawn in the solid state at 
temperatures below the equilibrium melting point, at least up to a draw ratio of 250, which 
confirms the low content of entanglements in the polymer matrix [9]. Figure 5-7a depicts the 
modulus as a function of filler content at different draw ratios. The values of the modulus 
increase with increasing draw ratio, and the samples reach their maximum values at a draw 
ratio of 250. The presence of rGON leads to an appreciable enhancement in the modulus. For 
instance, at a draw ratio of 250, the modulus increases from 167.2 N/Tex for the plain sample 
to 194.1 N/Tex for the 0.5 wt % composite, an increase of 20%. However, when further 
increasing the filler content to 1.0 wt %, the modulus tends to drop at all draw ratios 
comparing to that of 0.5 wt % composite, but it is still higher than that of the plain sample. 
The phenomenon can be attributed to a balance between chain-filler interaction that increase 
with increasing chain-filler contacts and aggregation of filler which reduces chain-filler 
contacts. At concentration of 0.5 wt %, as observed from rheology and DSC, the maximum 
contact between chain and filler is achieved and as a consequence, the Young’s modulus is 
considerably enhanced. When the filler content increases to 1.0 wt %, aggregation of filler 
occurs, slightly reducing Young’s modulus. This observation is in agreement with previous 
finding in the literature [29] and our DSC and rheology studies. 
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Figure 5-7 Mechanical properties of the samples with different concentration of nanofiller at 
different draw ratios; a) Young’s modulus; b) tensile strength (breaking tenacity). 
Figure 5-7b shows the tensile strength as a function of filler content at different draw ratios. 
The tensile strength shows the same trend as the modulus. It increases with increasing draw 
ratio for all the samples, and the samples reach high values above 3.8 N/Tex at draw ratio of 
250. A 13% increase in tensile modulus and tensile strength is observed on addition of 0.5 w t% 
of rGON. However, the tensile modulus and tensile strength decreases or stays constant with 
increase in concentration of rGON above 0.5 wt %. The increase in modulus and tensile 
strength at the specific concentration region can be attributed to the strong interaction 
between rGON to polyethylene chain segments that increases resistance to deformation and 
bridges between chain ends. The former increases the tensile modulus, whereas the latter has 
implications on tensile strength.   
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have addressed the rheological properties, thermal analysis and 
mechanical properties of disentangled UHMWPE/rGON samples synthesised via in-situ 
polymerisation, and a comparison with the composites prepared by physical mixing, as 
reported in Chapters 3 and 4, is made. It is conclusively shown that the in-situ composites 
polymerisation allows a more homogeneous dispersion of the filler across the polymer matrix, 
maximising the contact area between chains and the filler, and at the same time maintaining 
the disentangled state of the polymer. The rheological experiment shows a minimum in the 
plateau value at lower filler concentration (0.5 wt %) compared to the physical mixed sample 
(0.8 wt %). The minimum value has been related to the most homogeneous filler dispersion 
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and the most effective contact between chains and fillers that arrest the chain mobility. The 
strong chain-filler interaction thus inhibits the transition of the melt from non-equilibrium 
state to the equilibrium state, within the experimental timescale. 
Rheological observations regarding the formation of entanglement in melt state were 
corroborated using differential scanning calorimetry. Similar to the results from physical 
mixed samples in Chapter 4, we have further found that at the filler concentration of 0.5 wt %, 
the change in the amount of crystals that is responsible for the high temperature endothermic 
peak is nearly independent on annealing time at 160 °C, whereas in the same conditions these 
crystals quickly diminish in the plain polymer. These observations are in line with the results 
from rheology, and both of them indicate the presence of a strong chain-filler interaction that 
inhibits the chain entanglement formation. Both the plain and the composite samples show 
ease in solid-state deformation, indicating an initial low entanglement density.  
The strong interaction between chain and filler is also contributing to the enhancement of the 
mechanical properties. The composite having 0.5 wt % rGON shows the most effective 
enhancement of the mechanical properties, as the tensile strength and modulus of the 
uniaxially stretched sample reach considerable higher values of 4.3 N/Tex and 195 N/Tex, 
respectively. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions   
In this work, influence of rGON filler on the linear chain dynamics has been studied by 
means of linear rheology, DSC and X-ray scattering. Different PE/rGON composites, such as 
HDPE/rGON, commercial UHMWPE/rGON and disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites 
prepared by physical mixing method or by in-situ polymerisation, are investigated. The filler 
influence on the physical properties of the composites, such as electrical conductivities and 
mechanical properties, are also investigated.  
The GON filler is synthesised by a modified Hummers method that does not generate any 
toxic gases. It is found that the graphene oxide nanoplatelets are successfully exfoliated and 
oxidised, and they can be easily reduced to rGON by a combination of pressures and 
temperatures.   
In the HDPE/rGON composites, it is found in the terminal region of linear rheology that with 
addition of the filler, the chain relaxation is hindered and with increasing filler concentration, 
the relaxation becomes more hindered. It is apparent when the concentration reaches 4.0 wt % 
or above, there is a jump in the absolute values of G’, suggesting that at this concentration it 
reaches rheological percolation where a solid network forms. Interestingly, storage modulus 
at high frequencies (above cross-over frequency) decreases with increasing filler content and 
followed by an increase. At filler content of 2.0 wt %, it shows minima at frequency of 100 
rad/s. This has been attributed to the disturbance of the polymer network by large aspect ratio 
filler which attracts the chain segments to the surface of the filler by strong chain-filler 
interaction. The electrical conductivities of the composites are also investigated, and it is 
found that the electrical conductivity percolation is at filler concentration of ~4.5 wt %, 
which is similar to that of rheological percolation. The influence of chain-filler interaction on 
the anisotropic structure formation is also studies under mild shear using wide and small 
angle X-ray scattering techniques. It has shown that with addition of filler concentration, the 
chain orientation is more pronounced after shear. The oriented chains are likely to form 
precursors and further cause anisotropic structure. The Deborah Number was calculated and 
De-stre < 1 is obtained and in line with speculation, no chain stretching (shish) is observed 
from SAXS. In this chapter, it has conclusively shown the presence of strong chain-filler 
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interaction that can alter chain dynamics in melt and further cause anisotropic structures 
when subjected to shear.       
In the commercial UHMWPE/rGON composites, the influence of rGON on the chain 
dynamics is investigated by removing the grain boundaries at high compression temperature, 
for instance 230 °C. At low compression temperature, such as 160 °C, obvious grain 
boundaries are observed from plain polymer due to its high viscosity. With addition of filler, 
it is found that most of the fillers only reside along the boundaries, and with increasing 
concentration, most of the further added fillers mainly reside and accumulate along the 
boundaries. This gives rise to the enhancement of absolute value of G’ within measurable 
frequencies. At higher compression moulding temperature, most of the boundaries are 
supposed to be removed and more chain-filler contact is expected. As a result, decrease of G’ 
is observed, indicating a disturbance of the polymer melt by chain-filler interaction, as 
observed in HDPE/rGON samples.  
In the disentangled UHMWPE/rGON composites, the influence of the filler on the polymer 
rheological properties is more obvious.  It is found that the entanglement formation of the 
disentangled chains during dynamic sweep is hindered in the presence of rGON. At 
concentration of 0.8 wt %, the entanglement formation is almost stopped being independent 
of annealing time at 160 °C. Low plateau values are reached after long time annealing, 
indicating higher molar mass between adjacent entanglements. The following dynamic 
frequency sweep shows that the chain relaxation is hindered at low frequencies and at filler 
concentration of 0.8 wt %, G’ is almost independent of frequency. The unique rheological 
properties are attributed to the porous morphology and low initial viscosity of disentangled 
UHMWPE, that give rise to homogeneous distribution of filler in the polymer matrix after 
compression moulding, thus giving effective contacts between disentangled chains and large 
aspect area filler. The effective contact between chain and filler hence enhances the chain-
filler interaction and further hinders the chain dynamics. The electrical conductivity of the 
disentangled UHMWPE composites compressed at 160 °C, at filler concentration of 2.0 wt % 
and above, is found at least 2 orders higher than that of commercial UHMWPE compsoites, 
indicating formation of refined filler-filler network due to homogeneous distribution of the 
filler in the matrix. When subjected to 230 °C compression moulding, the commercial 
samples show similar conductivity values of that of disentangled UHMWPE samples. This is 
attributed to the removal of the polymer powder boundaries and formation of a refined filler-
filler network. 
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A new approach of understanding the transformation of polymer melt from non-equilibrium 
to equilibrium state has been carried out. After annealing at 160 °C and isothermal 
crystallisation at 128 °C, it is found that the melting peak of disentangled UHMWPE is split 
into two peaks: a high melting peak close it PE’s equilibrium melting peak (141.5 °C) and a 
low melting peak that is close to the melting peak of melt-crystallised UHMWPE samples 
(135 °C).  The split of the peak is attributed to the heterogeneity of the polymer melt, which 
has two different regions/domains, one entangled region and one disentangled region. It can 
be concluded that the high melting peak is from melting the crystals that form from 
disentangled domains, and the low melting peak is due to melting the crystals from entangled 
region. With increasing annealing time, it is found that the low melting peak area/enthalpy 
increases at expenses of high melting peak area, indicating the entanglement formation with 
increasing annealing time. The influence of filler on the crystallisation kinetics is also 
investigated. It has shown that with addition of filler, the increase of the low melting peak 
area is hindered, and at filler concentration of 0.8 wt %, the peak areas almost stay 
independent of the annealing time. This is assigned to the hindering of entanglement 
formation by the presence of filler, and the less entangled region is relatively stable with 
annealing time. The DSC results are found in line with their corresponding rheological 
responses.  
Disentangled UHMWPE/GON composites prepared by in-situ polymerisation are also 
investigated in order to understand the filler influence on the chain dynamics and 
crystallisation behaviours. Similar to the results of disentangled UHMWPE composites 
prepared by physical mixing method, the chain entanglement formation is hindered when 
filler is added and the chain relaxation is also hindered at low frequency region due to the 
strong chain-filler interaction. The hindering in chain entanglement is further supported by 
DSC annealing experiments, where it shows that the decrease in high melting peak area stays 
less independent of annealing time, indicating the lasting of less entangled region for longer 
time. The maximum chain-filler interaction happens at lower concentration comparing to that 
of physical mixed samples. Mechanical properties are also characterised after the samples are 
ultra-drawn into 1 D film, and it has shown both Young’s modulus and tensile strength are 
enhanced in the presence of filler. 
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6.2 Future Work Recommendations 
Very important to notice is the reappearance of the high melting peak (141.5 ᵒC) after 
disentangled UHMWPE is subjected to melt, even after it reaches equilibrium state. The high 
melting peak can be either from extended crystals or non-extended crystals but have adjacent 
re-entrant loops that provide constraint. Due to the heat treatment, extended crystals are less 
likely to form, and the adjacent re-entrant crystals may be the answer to the high melting 
peak. However, the formation of adjacent re-entrant crystals requires disentangled state of the 
chains. This suggests that after the disentangled UHMWPE subjected to melt and even after it 
reaches its equilibrium state, the chains are still disentangled. How this works? This could be 
explained by unhooked entanglement which differs from hooked entanglements. However, 
non-direct evidence has been found during my PhD project, and further work on the 
entanglement type of disentangled UHMWPE when subjected to melt is highly suggested, 
and this may reveal new entanglement behaviour for disentangled polymers having high 
molar mass and result in fabrication of high dimension (3D for instance) products that have 
ultra-high modulus and strength. Following this point, the influence of filler on the 
entanglement formation and crystallisation behaviour of the heterogeneous melts can be 
further explored and explained. 
The reduction of the viscosity of disentangled UHMWPE when added rGON filler could lead 
to ease in processability of the intractable material, attracting industrial interest. However the 
explanation behind the phenomena is not well answered in this thesis, for an example, the 
exact chain-filler interaction stays vague. Further investigation on the chain-filler interaction 
could provide a thorough understanding on the reduction of the viscosity and this may be 
applied to other composite systems, facilitating processbility of composites especially those 
having long chain components.  
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Appendices 
Appendix 1  
 wt % and vol % conversion of filler in the composites 
The conversion of added GON from wt % to vol % was done by considering the density of 
dried GON to be 2.2 g/cm
3 
and 0.96 g/cm3 [ 1 ] of PE after compression moulding. 
Considering the high crystallinity of the nascent UHMWPE samples (> 82%) the density of 
the compressed linear UHMWPE sample is obtained close to 0.96 g/ cm
3
. The vol % is used 
for the calculation of the electrical percolation. 
Table A1-1 wt % to vol % conversion of the GON in UHMWPE/GON composites. 
wt % 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 2.0 4.0 
vol % 0.04 0.13 0.22 0.35 0.88 1.79 
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E. A.; Piner, R. D.; Nguyen, S. T.; Ruoff R. S. Graphene-based composite materials. Nature 
2006, 442, 282-286. 
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Appendix 2 
Calculation of τs at 136 °C:  
τe@190°C is 7×10
-9
 s, and τe@136°C is calculated according to WLF equation:  
 
𝑎𝑇 =
𝜏𝑒(@136°𝐶)
𝜏𝑒(@190°𝐶)
= 𝐸𝑋𝑃(
𝐸𝑎
𝑅
(
1
𝑇1
−
1
𝑇2
)) 
T1=136+273.15=409.15 (K); 
T2=190+273.15=463.15 (K); 
Ea= 26.7 kJ/mol; R=8.314 JK
-1
mol
-1
 
Hence τe@136 °C = 1.75×10
-8
 s. 
𝑍 =
𝑀𝑧
𝑀𝑒
=
3200000
828
≈ 3854 
𝜏𝑠 = 𝑍
2 × 𝜏𝑒(@136°𝐶) = 3854
2 × 1.75 × 10−8 ≈ 0.26 (𝑠) 
 
 
Calculation of τrep at 136 °C: 
𝜏𝑑 = 3 × Z
3 × 𝜏𝑒 = 3 × 3854
3 × 1.75 × 10−8 ≈ 3000 𝑠 
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑝
𝜏𝑑
= 1 −
3.38
𝑍0.5
+
4.17
𝑍
−
1.55
𝑍1.5
 
Hence, 
𝜏𝑟𝑒𝑝 = 𝜏𝑑 × 0.95 ≈ 2840 (𝑠) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
